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Prefac e e 

Thiss thesis presents the results of a doctoral research project conducted at the Amsterdam 

Schooll  of Communications Research, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and the 

Netherlandss Graduate School for Science, Technology, and Modem Culture. The 

researchh was conducted from September 2001 until Spring 2004. The project's 

intellectuall  beginnings, however, can be traced back to the mid-1990s when I was 

advisingg the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy on patterns of 

internationall  cooperation in science and technology. The projects in which I participated 

att that time, documented in a series of RAND reports, were part of the analysis being 

donee by the Science & Technology Policy Institute at RAND in their role serving the 

Whitee House. White House officials and government analysts at the Departments of 

Statee and Commerce became increasingly aware of the emerging imperatives for policy 

beingg imposed by international cooperation in science. 

Despitee the growing awareness of a few, most science policymakers in the United 

Statess at the end of the 1990s remained largely unaware of the global science system. 

Perhapss due to the enormous size of the United States science system, many did not see a 

needd to regard the emerging system of science at the international level. Others saw 

internationall  science as an appendage of U.S. science. One senior staffer told me, 

''Internationall  science is just foreign aid in another form.*' This attitude, and the lack of 

interestt in a more comprehensive approach to international science, seemed myopic, but 

itt was difficult to say why. Recommendations by policy analysts to U.S. agencies that 

theyy should better account for, take advantage of. and nurture international scientific 

cooperationn were not given high priority. Concern among the scientific community that 

thee Department of State was not paying sufficient attention to international science 

continuedd to be a topic of discussion at science policy meetings and among those 

involvedd in advocacy for science and technology, but science and foreign policy 

remainedd an elusive partnership. 

Att the same time that U.S. science policy stubbornly held on to a national focus, 

duringg the 1990s, the European Union was taking a different approach. In their efforts to 
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createe a European Research Area, the EU was establishing policies that encouraged 

internationall  cooperation in science within the EU. The policies put in place, contained 

inn the Framework Programmes, included measures to encourage additional research when 

itt involved two or more countries of the EU in a joint project. Specific favored topics of 

research,, such as "broadband research" or "transportation''' were named. And, although it 

encouragedd international cooperation on one level, it also sought to increase this 

cooperationn within the EU. In other words, explicit interest in international collaboration, 

forr most programmes, ended at the edges of the European Union. 

Thesee inward-looking science policy efforts in regions with highly advanced 

scientificc enterprises did not go unchallenged by others. Organizations with an interest in 

development,, taking careful note of the relationship between science, technology and 

economicc growth, continued efforts to link to and also to imitate the science and 

technologyy enterprises of the advanced countries. The strategy was two-fold: expand the 

knowledgee capacities within developing countries to create the benefits enjoyed by 

advancedd countries, and seek to enhance links between developing and developed 

countriess to gain access to leading-edge research. Calls from the United Nations and the 

Worldd Bank to harness science for development became increasingly common in the 

1990s,, and programs were put in place to counter phenomena such as the "brain drab" 

andd the "digital divide." 

Thesee different trajectories of policy each found that they were not fully effective 

inn reaching their various goal. U.S. policymakers were increasingly pressured by other 

countriess to take part in international collaboration in science but there was no strategic 

plann to make this an explicit part of national policy. EU policymakers found that projects 

intendedd to grow the European Research Area often included non-EU members. 

Developmentt agencies found that efforts to build science and technology capacity did not 

"stick""  well in poor countries; attempts to construct links between developed and 

developingg countries also presented difficult challenges. Yet, it remained unclear why 

thesee approaches to manage change, encourage directed cooperation, and seek 

appropriatee benefits had not been fully satisfactory. 
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Thiss thesis explores a possible reason for dissatisfactions with policy approaches 

too international collaboration: Each of these groups has found themselves in a time of 

significant,, complex change. It is in processes of complex change, when large 

disruptionss are in progress, that people continue to use solutions and methods that worked 

inn the old system, but find that they no longer provide the same outcome. The 

nationallyy based science system, developed in the 20*  century by industrially-advanced 

countries,, is changing rapidly. The 20*  century system grew up around the social 

contractt for science, where a virtuous circle between political and scientific communities 

wass reinforced as science catalyzed innovation within developed economies. The fact the 

sciencee provided the fuel for economic growth in the 20*  century increased government 

interestt in nurturing, controlling, and to some extent bounding the conduct of science: this 

goosee was laying the golden egg. 

Thiss thesis tells the story of the emergence of a global system of science, one that 

operatess by rules and dynamics different from the national system that have governed 

sciencee at least since Vannevar Bush (1945) first suggested that the effort to tap science 

forr social benefit warranted full-scale government support. The emerging system will 

determinee how science operates, what benefits it provides to both advanced and 

developingg countries over the decades to come, and who receives these benefits. New 

mechanismss for supporting science and deriving its benefits will need to be crafted in 

response.. And, just as in other times of complex, chaotic change, there will be winners 

andd losers as the system settles into more predictable patterns, and they are not the 

winnerss and losers that one would expect. This project aims to provide insight into the 

changingg system in hopes of aiding those decisionmakers who are seeking to use science 

andd technology to promote social good. 

Thee thesis is presented in a series of articles that have been published, accepted for 

publication,, or in the case of the final chapter, being prepared for publication. For those 

articless that have not yet been type-set, the formatting represents the requirements of the 

relevantt journals. This leads to some inconsistency in presentation, for which I apologize. 

Amsterdam,, May 2004 

Carolinee S. Wagner 
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Chapte rr  I. 

Studyin gg Internationa l Collaboratio n in Science : 

Researc hh Question s and Methodologie s 

CollaborationCollaboration is a way to expand my horizon...Learning something new is a sign of 

itsits success. S. Shelah, a mathematician interviewed for the project 





Introductio n n 

Internationall  collaboration in science has been growing at a significant rate. From a low 

basee in the mid-20111 century, when collaboration was largely institutional, local, or within 

nationall  borders (Price 1963; Beaver 2001). international collaboration now makes up a 

considerablee share of scientific research. When counted by co-authorships, internationally 

co-authoredd articles accounted for 15 percent of all published articles in 1998. up from less 

thann 8 percent in the 1980s. (NSB 2000) Figure 1 shows the increases in internationally 

co-authoredd articles for 10 scientifically advanced countries over a 10 year period. 
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Figuree 1. Increase in the percentage of national articles that are internationally co-authored, 
scientificallyy advanced countries, 1986-1997 
Data::  NSB 2000 

Thee rapid shift in the organization of scientific research to include a significant 

amountt of international collaboration is itself a good reason to undertake a study. The 

questionn is made more interesting by a number of factors that would seem to militate 

againstt a growth in geographically dispersed collaboration. These include language and 

culturall  differences, different institutional incentives and rewards, and different national 

missionss guiding research fund allocations. As this thesis will show, no explanation has 

yett been offered that can fully explain the rapid rise in international collaboration. As a 

result,, no reliable account of the implications of these changes for governance of science 

hass been detailed. This thesis attempts to bridge this gap in the literature by offering a 

theoryy of the dynamics of knowledge creation within international collaboration in science. 



Thiss introduction has five sections designed to introduce the research that is 

presentedd in the following chapters. The five sections presented in this introduction are: 1) 

ann overview of the study of collaboration with a brief literature review and research 

questions;; 2) expectations held at the beginning of the research, and 3) definitions and 

scopee in this thesis; 4) a description of methodologies; and 5) the organization of the thesis. 

1.1. The study  of  collaboration 

Internationall  collaboration in science is a geographically dispersed form of 

collaboration.. Since Price (1963) began a discussion about the increasingly collaborative 

naturee of science, there have been a number of studies from bibliometric, sociological, and 

politicall  perspectives examining the phenomenon From the bibliometrics perspective, the 

studyy of collaboration has often taken the shape of counting co-authorships (Price 1963; 

Carpenterr & Narin 1973; Lindsey 1980; Narin 1991; Luukkonen et al. 1993; Miquel 1994; 

Doréé 1996; Georghiou 1998; Glanzel 2001; Melin & Persson 2000, Laudel 2002). From a 

sociall  perspective, Beaver & Rosen (1978a and b) examined the professionalism of science 

ass a motivating factor for collaboration. Gibbons et al. (1994) suggested the role of 

transdisciplinarityy as a driving factor. From a political or policy perspective, Crawford et 

al.al. (1993) and Skolnikoff (2001) and examined the political role of scientific cooperation, 

whilee Katz & Martin (1997) and Smith & Katz (2000) have looked at the policy structures 

supportingg cooperative research. 

Off  particular relevance to the research presented here are three subsets of science 

studies.. One takes an observational approach, examining the actions of scientists to see 

whatt it is they actually do when they collaborate. This line of research has included the 

workk of Latour (1987), Knorr-Cetina (1999), Laudel (2001) studying the communications 

andd personal dynamics in collaborations. They often focus on geographically proximate 

(oftenn side-by-side) collaborations. Others have approached collaboration from the 

perspectivee of communications media as they affect the willingness and ability of 

researcherss to work across geographical distances (Siegel et al. 1986; Starr 1995) focusing 

onn the role of the Internet. Meyerowitz (1985) examines the influence of communications 

mediaa on the structure of collaboration itself, a theme taken up by and discussed by Ziman 

(1994),, and also by Gibbons et a/.(1994) as part of their description of Mode 2 research. 

Stilll  others have examined the reward structures within science, at the institutional and 
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fieldd levels, to see how these features influence the willingness of scientists to collaborate. 

(Mertonn 1973; Whitely 1984) 

Recentlyy there has been attention on the increasingly international character of 

collaborationn from a quantitative perspective. These studies have examined collaboration 

att the country-to-country level (Okubo et al. 1992; Zitt et al 2000; Glanzel 2001); patterns 

off  relationships among researchers within disciplines of science (Frame & Carpenter 1979; 

Schubertt et al. 1989; Glanzel 2003); and at the global level (van Raan 1997; Georghiou 

1998;; Luukonen et al 1992) A more qualitative and politically-oriented set of inquiries can 

bee found in Crawford (1992) and Crawford et a/. (1993), suggesting that international 

collaborationn should in fact be called "transnational" because it appears to transcend the 

nationall  interests of the participants. In a comment that anticipates the research presented 

inn this thesis, Crawford (1992) writes: "The work of mapping these [international linkages] 

historically,, which has hardly begun, may well call for a fourth category: networks and 

otherr forms of informal and transitory groupings." (p. 21) 

Inn a separate stream of literature, and even more recently, network theorists have 

takenn an interest in scientific collaboration, largely because of the readily available dataset 

createdd by scientific co-authorships and citations in databases that facilitate network 

analysiss (Albert & Barbasi 2000; Barbasi et a/. 2002; and Newman 2001, 2004) These 

scholarss approach the data by examining collaborations at the level of individual scientists, 

nott from the international or social perspectives, to demonstrate and examine the dynamics 

off  interactions within large networks. The interesting and useful part of these inquiries is 

thee not just the creation of methodologies to explore the dynamics of networks, but the 

abilityy within social science to apply this analysis to communications systems. (Otte & 

Rousseauu 2002) 

Thesee previous inquiries and approaches, combined with the data on collaboration, 

promptt a fresh look at the following questions: Given that international collaboration is 

growingg at a significant rate, why is this happening? What does mis mean for the dynamics 

off  knowledge creation in science? What does the shift in organization mean for governance 

off  science? What influence wil l the rise of international collaboration have for the 

exploitationn and dissemination of research results? These became the research questions 

forr this thesis. 
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2.2. Expectations  of  research  outcomes 

Thee research project reported here began with a set of expectations that guided the 

researchh and influenced the choice of methods. The list of expectations is reproduced here 

fromm the proposal written at the beginning of this project. (June 2002) A reflection on how 

thee project supported or refuted these expectations is discussed in Chapter VTfl. 

 International collaboration wil l be found to be increasingly conducted in a 

distributedd research mode. This expectation grew out of my RAND research that 

precededd the research at the University of Amsterdam. The RAND research 

showedd that an increasing number of research projects being funded by the U.S. 

governmentt were investigator-driven linkages. Although "megascience" projects 

weree still being funded, the growth in funding for international projects appeared to 

bee in geographically dispersed, scientist-initiated research. Moreover, a review of 

existingg literature shows that the fields in which international collaborations are 

growingg are fields where the subject of research is not dependent upon large-scale 

equipmentt but are motivated by other factors. In addition, this expectation grows 

outt of my RAND analysis of S&T capacity that found that, by 1998, as many as 60 

countriess can be considered at least "scientifically proficient," possibly offering an 

increasedd number of scientists available for international collaborative projects. 

Researchh talent may be more widely distributed around the world, perhaps 

facilitatingg the trend towards distributed research. 

 The sub-fields of science that constitute growing areas of international collaboration 

aree self-organizing ("bottom-up") and scientist-initiated, not in fields where 

researchh is initiated bv governments or large international organizations. They wil l 

havee a network structure exhibiting dynamic features. The projects that attracted 

governmentt funding in the 1950s through the 1980s, in the majority, were large-

scale,, equipment-based research. These projects served national political goals and 

weree hierarchical ("top-down") in their organization. Since the 1980s, it appears 

thatt international collaboration is more often initiated by the individual scientist— 

notnot necessarily tied to a megascience project—and that, in some cases, governments 

havee been persuaded by the scientific community to fund distributed research 

projects.. It is not clear why this is occurring, butt I wil l be exploring reasons for this 

shiftt in this research project The expectation is that international collaboration in 

sciencee is more often self-organizing—initiated by researchers themselves and 
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conductedd across geographical distances and that it can be characterized as a 

network.. The network of interactions is expected to have an internal dynamic 

differentt from thee dynamics of other systems. 

 The communications that constitute dynamic, growing research area are more often 

initiatedd through face-to-face communication rather than through the Internet 

Althoughh some groups have suggested that the Internet and other communications 

toolss are a causative factor in the growth of collaboration, research in interpersonal 

dynamics,, and the results of RAM) surveys of how scientists initiated 

collaboration,, suggest that face-to-face communication is more important to 

identifyingg potential collaborators than other forms of communication tools. The 

expectationn is that scientists wil l initiate international collaborations more often 

throughh face-to-face communications man through other media. This question wil l 

bee explored principally through interviews. 

 Once a communication is initiated between scientists, a number of information 

technnlnpyy tools are used to exchange information. Distributed communication 

requiress that researchers actively communicate in real time. As a result, my 

expectationn is mat the enabling features of the Internet, facsimile machines, 

telephony,, and HTML wil l all be factors contributing to the dynamism of 

distributedd communication. This type of real-time, remote communication requires 

neww ways of conducting research—methods that are changing the way scientific 

researchh projects are managed 

 Practitioners from more than one traditional scientific discipline wil l be involved in 

distributedd research projects. Gibbons et cd. (1994) suggest that the collectivised, 

team-basedd approach to R&D is a new method of knowledge production, called 

Modee 2, resulting from the expansion in the supply of knowledge producers and the 

demandd for specialised knowledge. I expect that some features of the Mode 2 

theoryy of knowledge creation wil l be upheld by a closer examination of 

internationall  collaboration. 

 Funding for collaborations wil l come from at least two sources and wil l not be a 

majorr motivation for international collaboration. While I expect that 

communicationss within international collaboration in science wil l have self-

organizingg features, science remains an activity largely funded by governments. 

Governmentss are reluctant to provide funding directly to foreign researchers. In 
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orderr for a research project to proceed, it is probable that both researchers wil l need 

too find funding. As a result, in interviews with researchers. I expect that they wil l 

reportt that each researcher in the collaboration brought some funding or in-kind 

contributionn to the project. 

 Fewer than 10 percent of the collaborations studied wil l have participants from 

developingg countries. Developing countries generally do not have a great deal of 

publicc funds available for research and development As noted above, international 

collaborationss often require that each researcher fund their own participation. As a 

result,, I expect to find that very few international collaborations include researchers 

fromm developing countries. This is not to say that researchers in these countries are 

notnot "world-class," rather that they wil l find it difficult to participate in distributed 

researchh because of some of the features I have discussed above. 

 The research subjects that characterize international collaborations wil l be in 

rapidlyy growing fields, but wil l not represent highly specialized (or >tniche") 

researchh topics. Existing literature reports that international collaboration appears 

too be growing in many fields of science. If specialization were the driving force 

behindd collaboration, then one might expect to see a clustering of researchers 

collaboratingg in some fields, and other fields where there is littl e collaboration. I 

expectt to find that otherr reasons—possibly within the communications system 

providingg the basis for knowledge creation process itself—are motivating 

collaboration. . 

3.3. A social  science  view  of  the natural  sciences:  Defining  terms 

Despitee many articles and books written about knowledge creation and the 

organisationn of science, few actually define science; they seem to presume a common 

understanding.. Even so, the edges of this understanding are not clear, and perhaps are not 

heldd in common. Originally derived from the Latin, scientia, knowledge, over centuries, 

thee term science has developed in both historical understanding and philosophical 

discourse.. Aristotle argued that science is a method, and that the subject of scientific 

inquiryy existed external to the viewer. (Metaphysics) His understanding of science, 

however,, suggests that he considered all knowledge to be contained within science, rather 

thann science within knowledge. Yet, the latter would be more consonant with current 

views. . 
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Forr the purpose of this thesis, science as a widely accepted, adoptabte, and 

transferablee set of methods and assumptions about how to understand the world As 

scientificc practices become standardized and transferred the practice of science becomes a 

systemsystem of knowing things. That system takes on a dynamic that transcends and subsumes 

thee practitioner. As a result, science is often referred to as a "universal" way of knowing 

becausee the knowledge passes without regard to the political allegiances, gender, race, or 

otherr attributes of the person seeking knowledge. The universal nature of science can be 

demonstratedd by the gradual expansion of the scientific enterprise over the past 300 years 

fromm a few small centers in Europe to hundreds of centers around the world (Ben-David 

1971) ) 

Byy scientific research, I mean the socially-based activities that seek knowledge 

aboutt the natural world through observation and experimentation, generating a disciplinary 

andd multi-disciplinary body of knowledge. This thesis bounds science as a set of 

verifiablee information that cannot be changed by human action. Thus the study is limited 

too what are sometimes called the "hard sciences." The results of these inquiries can be 

understoodd and reproduced by other knowledgeable practitioners regardless of their social 

status,, political allegiances or geographic location. As such, the knowledge created and 

codifiedd as a result of these activities has a ''universal" aspect in that any knowledgeable 

andd interested person can understand and use the information, A discipline within science, 

too extrapolate from Kuhn (1962), is the community of trained specialists investigating a 

well-definedd range of problems with methods and tools specifically adapted to the task. 

Thee definition of the scientific problems and resulting methods of investigation in Kuhnian 

sciencee derive from a professional tradition of theories, techniques, and skills acquired 

throughh prolonged training and acculturation. (Kuhn 1962) 

Collaborationn refers to those activities where scientists work together on a specific 

researchh project or question. (Laudel 2001; Katz & Martin 1997) It involves parallel or 

sequentiall  sets of scientific observations or experiments towards a common goal. 

Cooperationn is more broadly conceptualized here as the sharing of ideas and concepts 

amongg colleagues and other interested parties, similar to the exchange of information that 

hass been a feature of science for two centuries. (Beaver & Rosen 1978a) From the 17th 

throughh the 19*  century, science largely was undertaken by a single researcher who then 

reportedd his (or, more rarely "her") findings to an elite community. Derek de Solla Price 

(1963)) calls this style of research "small science"; Gibbons et a/.(1994) call it "Mode V 
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research.. The sharing of information among these practitioners constitutes cooperation in 

science. . 

Collaborationn is understood within this thesis as a more specific activity. It 

involvess practitioners working together on a scientific problem or question towards a 

commonn research goal. It is a specific, time-limited interaction measured by co-writing of 

grantt proposals, sharing problem definition and experimentation, and co-authoring of peer 

reviewedd literature. Price (1963) was among the first to point out mat an increasing 

numberr of scientific papers were being co-authored, suggesting that science was becoming 

moree collaborative. Moreover, he noted that the entrance of government funding into the 

scientificc enterprise, the tying of science to economic growth, and the increasing number of 

studentss trained in the sciences, had expanded the context within which science takes place, 

usheringg in an era of "Big Science." Price shows that, as "Big Science" pumped funds into 

thee system, collaboration was also increasing geometrically, although he does not claim 

thatt the two features of modern science are necessarily linked. These distinctions wil l be 

exploredd in more detail in later chapters. 

4.4. Methodologies  for  exploring  knowledge  creation  within 

internationalinternational  science 

Thee study described in this thesis has employed many methods, both qualitative 

andd quantitative, to uncover and expose the dynamics of knowledge creation in global 

science.. This section describes the different methods used, focusing on the quantitative 

andd interview methods. The research proceeded from the broad to the specific: moving 

fromm an analysis of the global network of science to networks within disciplines of 

science,, and men to the methods and motives of communication among scientists 

themselves.. This chapter takes a similar approach, beginning with a description of the 

networkk analysis conducted at the global level, men analysis conducted at the disciplinary 

levell  The interview methodology is then discussed. 

Thee techniques described here were chosen for their ability to reveal the dynamics 

off  interrelationships among scientific researchers at the global level. Systems and networks 

thatt contain knowledge cannot be considered as "given" or immediately available for 

observationn or measurement. (Biggerio 2001; Leydesdorff 2001(a)) The analyst has to 

specifyy the relevant system before it can be indicated or measured. As discussed above, 

andd following Hesse (1974 and 1980) and Leydesdorff (2001(a)), I expect that science at 
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thee global level is a communications system with a network structure exhibiting dynamic 

features. . 

Dynamicss within any set of relationships (such as a within a social network) are 

difficultt to measure. The difficulty of studying dynamicss of global science derives from 

severall  of its features: Dynamics are evidenced by communications, which are often 

ephemeral,, and occur at many levels of formality.1 They can only be identified by the 

"traces""  they leave behind (Leydesdorff & Scharnhorst 2003), and then, only the codified 

(nott tacit or informal) communications can be quantified By studying the traces (in this 

case,, co-authored articles and citing relationships) indicators of networks can be created 

Measurementt is also made difficult in part because, in order to study dynamics, time must 

bee introduced as a dimension. (Leydesdorff, 2001(a)) 

Thee relevant system being examined here is the international system of science, or 

thee system of scientific communications that operate at the global level. While these 

communicationss go on between people, the indicators mat are available to evidence the 

relationshipss at the global level are based on the addresses linked to countries where these 

authorss claim to be located Using countries as part of the indicators for dynamics at the 

globall  level also allows me to test for the growth of geographically dispersed research. In 

addition,, I am interested in the communications tools that are being used (print, Internet, 

databases)) to see if information and communication technologies are having an effect on 

thee dynamics of knowledge creation. 

Inn addition to the study of global linkages over time, we must add other layers of 

analysis.. Science is difficult to study in part because communication processes are multi-

layeredd (Leydesdorff 2001(a)) As a result, the techniques used here are conducted in a 

cascadingg or "nested" fashion in an effort to gain different views into the dynamics of the 

relationshipss at different layers and over time. The layers examined are the meta-network 

att the global level, disciplinary networks at the global level, citing relationships at the 

disciplinaryy level, and individual communications among scientists in terms of patterns of 

attachment,, as well as how scientists appreciate these communications reflexively. These 

differentt layers combine to provide different insights into communications within the 

11 rVwnnmninitM m withi n «jf-orf l t ir in g «yttama i« dirtirigiMthe d in three wayg-
 Hugn » «f fimrality  (fnrma l or  written/«vKfia d v» wifuma l nr erwdten/rnrat ) 

 Degree of richoeu (from fkce-to-face to virtual ) or  (phone, fax, regular  and electronic mail) 
 Size (single menage, dyadic, or  collective). (Biggerio 2001) 
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networkk of global science. At the end of this chapter, we wil l discuss the strengths and 

weaknessess of these approaches as they apply to the study. 

Thee techniques described here are used to study scientific relationships both as a 

staticc "snapshot" in time and across time. The 10-year interval used in this study, between 

19900 and 2000, provides some insight into the changing communications patterns over 

time.time. In addition, this decade is a particularly interesting time to study. Five events 

significantlyy changed the environment for science during this time: 1) the break-up of the 

Soviett Union and the end of the bi-polar world, 2) the reunification of Germany, 3) the 

growthh of information and communications technologies (specifically, the Internet and the 

Worldd Wide Web), 4) the rise of the European Union and the growth in its funding for 

science,, and 5) the globalization of industry.2 Each of these factors has influenced either 

thee supply of scientific knowledge (the newly independent states have been encouraged to 

expandd their participation in global science, for example) or the demand for science (the 

locall  information requirements of global businesses have encouraged investment in 

research).. Each of these factors has also affected the political process that provides funding 

andd support for science. 

4.11 Mappin g the networ k of internationa l scienc e 
Thee place to begin examining global science is by detailing the patterns of linkages 

amongg researchers from different nations. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches can 

shedd light on tins question, and both are used in this study. The first part of the analysis is a 

quantitativee study of the networks evidenced by co-authorships at the international level. 

Thiss measured the co-occurrence of authorships among practitioners in different countries 

inn the two years examined 

Figuree 2 illustrates the method used to map communications among researchers at 

thee international level The figure illustrates the steps taken, processesused, and 

produc t ss created. The analyses included data identification, database creation and 

management,, and matrix management and analysis in steps 1 through 4. Between steps 3 

andd 4,1 considered different counting schemes that could be used to examine the 

relationshipss that were being revealed in the matrices. (The choice of integer counting is 

22 There a» a number of different descriptions of tile process of globalization of industry. One useful 
description,, directly relevant to tins paper, is contained in the Science & Engineering Indicators 2000. (NSB, 
2000). . 
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describedd in detail below.) Then, once the co-occurrence tables were created, in step 5,1 

consideredd different ways to expose the relationships that were implicit in the matrices. 

Thesee choices, based in part on practices detailed in literature and in part on the application 

off  new tools developed for this research, allowed both bilateral measures and multilateral 

measures.. I chose cosine analysis, factor analysis, and affiliations as the most illustrative for 

thee purposes of my study. The application of these analytic tools allowed different types of 

outcomes.. Steps 6 and 7 involved applying the tools to the data and revealing and 

illustratingg the networks. These choices are also detailed below. 

Slept. . 
Collectt  all amdes 
fiomfiom SCI  CD-tom 
databasee for the 

targett  years 

Stepp 4. Create co-
occmrencee tablet 
forr  co-Audimihip 
eventss bated on 
integerr  courting 

Stepp 6. 
Analyze e 
bilateral l 

,, Bmjlaririei 
andd social 
networks s 

^^ Step 7. 
Analyze e 

umi]] amies 

/ / 
/ / 

X X 

AflWatia n n 
iwtwonc s s 

Costa » » 
analyst * * 

r r 
«MUHyvis s 

andd muiti -
oll  Mansio n 
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FigureFigure 2. Steps in the process of conducting co-author analysis 

Thee concepts behind this approach are drawn from bibliometric and social network 

analysiss (SNA). The bibliometric approaches involved counting links created by studying 

authorr addresses and by detailing the citing environments of journals. These tools were 

primarilyy developed by Leydesdorff (2001a), and Leydesdorff & Cozzens (1993), 

Luukonenn et al. (1993), and Glanzel (1990). These are standard tools and methods for 

assessingg the structure of scientific communications. 

Oncee it is collected from the Science Citation Index CD-Rom version, the 

bibliometricc data was analysed using network analysis. Several authors have suggested that 

sciencee can be conceptualized as a network structure. (Hesse 1974 and 1980; Callon & 

Laww 1989; Leydesdorff 2001(a)) Leydesdorff (2001(a)) has noted that relations among 
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textss can "provide us with a network model of scientific developments." (p. 57) Derek de 

Sollaa Price (1965) suggested that co-authorship of journal articles reflects an underlying 

network.. Relatedly, approaching science as a social network has been a tool of social 

sciencee analysis (Wellman & Berkowitz 1988) but it has not been as widely applied to 

sciencee studies. 

Sociall  network analysis (SNA) is not a formal theory in itself; rather it is a strategy 

orr a tool for investigating and exposing social structures. (Scott 2000; Otte & Rousseau 

2002)) SNA began to be widely used in the early 1980s and it has dispersed to a wide 

numberr of fields over time. (Otte & Rousseau 2002) There has been an increasing interest 

inn using SNA in recent years, perhaps because of the increase in desktop computing power, 

databases,, and software tools which facilitate the application of this type of analysis to 

manyy different fields. Author co-citation has been explored as a measure of networks 

withinn science at least since White & Griffith documented the capacity in 1981. (White & 

Griffit hh 1981) 

mm SNA, and in the research supporting this thesis, for the purposes of exposing the 

networkk itself, the motivations of actors are not the primary focus: the relationship or 

formal,, codified communications between actors is the object of study. As Leydesdorff and 

Scharnhorstt have noted, "Organized knowledge production can.. .be considered as the 

codificationn of communication. Communications leave traces that can be studied as 

indicators.""  (2003, P. iv) Relational data in the form of addresses are the subject of 

investigation.. Citations and co-citations are another way to trace knowledge networks, but 

thesee indicators are not directly linkedto collaboration, and therefore are not a subject of 

thiss study. 

4.22 A brie f descriptio n of graph s and networ k theor y 

Thee findings of this research depend on understanding graph theory and network 

theory,, so these are introduced briefly here. Social network analysis allowed me to 

exploree and visibly depict the intensity and dynamics of interrelationships among 

researcherss from different countries at the international level. Researchers have found that 

manyy real-world systems take on the form of networks. (Jin et al., 2001) In research 

similarr to that undertaken for mis thesis, Newman (2000) defines a social network as a 

"collectionn of people, each of whom is acquainted with some subset of the others." Such a 

networkk can be represented in a graph as a set of points or nodes (vertices) denoting actors 
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(peoplee or countries), joined in pairs by lines (edges or arcs) denoting acquaintance, or, in 

thee case of this study, co-authorships. Vertices that attract many links are called "hubs." 

Inn social network analysis, social structures are formally represented as graphs, and 

structurall  properties of these graphs are assumed to be useful in the explanation of social 

phenomena. . 

Large-scalee networks that have been studied include the World-Wide web 

(Hubermann 2001), transportation networks such as air routes, blood vessels, and the 

telephonee system. In the past few years, mere has been a substantial amount of work done 

onn network structure and function; much of this has emerged from within the physics and 

biologicall  sciences communities. (See referenced works of Strogatz, Watts, and 

Newman).. The most interesting of this research for our purposes is the attention that has 

beenn given to networks that are self-organizing and evolving over time. 

Usingg the SCI CD-Rom 1990 and 2000 data, I sought to apply social network 

analysiss to examine the intensity and dynamics of interrelationships among researchers 

fromm different countries. The population of "nodes" that comprise the social network are 

scientistss who have co-authored papers with colleagues from other countries. The data are 

arrangedd in an NxN matrix, which contains one row and one column, with a number 

indicatingg the occurrence of a co-authorship event between practitioners. 

Sociall  network analysis derives from a matrix where each node within the network 

iss listed on both axes, and the resulting cells indicate the presence or absence of links from 

eachh node to each other node within the network. For example, in Figure 3 the 1's in the 

matrixx on the left (known as an "adjacency" matrix) provide a representation of the links in 

thee diagram on the right (known as a "sociogram"). 

A A 

B B 

C C 

D D 

E E 

FigureFigure 3. An illustration of a sociogram 
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Withh such a small number of nodes, it is easy to see some of the basic properties of 

thee network. For example, node B occupies a distinctive and relatively "central" position 

withinn the network with more ties than any other node. Nodes A, B, and E form a tightly 

connectedd "clique" in which every node is tied to every other node. The same is true of 

nodess B, C, and D. Node B provides a bridge between these two cliques, indirectly linking 

otherwisee unconnected nodes. A quick count reveals a total number of six links out of a 

possiblee maximum often (the number of links that would have existed if every node had 

beenn directly linked to every other node). This equals 60 percent of the possible links (a 

percentagee referred to as the "density" of the network). With a larger number of nodes, it is 

impossiblee to identify the structural properties of the network simply through observation. 

Instead,, it is necessary to manipulate the underlying matrix with specialized software to 

reveall  such properties as the overall density of links, the division of the network into 

relativelyy distinct cliques or clusters, the degree of connectedness or centrality of specific 

nodes,, and so form. The most widely used software for these purposes is Ucinet. (Borgatti 

etal.2002) etal.2002) 

Forr large networks, the interrelationships among the nodes of the network are not 

clearr or easily determined. Ucinet provides the algorithms that find the interrelationships 

andd affiliations among networks. Bringing the matrix off  co-occurrences/co-authorships 

intoo Ucinet for analysis, and then into Pajek for the visualization of the social networks, I 

soughtt to identify the clusters representing collaborations. 

4.33 Examinin g Co-authorship s 

Ann effective way to quantify communication linkages is by using co-authorships. A 

scientificc document is co-authored if it has more than one author, and it is internationally 

co-authoredd if at least two of these authors list addresses in different countries. Data on co-

authoredd articles can be retrieved from almost any bibliographic database. However, the 

Sciencee Citation Index produced by the Institute for Scientific Information is the most 

reliablee source for a comprehensive survey. I drew data from the Science Citation Index 

CD-Rom33 from 1990 and 2000 to create global networks for these years. The addresses 

33 The CD-Rom version is preferable to the SCI  Extended version found on the Internet. The Extended 
versionn is regularly updated, and therefore, it would be very difficul t to repeat this analysis, even from day to 
day.. Assuming that the extended index can change, the data set could be altered and therefore the results 
presentedd here could not be reproduced 
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makee it possible to study co-authorships using nations as the identifying feature. The 

researchh did not distinguish among types of contributions (reviews, letters, proceedings, and 

journall  articles) because I was seeking social connection to reveal the structure of the 

networkk regardless of the scientific status of the output. 

Whenn using co-authorships as the indicator of international linkages, there are a 

numberr of validity issues to consider. Scientific collaboration may lead to a range of 

outcomes,, and a co-authored article is only one of these outputs. Katz and Martin (1997) 

havee detailed a number of issues associated with using co-authorship data as an indicator of 

collaborationn They note that collaboration does not necessarily lead to co-authored 

publications.. Conversely, ce authorship does not necessarily indicate collaboration: for 

example,, research leaders may list their names on articles without actually contributing to 

thee work. In many case, although international collaboration is taking place, co -authors list 

aa common institution in which they are working, thus leading to an understating of 

internationall  linkages. A level of uncertainty is inherent in this data. As Melin and Persson 

(1996)) have suggested, we can hope that "significant scientific collaboration leads to co-

authoredd papers in most cases, the main reason being the priority claims of the scientists 

involved." " 

Whilee it would have been possible to examine the networks using other features of 

collaboration,, these would not have served the analysis as well. For example, it would be 

possiblee to use the names of institutions as the unit of analysis, and examine links between 

institutions.. This is a method of analysis commonly used, for example in the Triple Helix 

approachh to examining dynamics of knowledge creation. (Leydesdorff & Etzkowitz, 2001) 

However,, this would place too much emphasis on the physical location of the research 

ratherr than the dynamics of communications. It is the latter question that is explored in this 

research,, not the physical place where it occurs. Similarly, it would have been possible to 

focuss the analysis at the level of a city or geographic region rather than at the level of the 

nation.. This would also provide interesting results. Nevertheless, this thesis takes the 

approachh of asking the question of how international cooperation in science is affecting 

dynamicss of science. To a great extent, science is still funded through a political 

44 The United Kingdom is considered here in its component parts. Addresses are provided as England, 
Scotland,, Wales, and Northern Ireland, and each is handled as a separate political unit for  the purposes of mis 
analysis. . 
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governancee structure. This compels the use of the nation as the point of analysis, rather 

thann looking at other interesting links among regions, cities, or institutions. 

Countingg and representing the patterns of linkages among scientists can be done in 

severall  ways. I agree with the finding of Luukkonen eta!.(\993) that the ''choice of 

measuress for gauging the strength of the ... relationships clearly affects the findings.'*  (p. 

33)) Accordingly. I examined the SCI data using different methods. Although I used other 

methodss to analyse the data, the findings presented here represent my assessment, 

conductedd with Loet Leydesdorff, of the most illustrative ways to analyse and visualize the 

dataa when one is seeking to study network dynamics. I concur with Luukkonen et al., 

(1993)) who suggest that it is important to use both absolute and relative measures if one 

wantss to acquire a full picture of collaborative linkages. Absolute measures allowed me to 

seee the overall size of the network, as well as which countries are in the center and which 

aree at the periphery of the network. 

Relativee measures normalize size and therefore provide insight into the intensity of 

linkss between countries. I also applied these measures in an effort to reveal the architecture 

off  the network. Relatedness measures such as the Salton Index (i.e., the cosine) illuminate 

thee architecture of the relationship of countries. The Salton Index can be applied using 

sociall  network analysis, showing intensity of relationships. Multilateral measures take the 

globall  network into account based on the assumption that the expected numbers of linkages 

betweenn countries occur in proportion to a country's share in the global network. 

Factorr analysis allows the data to be rotated to find the correlations and find 

commonalitiess and differences among countries that are not obvious from a visual 

inspectionn of me data, and which do not become apparent using (hierarchical) relatedness 

measures.. Factor analysis presents clusters of countries with strong relationships as well as 

intensitiess of relationships visualized in a multi-dimensional space. 

II  use these three sets of measures: descriptive statistics of observed values, 

relatednesss measures (illustrated through social network analysis), and factor analysis to 

assesss the absolute and relative positions of countries in the global system. They allowed 

mee to gain a "snapshot" of what the global science network looked like in the two years 

studied.. The ten-year interval between 1990 and 2000 allowed me to compare the two years 

too explore the changes in the network over time. 

Stepss in the Process 
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Thee process of examining ce authorships to identify patterns and networks of 

cooperationn had 7 steps. These are illustrated in Figure 2. The process began by collecting 

intoo a single data set all papers produced for the relevant year. Table 1 inventories die data 

sett at the global level; this data is discussed in detail in Chapter V. 
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Year r 

2000 0 

1990 0 

Unique e 

documents s 

inn SCI 

778,446 6 

590,841 1 

Addresses s 

inn the file 

1,432,401 1 

908,783 3 

Authorss for 

alll  records 

3,060,436 6 

1,866,821 1 

Inlemationall l 

yy co-authored 

records s 

121,432 2 

51,596 6 

Addresses, , 

international! ! 

yy co-authored 

records s 

398,503 3 

147,411 1 

Percent t 

internationall l 

yy co-authored 

documents s 

15.6 6 

8.7 7 

TableTable 1. Data used to create international co-authorship tables 

Thee first analytic task is determining how to attribute papers to participating 

countries.. Previous efforts to count co-authorships have used fractional, links, and integer 

countingg in order to compare performance of countries or to examine networks. 

Fractionall  counting attributes the numbers proportionally, so that the number of authors on 

anyy given paper reduces the share of each participating country. A second way of 

countingg is to identify the number of links represented among the countries involved, with 

eachh bilateral relationship counting as " 1 ." The normalization in terms of number of links 

iss more common in network analysis (Newman, 2000). A third way of counting is integer 

(Luukkonenn et al 1993) or whole/disti net count (Zitt et al, 2000) that attributes a count of 

" 1 "" to each occurrence of authorship by a country created by the participation of 

researcherss from that country. Table 2 shows how the different methods of counting affect 

thee totals. Since I am interested in using counts to see how the network is developing 

betweenn countries, I used integer counting. 

Duringg the counting phase, I applied a two tiered analysis. The data was placed 

intoo an asymmetrical matrix containing raw occurrence data that recorded all countries 

acrosss one axis, and all articles on the other. A count is placed in the corresponding cell 

createdd by this matrix. Table 3 provides an illustration. The digit in the cell represents the 

numberr of unique addresses for each country appearing in the address line of the 

respectivee article. This occurrence table was used to conduct factor analysis in SPSS to 

identifyy patterns within the global network. 
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Method Method 
Intege r r 
Fractiona l l 
Link s s 

1 1 
0.16 6 

5 5 

1 1 
0.16 6 

5 5 

1 1 
0.16 6 

5 5 

1 1 
0.16 6 

5 5 

1 1 
0.32 2 

8 8 

TableTable 2. An example of different methods of counting co-authorships 
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TableTable 3. A sample of data in an asymmetrical matrix of the occurrence of authorship in an internationally 
co-authoredco-authored paper (SCI 1990) 

II  then converted the occurrence table into a binary matrix of only ones and zeros 

("integerr counting") in order to construct a symmetrical matrix of countries appearing on 

bothh axes, with the co-occurrence of addresses appearing in the corresponding cell. Table 

44 provides an illustration of the aggregated numbers that result when the names of 

countriess appear on both axes. (The co-occurrence table was also used to conduct social 

networkk analysis, and is the representation of the sociogram notionally illustrated in Figure 

3.) ) 
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TableTable 4. A sample of data in a symmetrical matrix of co-occurrences of authorship (a "sociogram ") 

betweenbetween countries in internationally co-authored co-authored papers, 1990 

Oncee the data were collected into the co-occurrence matrix for 1990 and 2000, two 

twoo types of analyses were applied: bilateral similarity and social network analysis, and 

multilaterall  similarity analysis (See also Figure 2, for steps in the process). Previous 

analystss have used a number of different approaches depending upon the question they 

weree bringing to the data. Two measures have been used in scientometric analyses to 

achievee the weighted results (Luukkonen et al, 1993): 1) bilateral similarity measures, and 

2)) multilateral (pattern) similarity measures (e.g., Pearson correlations). The first method 

-- bilateral similarity measures - 1 also found very helpful for these purposes. 
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Thee bilateral measures weight the data in order to illustrate links between separate 

pairss of countries. The resulting figures are derived from the observed number of shared 

paperss dy of the countries x and y, weighted by the total number of papers, Cx and Cy. 

Tablee 5 shows these measures and equation. 

Measure e 

Saltan'ss measure 

Jaccard's s 

measure e 

Equation n 

Oi£yy v/xy' 'V' x "  *--y 

Jxyy = Cxy/(CX + Cy ' Cxy) OT Cx 

nCy/CxUCy y 

TableTable 5. Relatedness measures and equations considered to analyse the data  data 

Luukkonenn et al. (1993) state that "The Jaccard measure underestimates the 

collaborationn of smaller countries with larger ones, but the Salton measure underestimates 

thee collaboration of smaller countries with each other." In a careful analysis conducted 

togetherr with Loet Leydesdorff and reported in a forthcoming article, I found that 

Jaccard'ss measure did not serve this analysis as well as the Salton Index. Jaccard's Index 

providess the intersection of the two countries as a percentage of the sum, while the Salton 

Judexx provides the intersection as a weighted percentage. But the difference is more than a 

factorr two: whereas the Jaccard Index focuses on strong links in segments of the database 

(e.g.,, the strong relations between Croatia and Slovenia), the Salton Index organizes the 

relationss geometrically so that they can be visualized as structural patterns of relations 

(Hamerss et al, 1989 explores this in detail). Unlike the Pearson correlation, however, the 

Saltonn Index remains non-parametrical (Ahlgren et al, 2003; Leydesdorff & Zaal. 1988). 

Thus,, in keeping with Glanzel (2001), the Salton Index is used as a measure of the 

networkedd relatedness of countries. 

Followingg analysis of the data using the cosine, a factor analysis was conducted on 

thee data. Factor analysis is used in two ways in this project: one to factor analyse the 

globall  data sets and two, to analyse the citation relationships among journals for the case 

studies.. Factor analysis is a mathematical tool that can be used to examine a wide range of 

dataa sets. It allows the analyst to detect structure in the relationships between variables at 

thee multilateral level. Together with Loet Leydesdorff, I applied factor analysis to the 

asymmetricall  matrix of co-authorships created using the SCI addresses from the 2000 and 

19900 CD-Rom data. The data was factor analyzed forcing different numbers of factors to 

reveall  different information about the structure and architecture of the relationships. In 
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comparisonn to the observed data discussed above, factor analysis enabled us to reveal 

structurall  properties of correlation and variation that are not observable by inspection of the 

matrixx level. This wasthe case with both the global network and with the citing 

relationshipss of journals, described below. 

4.44 Case Studie s of Globa l Dynamic s in Discipline s of Scienc e 

Thee global network of science presents intriguing information on the network of 

scientistss linking with each other at geographic distances. In order to explore the nature of 

thiss network further, six case studies were conducted at the sub-field level. In order to 

exploree the network structures of disciplinary fields, I conducted a series of cascading 

analyses,, illustrated in Figure 4 ass a series of steps, processes, and products. The first 

usedd the citing relationship among existing journals to uncover the cluster of journals that 

scientistss identify as part of their field. Secondly, for several yearss within the decade of 

19900 to 2000,1 collected all the addresses of the articles in the relevant journal clusters. I 

thenn usedd this in the third step to analyse the percentages of international co-authorship 

withinn these years to see the extent to which the field had grown as an international 

discipline.. Finally, in the fourth step, I created networks of linkages among scientists at the 

nationall  level In the final step, I analyzed the networks to test whether the mechanism of 

preferentiall  attachment could be shown to be operating within the network of authors at the 

sub-fieldd level and to test for "small world" properties of these networks. Each step is 

describedd in more detail below. 
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Stepp 1. Identify 
centrall  tendency 

journall  and citing \-& 
clusterr  for each field, 

byy year; illustrat e 
cluster r 

Stepp 2. Create a 
databasee of all 

articless from each 
journal ,, each year, 
withh authors and 

Stepp 3. Analyse 
resultingg database 
usingg 6 different 

programs s 

Stepp 4. Reveal and 
illustrat ee the 
networkss of 

relationshipss based 
oncee authorships at 

sub-fieldd level 

\ \ 

rVISflSwOf ''  OV 
HrtOf lMniOftS H H 

co--
^^  authorship s 

PmatiMtc y y 
off  link s 
MltOft Q Q 
author s s 

AflHtartlOfi ' ' 
IMTWOfk S S 

y y 

Stepp 5. 
Conduc t t 
preferentia l l 

attachment , , 
andd smal l 
worl d d 

networ k k 
analysi s s 

Costa * * 

FigureFigure 4. Steps in the process of analyzing the dynamics at the sub-field level 

Thee first part of the analysis involved identifying fields of science for study. The 

firstfirst question here was how to chose the fields. There have been several attempts at 

classifyingg meta-fields of science, including placing scientific inquiry into classes such as 

"observation,""  "experimental" and "theoretical." (Zuckerman & Merton, 1971) However, 

forr the purposes of this analysis, these existing categories did not allow me to group areas 

off  science adequately to ask questions about communications at the global level. 

Accordingly,, I chose to characterize the sciences based upon access to resources instead of 

solelyy by method. 

Acknowledgingg that there is overlap, and mat categorization requires some 

judgmentt on my part, for the purposes of this study, scientific inquiry is categorized 

principallyy into one of three categories of research making up a typology of the sciences. 

Thesee are 1) data driven research, 2) resource driven research, 3) equipment driven, and 4) 

theoryy driven research. These categories help identify the factors affecting the organisation 

off  research, as well as ways in which knowledge is created. These categories are useful for 

discussingg international cooperation because the factors are often cited as reasons for 

seekingg collaborative ventures. 
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Thee table below provides a notional concept of this typology, showing different 

fieldss of science considered for this part of the study, as they would be placed within this 

categorisation. . 

Data-driven n 
collaboration n 
biomedical l 
genetics s 
demography y 
computer r 
epidemiology y 
virology y 

Resource-driven n 
collaboration n 
oceanography y 
geology y 
seismology y 
zoology y 
soill  science 
anthropology y 

Equipmentt  driven 
collaboration n 
highh energy physics 
astronomy y 
energy y 
avionics s 
space e 
manufacturing g 

Theory-driven n 
collaboration n 
mathematics s 
economics s 
sociology y 
polymers s 
sciencee studies 
philosophy y 

TableTable 6. Lists of fields of science by characteristics driving collaboration 

Withinn these characterisations are implicit assumptions, ones with theoretical 

implications:: this is discussed in Chapter IV. By indicating the drivers for collaborative 

ventures,, I am also imposing a testable hypothesis on the organisation suggested for this 

study,, one that will be discussed in the chapters describing the case studies (Chapters HI, 

rv,andvn). . 

4.55 Definin g the journal s for analysi s in the case studie s 

Researchh shows that scientific journal-journal citations can be exploited to expose 

patternss of interrelationships within and among fields of science. Cozzens & Leydesdorff 

(1993)) suggest that disciplines of science can be operationalized in terms of journal sets. 

Ass such, journal-journal citations can be used to track changes in the disciplinary structure 

off  science. The patterns provide a method for studying the structure of a field in a single 

yearr as well as over time. The concepts and tools developed by Leydesdorff and Cozzens 

weree applied in Step 1 and its accompanying process illustrated in Figure 4. 

Thee citation relationship among journals reveals a structure of the literature that 

scientistss view as relevant to their work. An analysis of these citation relationships reveals 

"clusters""  that can be visually depicted. This method of journal-journal citation mapping is 

appliedd in this study to see if the structure of citations related to the fields has changed, 

howw they are related to other fields, and whether international linkages have influenced the 

field. . 

Usingg the method developed by Leydesdorff & Cozzens (1993) and later 

applicationss by Leydesdorff, Cozzens, and Van den Besselaar (1994), I identify the 
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journalss most closely associated with the field. In describing the methodology, 

Leydesdorfff  and co-authors note out that journal-journal citation relations "contain 

informationn about field and subfield structures at a sufficient level of aggregation for the 

constructionn of indicators..." (Leydesdorff etal 1994) Journal publications are not stable 

overr time: The incremental change can become an indicator in itself by revealing the 

structuree of the field over time. For example, the inclusion of new journals within a cluster 

off  related journals may indicate the extension or further differentiation of the clusters or it 

mayy indicate qualitatively new developments. The emergence of new clusters, or the 

mergingg of clusters, can also be indicative of structural changes in a field. 

Thee Leydesdorff-Cozzens method enables the creation of journal-journal citation 

mapss based on factor or eigenvector analysis of me citations of journals in the Science 

Citationn Index (SCI) and the Journal Citation Reports. The data I report here are drawn 

fromm the databases of the Institute for Scientific Information SCI and JCR CD-ROM data 

Thee data consist of listings of all journals processed and included on the CD-Rom for 1994 

andd 2000, with a comparison of toe shape of the field in 1990 using the Web of Science on-

linee database. Co-author names and affiliations are obtained from the Science Citation 

Indexx extended available through the Web of Science in between April 2002 and April 

2003. . 

4.66 Revealing the structure of the field 
Thee first step of identifying initial journals to work with involved using the Web of 

Sciencee to identify journals with titles related to the field in question. Leydesdorff & 

Cozzenss (1993) have proposed "central tendency journals" as yardsticks for measuring 

structurall  change in fields of science over time. Central tendency journals are defined as 

seedd journals that exhibit the highest correlation with the eigenvector that represents the 

clusterr at the network level Central tendency journals exhibit more stability than journals 

thatt are less central to the cluster. 

Thus,, for example, in the case on seismology, I searched for the words 

"earthquake""  and "seismology" in journals available in March 2002 on the Web of Science 

too identify journals closely related to this subject. A number of journals were initially 

considered,, although two journals had names mat appeared directly relevant to the case: 

Thee Journal of Seismology and The Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. 

Usingg a factor, it can be observed that that, in 2000, the Bulletin of the Seismological 
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Societyy of America (BSSA) is the journal most closely associated with the field of 

seismology.. BSSA thus served as the central tendency journal (CTJ) for the case. 

Thee citing pattern of the journal set was further analyzed to identify the action 

parameterr associated with the field. Journals being cited by articles in CTJ indicate the 

structuree of the field as viewed by the authors. For the purposes of the case studies, the set 

off  citing journals for each year is used. The central tendency analysis is used to show local 

densitiess in the overall network for each year. Clusters can be compared over years, even 

thoughh they are not necessarily tied to the same CTJ. This helps illustrate the evolution of 

thee field over time. The evolutionary illustrations show the relations within the cluster over 

thee years by showing the relevant citation environment. The change in the data set can be 

usedd as an indicator of restructuring within the field. 

Thee clusters of journals mat emerge from the citing patterns around the CTJ in the 

yearr 2000 reveal the structure of the field in that year. To provide an example, Table 7 

displayss the results revealing the BSSA as the "central tendency journal" for 2000 as well 

ass its citing galaxy, highlighted with a box. Seismology loads on factor 2. 
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TableTable 7: A factor analysis of the citing patterns of the Bulletin of the Seismological Societv of America, 2000 

FACTORR ANALYSI S 

Vaiimaxx Rotation 1, Extraction 1, Analysis 1 - Kaiser  Normalization. 

Varimaxx converged in 5 iterations. 

Rotatedd Factor  Matrix : 

FACTORR 1  FACTOR 2  FACTOR 3  FACTOR 4 

V1635 5 

V3197 7 

V2112 2 

V2110 0 

V466Ï Ï 

V4897 7 

V5392 2 

V734 4 

V5231 1 

V3637 7 

V4217 7 

V398 8 

VI72 8 8 

V5139 9 

V4231 1 

VI50 0 0 

V2113 3 

V1638 8 

.9675 5 5 

.9207 3 3 

.8998 4 4 

.8618 3 3 

.8249 0 0 

.8207 2 2 

.7425 3 3 

tyY!") tyY!") 

-.1801 ? ? 

.3882 6 6 

.6039 0 0 

-3900 9 9 

.1110 6 6 

.0807 5 5 

.0336 5 5 

.1265 8 8 

-.0118 3 3 

-.1611 2 2 

.1334 6 6 

.0984 6 6 

.0897 3 3 

.2564 4 4 

.0529 3 3 

.4763 4 4 

.1577 6 6 

.9232 5 5 

.8960 7 7 

.8409 6 6 

.7136 5 5 

.6029 3 3 

.5365 1 1 

-.0650 9 9 

-.0839 9 9 

.0808 1 1 

.0680 0 0 

.2446 8 8 

.0393 9 9 

.1121 1 1 

.1959 2 2 

.0052 7 7 

.0813 2 2 

.0300 8 8 

.0400 4 4 

.0456 0 0 

-.0703 1 1 

-.0382 5 5 

-.0175 8 8 

-.1908 1 1 

.0129 1 1 

.9318 2 2 

.9308 5 5 

.8614 9 9 

-.1529 4 4 

-.1817 0 0 

.0045 1 1 

-.0423 3 3 

-.0518 7 7 

.1620 0 0 

.0824 8 8 

.0645 1 1 

.0937 7 7 

-.0757 7 7 

-.2390 1 1 

-.0928 1 1 

-.0277 8 8 

.1911 8 8 

.0676 4 4 

.0039 2 2 

.0075 2 2 

-.0202 2 2 

.8008 8 8 

-.6248 0 0 

Variabl ee labels 

V3988 'ANNGEOFT S 

V7344 "BSEISMOLSOCA M 

V15000 'CURRSCI INDI A 

V16355 "EART H PLANET S SPACE 
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V16388 "EARTHQUAKE ENG STRUC 

V17288 "ENGGEOL 

V21100 'GEOPHYSJINT 

V21122 'GEOPHYS RES LETT 

V21133 'GEOPHYSICS 

V31977 'J GEOPHYS RES 

V36377 'JSEISMOL 

V42177 'NAT HAZARDS 

V42311 "NATURE 

V46611 THYS EARTH PLANET IN 

V48977 TURE APPL GEOPHYS 

V51399 'SCIENCE 

V52311 'SOIL DYNEARTHQ ENG 

V53922 TECTONOPHYSICS 

Thee factor analysis for the citing relationships results in a plot of the stimulus space showing a 

2-dimensionall  drawing of the citation relationships. The next section displays and discusses 

thee figures that emerge from this analysis. 

4.77 Mappin g the internationa l networ k of the fiel d 

Eachh of the journal sets identified were analysed by calculating the percentages of 

internationall  co-authorship as a share of all papers published in that year for mat cluster. 

Then,, I mapped the network of the field in both 1990 and 2000. This is done using the 

followingg techniques: 

1.. For each of the cluster of journals, I collected all the related records from the 

Webb of Science for that year. I saved these records with authors and addresses so that 

II  could identify linkages among authors by country based on the addresses. (Step 2 in 

Figuree 4.3.) 

2.. Using custom computer programs written for this purpose, I sorted the author 

namess and addresses into files that allowed me to count international co-authorships 

andd figure the percentage of all papers that are internationally co-authored. (Step 3 in 

Figuree 2.) 

3.. Taking the address file created as part of this analysis, I imported mis into 

UciNett to create an affiliations file, and then this data was exported to Pajek network 

analysiss software to draw a social network. The network was analysed and displayed 

withinn Pajek using the Kamada-Kawai equation. A core analysis was conducted on 
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thiss network to reveal the most intense relationships among countries. The sets of 

resultingg graphs are saved first in bitmap format and then in Word; they are presented 

inn Appendix A. 

4.. Importing the data set into SPSS, I used cosine analysis to explore the 

hierarchyhierarchy of the network, revealed by using Pajek network analysis software. Within 

thee cosine analysis, in Pajek, I also conducted a core analysis showing the most intense 

relationshipss within the core group. The sets of resulting graphs are saved first in 

bitmapp format and then in Word; they are presented in Appendix A. 

5.. Then, I conducted a power law analysis and a small world analysis on the 

networkss of authors and co-authorships to see if the networks contain properties that 

wouldd suggest they are part of a self-organizing network. 

Oncee the structure of the field is revealed and understood for 2000, the next question is 

howw the field has changed over time. Using the structure of the field in 2000, and retaining 

thee CTJ identified in 2000,1 reconstructed the field historically for 1990 and 1994. The 

conceptt of extending back historically rather than beginning in 1990 and working forward is 

soo that I can examine the evolution of the field over time. If one systematically accounts for 

delineationn in the groupings ahead of time, one risks making a prediction of performance with 

referencee to an outdated unit. The point is to identify the dynamics of the field: The validity 

off  this method is demonstrated graphically from the seismology case by the fact that the 

journall  Seismology, which would appear to be the most relevant journal, was only initiated in 

1999.. If I had fixed the journal set only to those available in 1990,1 would have missed the 

entrancee of the new journal. So I began with the structure of the field as it is revealed in 2000 

andd reconstructed the development from the perspective of citing relationships in that year. 

4.88 Determinin g the networ k structur e of the field s of scienc e 

Oncee the networks were revealed at the global level and within fields at the international 

level,, it became clear that to really understand the dynamics of knowledge creation, it would 

bee important to understand the structure of the relationships among the researchers 

themselves.. To explore mis, I did two things: one is to examine the author networks within 

thee case studies, and secondly, I conducted a series of semi-formal in-depth interviews. This 

sectionn describes the analysis of the author relationships. The next section describes the 

methodologyy for conducting interviews. 
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Ass part of the case study analysis, authorship data for all of the 19,147 articles within 65 

journalss have been collected for the SCI 2000 publication year. All papers within the journals 

havee been included in the data set; no limitations regarding document type, language or any 

otherr attributes were applied. Author names were taken as recorded into the database; no 

attemptt was made to adjust for spelling variants. This data was then analyzed for author 

frequencyy within each case, and the resulting curves suggested that further analysis of the 

possibilityy of small world properties and scale-free power laws within the networks would be 

worthwhile. . 

Too conduct this analysis, the data set created by the author names was further analysed 

too identify those who had co-authored papers at the international level. This subset of authors 

becamee a new dataset, and the occurrence of international co-authorship was placed into a 

pivott table to count the number of times that an author had co-authored papers with other 

colleaguess in the data set. The resulting occurrence table was then exported into Ucinet for 

severall  sets of analyses; 1) degree centrality and 2) cluster coefficients. This was then made 

intoo a graph, converted to a log-log distribution, and analysed for the mechanism of 

preferentiall  attachment. The results of this analysis are presented in Chapter Vu. 

4.88 Interviewin g Scientists : Understandin g Motivation s and Workin g 
Relationship s s 

Bibliotnetricc and network analysis provides a significant, quantitative picture of the 

patternss of international collaboration. In order to gain a richer and more nuanced picture of 

internationall  collaborations, as well as to gather a sense of the motivations for and methods of 

collaborativee work, I conducted a series of interviews with scientists involved in international 

collaboration.. The method of conducting the survey involved a series of telephone 

interviews. . 

Thee subjects to be interviewed were identified using a series of analytic tools 

describedd above, where I identified the frequency with which a researcher co-authored with 

someonee in the data set: 

1.. First, the list of all the authors publishing in the specific field of interest (see method 

describedd above) was derived from the full database of all articles (year 2000) 

gatheredd for the case study from the Web of Science. A program designed to separate 

thee names of authors from the full file was used and a new Excel file was created. 
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2.. Once all the authors were in a single database, I ran a special customized program to 

identifyy those authors who had internationally co-authored an article. 

3.. With this list, placed in a spreadsheet, I created a pivot table in Excel to produce a 

frequencyy analysis of how many publications could be attributed to a single author. 

4.. Using this data, I conducted a frequency analysis in SPSS and sorted the data by the 

authorr with the highest number of publications at the international level based on 

publications.. (This data was charted and analysed separately, and the results will be 

describedd below.) 

5.. For the top 20 authors in each field, I identified an email address for that person, and I 

sentt them an invitation to participate in a telephone interview. For an additional 30 

keyy scientists, I also mailed them a letter and a description of the project to invite them 

personallyy to participate. 

6.. For those scientists who agreed to be interviewed, I undertook a phone conversation 

withh them based upon two things: 

a.. I selected an article by this scientist that was published in the year 2000 where 

theree were international ce authors, and I used this article on which to base the 

discussion.. If mere was more than one article by that author, I chose the one 

thatt had a higher citation rate or that included authors from more than 2 

countries. . 

b.. A set of questions guiding the discussion, included below. 

Thee interviews sought to elicit from scientists their understanding of the reasons an 

internationall  collaboration took place, how information was exchanged, how new knowledge 

wass created and shared, where the research took place, how the results of research were 

disseminated,, and whether follow-on work took place. Scientists were asked to assess 

whetherr they think of the collaboration as "successful," and what scientific benefit derived 

fromm mis collaboration. 

Thee following questions guided the discussions: 

1.. As a way to begin the discussion, let's focus on one of the papers you co-published in 

2000.. How did this partnership develop? Are you long-time colleagues or did you 

comee together for mis project only? 

2.. How long did the partnership exist before you published an article together? 
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3.. Would you say that you and your collaborator work in the same field of science? (If 

no,, what field does your collaborator work in?) Do you have complementary 

capabilities? ? 

4.. What was the initial communication tool you used when you were first 

conceptualisingg this project? (mail, phone, internet, face to-face meeting?) 

5.. How did you maintain communications during the course of the project? What 

methodss did you use to share data? 

6.. Did you choose this collaboration over other opportunities to conduct research? If so, 

howw did you decide on this one? 

7.. How was the research funded? Did both sides bring funding to the project? 

8.. If the researcher partners each funded their own work, were the funding levels 

equivalentt in each institution? (6.a. Even if funding differed, sometimes in-kind 

contributionss can make up the difference. Did your partners offer in-kind 

contributionss to the research?) 

9.. What was the nature of the research? (e.g., observation, experimentation, theory, 

development,, evaluation, testing) 

a.. At what location(s) did field work (or experimentation) take place? 

b.. At what location(s) did analysis (or development) take place? 

c.. Did the remote locations of part of this research affect your productivity? 

10.. Did the collaborative nature of this research affect the way you conducted your work? 

Iff  so, how? 

11.. What were some of the motivating factors for maintaining momentum in the research? 

12.. How did you share the task of writing the findings of your research for publication? 

13.. Are you planning to work with this partners) again? 

14.. Overall, do you think that the international collaboration was successful? Why? 

hii  total, 25 in-depth (more than 30 minutes) telephone interviews were conducted. 

Althoughh I had planned to conduct a broader survey, I found it difficult to obtain interviews 

withh scientists in certain fields. For example, while I was conducting this research, I 

attemptedd to contact researchers in the field of virology. Due to the outbreak of Severe Acute 
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Respiratoryy Syndrome (SARS). international researchers were very difficult to contact. (I 

ultimatelyy spoke to only 3 virologists for this research.) In addition, the number of 

researcherss working at the international level in polymer research and seismology turned out 

too be quite small compared to other fields, so a smaller number of people were available to be 

interviewedd than I first expected. 

4.99 Determinin g the capacit y of countrie s to participate  at the globa l level 

Itt is possible that the supply of researchers from diverse countries available to 

collaboratee is one of the reasons there is more international collaboration. To provide a 

baselinee for understanding this, together with two RAND colleagues, I updated an index of 

sciencee and technology capacity that we had created for the World Bank a few years ago. 

Thiss capacity index is included as Chapter VI . To create the index, data was collected from 

eightt different data sources for 115 countries of the world. Complete data was available for 

766 countries. For these 76 countries, the data was indexed and compared, creating a 

comparativee assessment of how countries measured up to an internationall  mean. A parsing 

schemee is suggested in the article for categorizing countries based on their revealed capacity. 

Thiss process is described in more detail in Chapter VI . 

5.. Organisation  of  the Thesis 

Thiss introduction provides the broad overview of the research questions, definitions, 

andd methodologies used in the study. Some of the material is repeated in the chapters, and I 

apologizee for the repetition, but it seemed important to provide a broad overview of the 

methodologyy in the introduction. Each chapter except this one was prepared as a stand-alone 

articlee for submission to a journal. As a result, each has a slightly different format Each 

chapterr that was prepared for journal submission also has a bibliography, and then there is a 

fulll  project bibliography at the end of the thesis that also repeats the bibliographic entries in 

thee chapters. This is done to ensure completeness, since some references wil l only appear in 

thee final bibliography. 

Thee thesis is organized to bring the reader along a transition from understanding first 

thee policy questions and issues surrounding international collaboration in science. This helps 

too set the stage for the discussion that unfolds in the succeeding chapters. Chapter IL 

"Sciencee and foreign policy: the elusive partnership," sets out the questions and issues 

surroundingg international science to highlight the need for much greater understanding of the 

dynamicss of international collaboration. 
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Thee exploration of the dynamics begins with a discussion of the network of 

collaborationss at the field level by first examining collaboration within seismology. Chapter 

m,, "Seismology as a case study of dynamic, distributed science'" presents a bibliometric 

analysiss of seismology in 1990 and 2000. This is an interesting ese study because 

seismologyy is shown to emerge as a separate field of science from the larger field of 

geophysics.. It did not exist as a separate field in 1990. This gave me a chance to test whether 

newer,, emerging and specialized fields of science are more highly internationalised than other 

fields. . 

Thee next chapter in the thesis presents the results of six case studies of international 

collaborationn in science. The six cases presented in Chapter IV are: astrophysics, geophysics, 

mathematicall  logic, polymer science, soil science, and virology. Collaborative networks 

withinn these fields are examined in 1990 and in 2000 to identify the extent of growth in 

internationall  collaboration in these fields over the ten-year period. Part of the goal of this 

researchh was to test whether the drivers behind international collaboration were different in 

differentt fields, and whether these drivers affected the growth in international collaboration. 

Chapterr V provides an overview of networks of collaboration at the global level. This 

helpss to provide the reader with a high-level view of the structure of international 

collaborationn and how these patterns changed from 1990 to 2000. The data are examined 

fromfrom a number of perspectives, including observed and normalized networks, as well as a 

factorr analysis of the hierarchy of collaboration. An appendix will provide all the networks 

thatt were created for the project at the observed and normalized levels. 

Inn an effort to understand the conditions that can influence the growth of global 

dynamics,, Chapter VI presents an index of science and technology capacity for 76 countries 

off  the world. This index gives insight into the extent to which countries have developed 

enoughh scientific research capacity to participate in world-class or international research. It 

discussess how capacity contributes to knowledge creation at the local and the global levels. 

Inn order to bring many of the different threads of research together, Chapter VQ 

presentss a comprehensive approach to international collaboration in science by suggesting a 

theoryy to explain the rapid increase in international collaboration in science. Bringing 

togetherr the pieces of analysis from the global level, from the case studies, from the analysis 

off  author frequencies and linkages, this chapter marries network theory and the data presented 

inn the earlier chapters to offer a theory of the growth of international collaboration that fits 

withh the data created for this project. 
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Thee conclusion presented in Chapter Vm discusses the extent to which the project has 

supportedd or refuted the expectations set out at the beginning of the research. It also discusses 

thee unexpected findings as well as the limitations of this research. Policy implications of this 

researchh are briefing discussed 

Appendixx 1 presents the observed networks created for the six case studies of 

internationall  collaboration discussed in Chapter IV. Appendix 2 presents the data used to 

createe the science and technology capacity index in Chapter VI. 
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Chapte rr  II 

Scienc ee and Foreig n Policy : The Elusiv e Partnershi p 

TheThe collaboration started after the fall of the Iron Curtain, when Russians attended a 

worldworld conference on virology. The Russian side especially had started this line of 

researchresearch in late 1980s or early 1990s, but when we showed an interest in it, the study 

waswas resumed The animal experiments on virus variants were done in Russia and the 

molecularmolecular part of the research studies were done in Marburg. In Marburg, we could 

notnot work with animals with these viruses, but the Russians could do this research on 

animals,animals, so this part of the research had to be done in Russia. The molecular 

techniquestechniques were more advanced in Marburg, so this part of the research was 

conductedconducted in Germany. It was a complementary study. 

—H.. D. Klenk, a virologist interviewed for the project 
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Thee elusive partnership: science and 
foreignn policy 

Carolinee S Wagner 

NearlyNearly ten years after Eugene SkoMkoff tagged 
science,science, technology, and international affairs the 
"elusive"elusive transformation," the relationship has 
evolved,evolved, but both policy communities remain dis-
satisfiedsatisfied with the linkages. This may be unavoid-
able.able. Science and foreign policy have very 
differentdifferent dynamics: one is a networked, peer-
basedbased community that holds few traditions; the 
otherother is a hierarchy of relationships based on 
history,history, protocol, and tradition. Nevertheless, 
thesethese two systems find that their interests are in-
creasinglycreasingly overlapping, as the foreign policy 
portfolioportfolio contains issues with a scientific compo-
nent,nent, and as science grows more international in 
scopescope and practice. This article seeks to explicate 
thethe foreign policy aspects of science: its policy 
motivations,motivations, structures, and processes, in an 4-
fortfort  to explain at least one part of the partner-
ship.ship. Science represents a potentially powerful 
tooltool for improving international relations, and 
learninglearning to use it may benefit both science and 
internationalinternational affairs. 

Carolinee S Wagner is a Research Leader at RAND Europe and a 
doctorall  candidate at the University of Amsterdam in Science 
andd Technology Dynamics. Correspondence should be ad-
dressedd to RAND Europe, Newtortweg 1. 2333 CP Leiden, 
Netherlands;; Tel: +31 71 524 5190; E-mail; cwagner@rand.org 

SCIENCEE AND FOREIGN POLICY are un-
easyy partners. On one hand, science is a system 
thatt is tied neither to geographical borders nor 

too history. It is forward looking, peer driven, and 
thrivess on upending its own tenets. It is a networked, 
merit-basedd system in which any participant can 
contributee equally, and where, at times, unlikely 
playerss can gain status and acclaim. None of these 
statementss could be reasonably applied to foreign 
policyy — a system based on hierarchy, history, po-
liticall  borders, and tradition. 

Onn the other hand, scientific research is still paid 
forr principally by national governments. They ex-
pectt to gain international prestige (scientific prizes), 
tradee competitiveness (innovative industry), and 
otherr benefits (security, health) for taxpayers as a 
resultt of these investments. When expedient, foreign 
policymakerss expect to use science to serve policy: 
thee signing of an international science and technol-
ogyy agreement between governments can sometimes 
signall  the beginning of improved relations between 
formerr adversaries and open the door for other types 
off  interaction.1 Joint scientific projects such as the 
Internationall  Space Station or research in Antarctica 
aree supported in part because they provide a high 
profilee bond that creates political goodwill. 

Eugenee Skolnikoff, in The Elusive Transforma-
tion:tion:  Science, Technology, and the Evolution ofh-
ternationalternational Politics (1994) suggests that advances in 
sciencee and technology have brought changes to the 
internationall  political system. They have contributed 
toto a "profound evolution of the details and substance 
off  national and international affairs," in general 
terms,, affecting the balance of the portfolio of issues 
thatt face ministries of foreign affairs. He pays 
particularr attention to these changes in security, 
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economicc competitiveness, and environmental is-
sues.. Many of these issues continue to grow in rn-
portancee on the international scene, joined recently 
byy the global fight against terrorism. 

Skolnikofff  notes that these two systems — for-
eignn policy and scientific research — operate in an 
internationall  practice space that is increasingly over-
lapping.. This aspect of the relationship has contin-
uedd to converge. Although these communitie s have 
differentt structures and functions, the foreign policy 
portfolioo increasingly faces issues with a scientific 
component.. A number of foreign policy questions, 
suchh as treaties to mitigate climate change, stem 
infectiouss disease, and regulate trade h genetically 
modifiedd plants and animals, require cooperation 
betweenn the foreign policy and the scientific com-
munity.. These might be called the "scientific aspects 
off  foreign policy." 

Thee scientific aspects of foreign policy include 
megasciencee projects, large-scale, equipment-based 
projectss in which science has been mobilized to 
servee policy and scientific goals. These activities 
couldd include the Manhattan Project, the failed Su-
perconductingg Supercollider, and the International 
Spacee Station. A number of activities with the 
countriess of the former Soviet Union, including the 
USS Civilian Research and Development Foundation 
(CRDF),, a nonprofit charitable organization initiated 
byy the US Government that promotes scientific and 
technicall  collaboration between the United States 
andd the countries of the Former Soviet Union, also 
servee both policy and scientific goals. 

Thesee projects have been controversial among the 
scientificc community, in part because they can target 
areass for funding without explicit reference to a 
peer-reviewed,, merit-based process. Scientists can 
findfind themselves on the periphery of megascience 
decisions,, or, as Daniel Greenberg (2001) has a--
gued,, facing a trade off between funding for a com-
promisedd project or independent "critical inquiry 
andd the search for truth." 

Att the same time that foreign policy is facing more 
issuess with a scientific component, the scientific sys-
temm is becoming increasingly international in its re-
searchh interests and practices. As it becomes more 
global,, science has attendant issues of governance, 

knowledge-sharingg protocols, and varying ap-
proachess to priority setting where foreign policy ex-
pertss can provide input. Funding decisions at the 
programmaticc level increasingly consider the global 
naturee of knowledge creation and the importance of 
linkingg with experts in other countries. These might 
bee called the 'foreign policy aspects of science.' 

Thee foreign policy aspects of science are when, 
where,, and how to link with scientists from other 
countriess when it would enhance knowledge cre-
ation.. In many cases, particularly when scientists 
fromm advanced countries seek to collaborate among 
themselves,, the flow of knowledge and interrelation-
shipss is seamless: few bureaucratic or political ob-
stacless obstruct these linkages. In fact, in many 
cases,, linkages are encouraged by program managers 
inn scientific agencies. However, when linkages ex-
tendd to countries outside a core group of advanced 
countries,, questions attached to visas for people and 
equipment,, the co-mingling of funds, access to data, 
andd the attribution and sharing of results can become 
issuess that need help from foreign policy specialists. 

Thee tensions that result from what could be 
termedd a mismatch (gently) or a clash (bluntly) be-
tweenn political and scientific goals are the features 
thatt continue to make this relationship "elusive," but 
theyy are also the reasons why these communities 
needd each other. As the relationship evolves and is-
suess are more intertwined, the skills that each system 
embodiess could be useful to the other. However, at 
leastt in the United States, it is fair to say that these 
twoo systems have littl e understanding of each other, 
andd that each is ill-prepared to deal with the increas-
ingg internationalization of science or an increased 
rolee for science in international affairs. 

Understandingg the ways in which these systems 
overlap,, how each is changing, agreeing on terms, and 
gainingg a joint understanding of how each functions 
wouldd make each system more useful to the other. 
Theree is much work to be done in this area. This arti-
clee takes on only one part of this task: describing gov-
ernmentt support for international science — those 
partss of science where an explicit interest exists for 
bothh the scientific and foreign policy communities. 

Whatt  do we mean by 'internationa l science'? 

Mostt funding for science is provided by govern-
mentss and spent within national borders. Yet science 
iss referred to as "the most international of activi-
ties."22 What do we mean by 'international science'? 
Theree appears to be some confusion in the use of the 
term:term: it can be used to refer to the political interac-
tionss of nations around scientific interests, or to the 
politicall  origins of research practitioners. A third 
meaningg is 'universal' in the sense that knowledge 
creationn in science is independent of the political or 
personall  attributes of those creating and using that 
knowledge.. At times, the term could be inferred to 
carryy all these meanings. 
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Jean-Jacquess Salomon (1971) is among the first to 
addresss the question of 'what is international?' in 
science: : 

"Becausee of its objectivity, science is consid-
eredd to be supracultural, untrammelled by the 
conflictss of values ... Even the idea of national 
scientificc communities is contradictory; there 
cann only be one scientific community, which 
mustt therefore be international." 

Perhapss we are suffering from the limitations of lan-
guage,, but, even here, Salomon seems to be referring 
too the lack of political ties rather than to the fact that 
sciencee takes place between nationally based indi-
vidualss and institutions. Publications of papers, for 
example,, are tracked by policymakers seeking to 
accountt for the results of research. Publications on 
thee Web of Science can easily be tracked based on 
thee national origin of the author — a reflection of 
mee overall system within which the individual scien-
tistt is working, and the interests of the sponsors 
withinn that system in claiming outcomes.3 

Inn their  book Denationalising Science, Crawford 
etet al (1993) define "international" as "activities in-
volvingg persons, equipment, or funds from more 
thann one country." They note that the term implies 
politicall  interest and organization. To take one step 
back,, the concept of the 'national' connotes political, 
economic,, and geographic congruence. This would 
certainlyy carry over to descriptions of a 'national 
sciencee policy,*  or 'national research and develop-
mentt budgets*  as these elements of policy are e-
portedd by groups such as the Organization for 
Economicc Cooperation and Development (OECD). 

Thee idea of the 'international,' at least as it first 
emergedd at the end of the 19th century, was that 
interactionss were possible among these political 
nations,, and that groups from within these nations 
couldd work together under the political protection 
andd support offered by the nation state. This concept 
iss descriptive of science as it has been practiced over 
thee past 50 years — nationally funded practitioners 
doo seek to work with others under politically deter-
minedd guidelines — but the application of the term 
requiress a more nuanced understanding. 

Crawfordd and Shinn (1993) argue for the use of 
thee term 'trans-national' rather than 'international' 
too remove the political connotations of the latter. 
Thiss approach has an intuitive appeal. It does appear 
thatt scientists create linkages independent of the po-
liticall  process, relationships that seem to 'rise above" 
nationss and create a meta-network or a super system. 
Scientists,, after all, are not seeking to establish po-
liticall  ties when they collaborate. However, the e-
wardd system for science is still tied to national 
interests.. Thus the term international may still be 
preferablee to 'rans-national,' since it includes within 
itt the political interests as well as the sense of the 
'universal'' nature of scientific knowledge. 

Evenn using terms such as national and inter-

Thee networks between scientists 
inn different nations are both 
trans-national,, in that they are outside 
nationall  interests, and international, 
inn that they involve actors from 
differentt  nations: the knowledge 
createdd is universal 

nationall  to describe science and scientific exchange 
assumess and acknowledges the political nature of 
thesee linkages. As de Solla Price (1963) says, the 
systemm of "big science" that emerged in the post-war 
eraa is a highly political activity. Crawford (1992) 
notess that a peculiar feature of science comes "from 
itss being at the same time both national and inter-
national.""  Funding derives out of a national political 
process,, and the linkages among scientists serve the 
interestt of science, yes, but they also serve the inter-
estss of the nation. 

Thee networks established between scientists in 
differentt nations are both trans-national, in that they 
aree outside national interests, and international, in 
thatt they involve actors from different nations. The 
knowledgee created is universal in the sense that any 
knowledgeablee and motivated person, regardless of 
politicall  allegiance or personal attribute, can access 
thiss system and understand its processes and outputs. 
Thuss the term international science can still serve 
untill  a better one is offered, even while acknowledg-
ingg that it includes these overlapping and interrelated 
conceptss of science in the national interest, as well 
ass the universal nature of the knowledge created by 
thee scientific system. 

Typess of international scientific collaboration 

Sciencee has a number of features that extend beyond 
nationall  borders — knowledge is codified in jour-
nalss that are available to anyone, researchers confer-
encee in international gatherings, fellows travel to 
workk in foreign laboratories, research projects often 
includee foreign partners. Of these features, the as-
pectt of science that has the most explicit intersection 
withh foreign policy is government funding for in-
ternationall  collaborative programs and projects. 
Exampless of these have been discussed above; they 
includee both politically motivated and science-
drivenn activities. The extent to which collaborations 
servee both science and foreign policy depends on the 
naturee of funding and support they receive and the 
avenuess used to initiate, manage, and evaluate them. 

Smithh and Katz (2000) make a useful distinction 
amongg types of collaboration, one that can help us 
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putput international science in context for application in 
aa foreign policy perspective. They describe three 
modekk corporate partnership; team; and interper-
sonall  collaboration. This is a way to differentiate 
amongg level, rationale, structure, ownership and 
benefitss of collaboration. The three models are d;-
scribedd as follows: 

•• Corporate4 partnerships are highly formal 'means 
too an end' collaborations that are initiated by more 
thann one group and have as a goal access to exter
nall resources. These are high profile activities, 
withinn which projects often termed 'megascience* 
wouldd be included. Activities such as the Inter
nationall Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 
andd the Human Genome Project are examples. 

•• Team collaboration exists (in terms of formality) 
beloww the corporate partnership model in the 
Smithh and Katz formulation. These have a formal
izedd existence but are not defined as formal part
nerships.. A motivating factor for these 
collaborationss is the need for multidisciplinary 
skillss and experience. This concept is similar to 
thee Gibbons et al (1994) Mode 2 idea of the rise 
off multidisciplinary, team-based research. Pro
jectss such as the Intelligent Manufacturing Sys
temss Initiative and the Human Frontier Science 
Projectt are examples. 

•• Interpersonal collaboration is a diverse category 
withh activities dependent on the personal relation
shipss between researchers or research groups. 
Theyy are not attached to a specific project or pro
gramm but are ongoing and informal. Conferences, 
workshops,, fellowships, and shared data are 
examples. . 

Tablee 1 provides a summary of these features as well 
ass some examples of international science. The 

formalityy of the partnership in the Smith-Katz for
mulationn has an effect on the availability of the re
searchh activities to foreign policy. Activities that 
requiree a large budget, government-to-government 
agreements,, and that arise out of both political and 
scientificc needs (such as Antarctic research or the 
Internationall Science and Technology Centers 
(ISTCs))) are the most likely to interact closely with, 
andd possibly serve, foreign policy goals. 

Teamm collaborations, as well, particularly ones 
proposedd at the political level and requiring special 
budgetingg commitments (such as the Human Fron
tierr Science Program) have overlapping issues with 
thee foreign policy community, although they may be 
lesss likely to serve explicit foreign policy goals. As 
internationall science becomes less formal and more 
science-focused,, the research activities are less 
likelyy to be accessible to policymakers, and less 
likelyy to serve explicit foreign policy goals. 

Iff we apply the Smith and Katz formulation 
too funds supplied by government, we can make 
additionall distinctions that help us think about and 
analyzee international collaboration in a foreign pol
icyy context. 

Whatt  governments commit to collaboration 

Governmentss commit two things to collaborative 
projects:: shared resources such as government-
fundedd laboratories and equipment, and funding. 
Fundss for international scientific collaboration are 
allocatedd through formal and informal mechanisms. 
Thee extent to which projects would be available to 
servee foreign-policy goals depends on this distinc
tion.. Government funds can be characterized as 
dedicatedd to or formal, and spent on or informal, 
collaboration. . 

Tabl ee 1. Summar y of characteristic s o f internationa l scienc e 

Type ss of projec t 
(Smith-Katz ) ) 

Corporat e e 
partnership s s 

Team m 
collaboratio n n 

Interpersona l l 
collaboratio n n 

Example ss of internationa l 
collaboratio n n 

Irrff  I Space Station ; Human 
Genom ee Project ; Antarcti c 

Research ;;  Internationa l Scienc e 
andd Technolog y Centers ; 

Internationa ll  Thermonuclea r 
ExperimentalExperimental  Reacto r 

Humann Frontie r Researc h 
Program ;;  Arcti c ocea n 

temperaturetemperature  measurements ; 
Energ yy efficienc y and 

renewable ss project ; infectiou s 
diseas ee epidemiolog y 

Conferences ,, workshops , 
symposia ;;  laborator y visits ; 

fellowships ;;  database s 

Budge tt  categor y 

Formal ,, dedicate d projec t liste d in 
governmen tt  budge t 

Informal ,, project-base d activitie s wit h 
fundin gg bein g committe d based on 

gran tt  or contrac t proposal s 

Primar yy US Gov' t 
goal s s 

1 1 
'S S 
>. . 
.a a 
•5 5 
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'0 0 
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Fundss dedicated to formal collaboration are those 
committedd in the federal budget to support specific 
programs.. These include activities such as the 
Unitedd States' John Fogarty Center at the National 
Institutess of Health, the Canadian National Re-
sourcess Canada program to support international 
agriculturall  research, and the Japanese International 
Cooperativee Research Project withh the Science and 
Technologyy Agency. This category includes the 
fundingg of transnational programs or institutions 
wheree the pooling of national resources for a com-
monn purpose creates a supranational facility or staff 
suchh as the European Organization for Nuclear Re-
searchh (CERN). Because these funds are visible 
withinn an official budget, they might be considered 
thee 'tip of the iceberg," or corporate partnerships, as 
illustratedd in Figure 1. 

Fundss spent on informal collaboration are those 
thatt emerge from research activities where scientists 
linkk with foreign counterparts in the course of 
conductingg research. These activities form the bulk 
off  international science. This category includes 
thee grant-based activities of hundreds of scientists, 
ass well as training programs for PhD students and 
post-doctorall  fellows. These activities might be 
consideredd 'the bulk of the iceberg' or team and h-
terpersonall  partnerships in the Smith-Katz formula-
tion,, illustrated in Figure 1. Most governments do 
nott budget for these activities in a way that allows 
forr ready accounting and identification of the inter-
nationall  components of the research — the hter-
nationall  activities are the outcomes of pursuing 
excellentt science. 

Forr most governments, the tip of the iceberg (of-
ficialficial  spending) is a small part of the total spent on 
internationall  activities.5 Under the Smith-Katz for-
mulation,, these would be corporate partnership 
funds,, committed within the political process to 
servee a number of goals, particularly those with both 

Fundss dedicate d to cooperation : 
'corporate ''  collaboratio n 

// Fund s spen t on \ 
project ss that have a ̂  

cooperativ e e 
componen tt  'team ' and 

'interpersona l l 
collaboratio n n 

Figur ee 1. Distinctio n between corporat e and other type s of 
collaboratio n n 
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aa scientific and foreign policy component, such as 
thee aid provided by western countries to bolster the 
scientificc enterprises of the former Soviet Union. 

Inn a study on US government funding for co-
operationn with Russia, RAND found that an average 
off  US$350 million per year was spent on that 
relationshipp during the 1990s, with about half of this 
servingg foreign policy driven missions (Wagner et 
al,al, 2002a) The foreign policy driven missions in-
cludee helping to retrain former weapons scientists 
towardss civilian goals. The ISTCs, initiated by the 
USS Government, are one example of such a pro-
gram.. They promote the nonproliferation of weapons 
technologyy of mass destruction through transition to 
otherr types of scie ntific research and development. 

Thee funds below the waterline arise from scien-
tist-initiatedd or mission-specific research, where sci-
entificc goals are a primary motivating force. To date, 
onlyy the US Government has estimated the amount 
spentt on activities below the waterline, this through 
thee studies conducted by RAND, summarized briefly 
below.. Whereas corporate collaborations are often 
'topp down' — government officials establish and 
overseee the activities — team collaborations are 
moree often 'bottom-up' research project. In team 
collaborations,, scientists choose partners and apply 
too government for research support based on the 
strengthh of the partnership and the excellence of the 
science. . 

Extrapolatingg from the US experience, it can be 
postulatedd that team collaboration is a much larger 
amountt of spending than dedicated, formal coopera-
tion.. RAND's findings suggest that US government-
fundedd informal team collaboration may be as much 
ass 20 times higher than the funding for formal 
collaboration.. If, in the interests of a 'back of the 
envelop'' estimate, me official figures collected by 
Canadaa from seven countries in their report on inter-
nationall  cooperation science of about Can$625 
million,, were multiplied 20 times, we begin to see 
thatt the amount of funding being spent on inter-
nationall  team collaboration (upwards of Can$12 bil-
lion)) is very large indeed (Advisory Council, 2000) 
However,, only a small percentage of these funds is 
availablee as an explicit tool of foreign policy. 

Patternss of international science 

Findingg new ways to integrate or to communicate 
betterr between science and foreign policy requires 
understandingg the global network that is created 
byy collaboration. These linkages create what de 
Sollaa Price (1963) called "invisible colleges" of 
practitioners. . 

Internationall  collaboration can be tracked, if 
imperfectly,, by counting co-authored papers with 
differentt national addresses. Governments and sci-
encee policy analysts regularly conduct these anary-
ses.. Recent literature shows that international 
co-authorshipss are rising (Glanzel, 2001; Luukkonen 
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etet al, 1992; Schubert et al, 1990; Georghiou, 1998; 
Doree et al, 1998) Databases such as those main-
tainedd by the Institute for Scientific Information 
(ISI)66 contain data on the publications thousands of 
scientificc and technical journals. 

Ass measured by co-authorships, international 
collaborationn has been rising significantly over the 
pastt 20 years. Figure 2 shows international co-
authorshipss over time, comparing the rates of 
countriess with large scientific enterprises. 

Whenn linkages are examined by country, the 
Unitedd States is the dominant partner for most of the 
scientificallyy advanced countries (illustrated in 
Figuree 3) in part because of the size of its scientific 
enterprise.. Canada, Japan, and the United Kingdom 
aree the most frequently observed partners in collab-
orationn with the United States. 

Too view relationships among other scientifically 
advancedd countries, Figure 4 shows the co-
authorshipp linkages without the United States' share 
off  articles: the co-authorship relationships now ap-
pearr more balanced (the scale is different in Figures 
33 and 4). The data suggest that the United Kingdom, 
France,, and Germany are attractive partners, and that 
theyy have a robust interrelationship as well. The sci-
entificallyy advanced countries have relatively weak 
linkss with developing countries, but they appear to 
bee growing (Wagner et al, 2001). 

Anotherr way to measure international collabora-
tionn is by collecting into a single data set the suc-
cessfull  grant and contract proposals that state intent 
too cooperate with a researcher from another country. 
RANI)) has conducted this analysis for the United 
Statess Government using the RaDiUS database7 and 
otherr sources. By counting the budgets of projects 
inn which the principal investigator planned to co-
operate,, the total amount of funding was about 5% 
off  the US research and development budget, or 
USS4.33 billion in fiscal year 1999 (Wagner et al, 
2000).. Just over 50% of these funds are spent on 
multinationall  projects. 

Bothh corporate partnerships and team collabora-
tionn are represented, although not all these activities 
aree budgeted as formal, dedicated projects. Funds 
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spentt on a binational basis, those in team partnership 
andd interpersonal categories, arise out of the funding 
commitmentss of agencies. On a binational basis, the 
USS Government spends the most money on joint 
projectss with Russia (Wagner et al, 2002a), Japan, 
Canadaa (Wagner, 1999), the United Kingdom, and 
Germany,, but, for the most part, these are not politi-
callyy motivated projects (Wagner et al, 2000). 

Fourr reasons account for most of the cooperative 
activities: : 

•• Sharing costs: projects in which the costs of the 
infrastructuree are such that no one nation can af
fordd to make the investment on its own. These in
cludee activities such as shared astronomical 
observatories,, high-energy physics laboratories, 
andd space exploration. 

•• Nature of the subject: projects in which the global 
naturee of the subject lends itself to international 
cooperation,, for example, ocean drilling, atmos
phericc monitoring, and arctic research. 

•• Self-identification: i is in the interests of scien
tistss to work closely with excellent researchers 
locatedd in foreign countries. 

•• Missions: if not motivated by any of these 
reasons,, cooperation may meet the mission re
quirementss of an agency (Wagner, 1997). 

Japan n 
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Years s 

Figuree 2. Comparison overtime and by country of 
percentagee of all S&T articles that are 
internationallyy co-authored 

Source:: NSB (2000) 
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USS Government agencies with the most active inter-
nationall  linkages, in terms of both funds and pro-
jects,, are the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration,, the Department of Defense, the 
Nationall  Science Foundation, the Department of 
Healthh and Human Services (which includes the 
Nationall  Institutes of Health), and the Department of 
Energy.. These agencies spend between 80 and 90% 
off  all funds committed to international cooperation 
inn science and technology (Wagner et aU 2000). 

Rolee of Department of State 

Notablyy absent from the list of US Government 
agenciess providing funds to international science is 
thee Department of State (hereafter, 'State'). State 
maintainss offices to aid international discussions 
aboutt scientific cooperation, as well as offices that 
managee US participation in high-profile inter-
nationall  activities, such as the Intergovernmental 
Panell  on Climate Change. State is involved in 
negotiations,, usually as part of a multi-agency team, 
whenn the US is involved in treaty-level commit-
ments.. In addition, it helps to transfer funds from 
sciencee agencies to international programs, such as 
thee contributions to the ISTCs in Eastern Europe. 
Statee has no funds in its budget to commit to e-
searchh and development. 

Thee role of State with regard to science may be 
shiftingg in the wake of the attacks on the United 
Statess of September 11, 2001. The relationships be-
tweenn the USA and its allies, particularly in militar-
il yy sensitive research, may be strengthened as R&D 
fundss flow into these areas based on security con-
cerns.. As his occurs, the need for more explicit 
agreementss about how knowledge is protected and 
sharedd will clearly become more important. 

Inn addition, Ausubel (2001) has argued that scien-
tists,, reaching across international borders, can play 
aa significant role in mitigating conflict. To the extent 
thatt this becomes a political tool used by the USA, 
targetedd research collaborations may be formed with 
nontraditionall  partners, such as countries in the 
Middlee East, in order to build trusting relationships 

Scientists,, working internationally , can 
playy a significant role in mitigating 
conflict::  targeted research 
collaborationss may be formed with 
nontraditionall  partners, such as 
countriess in the Middl e East, to build 
trustin gg relationships across political 
borders s 
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acrosss political borders. Management of these issues 
wouldd likely fall to the State Department. 

Onee tool that State has to reach these goals is the 
Internationall  Science and Technology Agreement 
(ISTA).. State has responsibility to negotiate ISTAs 
('umbrellaa agreements') when it is the consensus of 
Governmentt agencies that an agreement may be use-
full  to political and scientific goals. The US Govern-
mentt reported 33 active umbrella ISTAs in place in 
2000.2000. In most cases, umbrella agreements play a 
smalll  a role in the commitment of funds to inter-
nationall  collaboration. In the case of the USA, such 
ann agreement has no associated commitment to 
spendd funds with the signing partners. The agree-
mentss are put in place to create a framework within 
whichh scientists may apply jointly for bottom-up 
researchh and development funds. 

ISTAss are signed at a number of levels within the 
Governmentt below the umbrella agreement, how-
ever,, and these are negotiated and signed at the 
agencyy level. Three agencies have independent a> 
thorityy to enter into ISTAs: Departments of Defense 
andd Energy, and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration.. The political goals of national gov-
ernmentss and the mission requirements of agencies 
motivatee these government-to-government agree-
ments,, which range from legally binding treaties 
approvedd by legislatures to letters of correspondence 
betweenn agencies with no legally binding authority. 
ISTAss cover the 'tip of the iceberg*  activities 
(Figuree 1), and some team collaborations. 

ISTAss are signed between countries that have at 
leastt some scientific capacity and where formal 
partnershipss are the more common type of collabora-
tion.. ISTAs may actually be an indicator of a diver-
gencee in scientific culture between the signatories 
ratherr than of convergence. For example, the USA 
andd Canada (perhaps the most tightly-knit bond in 
internationall  science) do not have a formal ISTA. 
Thee same is true of the USA and the UK. 

Alsoo team and interpersonal collaboration are 
heavilyy represented in collaboration between the 
USAA and Canada and the USA and the UK. In other 
words,, these are robust scientific relationships. In 
contrast,, the USA is more likely to have ISTAs with 
scientificallyy proficient countries, where the estab-
lishmentt of a formal mechanism and recourse for 
discussionn is needed as a framework for establishing 
corporatee collaborations. This is true between the 
USAA and Mexico, for example (Wagner, 1999). 

Somee ISTAs are never fullyy implemented because 
off  a lack of funds from one or both signatories. 
Sometimes,, an agreement is made to cooperate and 
ann ISTA is signed to establish the parameters of this 
cooperation.. In other cases, S&T projects take place 
withoutt reference to an ISTA. In some cases, one of 
thee partners in a discussion needs an ISTA to secure 
fundingg for an international project. In these cases, 
ann ISTA may be in the political and scientific inter-
estss of both parties. 

Althoughh ISTAs are not a good indicator of 
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scientificc activity, they can be an important indicator 
off  national interest in building bridges. For example, 
whenn other types of political relationship are under 
strain,, a science and technology agreement can be a 
wayway to establish a dialog with another country on 
importantt subjects with low consequence to foreign 
policy.. 1ST As also can be used politically to open 
discussionss about the protection of intellectual prop-
ertyy and the sharing of natural resources. These 
bridge-buildingg exercises can help related discus-
sionss in trade and diplomacy. 

Implication ss of linkages for  foreign policy 

Thee foreign policy component of science and 
technologyy is limited to a small part of the budgets 
off  scientifically advanced countries. International 
sciencee claims between 5 and 20% of the science 
budgetss of most countries. Within this piece of the 
budgett pie, the formal, policy-directed activities set 
asidee to serve foreign-policy goals are a relatively 
smalll  percentage. Some team collaborations can 
servee both science and foreign-policy interests, and 
thee scope of these activities may be growing, with 
implicationss for participation by both science and 
foreignn policy. Other activities, such as bottom-up 
scientificc collaboration and mission-oriented re-
searchh are not drected by foreign-policy goals, but 
thesee linkages can help create associations that in-
provee international relations. Together, these activi-
tiess make up a nation's contribution to international 
sciencee collaboration. 

Thee diffused and decentralized structure of sci-
encee decisionmaking has restricted the ability of 
governmentss to use it as an explicit policy tool. This 
iss particularly true in the United States, which lacks 
aa coordinating ministry for science and where the 
foreignn policy apparatus has littl e understanding of 
science.. As a result, an explicit role for science in 
USS foreign policy has been limited to the relatively 
weakk tool of the 1ST A, or to dedicated, large-scale 
projectss that must first serve scientific goals and 
missionss of US Government agencies. Despite calls 
fromm groups such as the National Academy of Sci-
encess for the State Department to give more atten-
tionn to science, a persuasive argument still needs to 
bee made that a more centralized approach to inter-
nationall  science would lead to better management. 

Thee inability to steer S&T to foreign-policy pur-
posess does not mean that international science does 
nott present challenges and opportunities for policy. 
Quitee the opposite. Billions of dollars of research take 
placee on an international scale each year. Although 
thesee funds are usually provided by governments 
(organizationss with a bounded set of expectations) the 
benefitss are accruing without regard to political 
boundaries.. Indeed, the benefits from distributed re-
searchh (that part of international collaboration that 
appearss to be growing most rapidly) are likely ac-
cruingg outside the bounds of any single nation. 

Nationss may be benefiting from the changing dy-
namicss of research, but an examination of the or-
ganizationn of science and foreign policy may be in 
order.. The ability of governments to oversee, to 
trackk and monitor outputs and outcomes, to infti-
encee research directions, and to appropriate spillover 
benefitss is surely reduced (or at least significantly 
changed)) by distributed international research. The 
politicall  and scientific interests certainly overlap 
aroundd this issue. 

Thee shift in the organization and management of 
sciencee towards a distributed international system 
presentss challenges for foreign policy. Ausubel 
(2001)) noted: "Observers of the scientific enterprise 
broadlyy accept that science is international in scope 
andd activity, and that international cooperation has 
alwayss been intrinsic to it." Science may be inter-
nationall  in scope, but the interests of nations remain 
withinn political borders. 

Ass the extent of cooperation increases, and the 
wayss in which science contributes to society grow 
moree complex, a better understanding of the types of 
cooperationn (their practices, beneficiaries, and 
knowledgee flows) is needed if nations expect to con-
tinuee to reap benefits from it. Representatives of the 
scientificc community would do well to acknowledge 
andd understand the realities of accounting to the po-
liticall  system for the outputs and outcomes of h-
vestmentss in science. 

Att the same time, better coordination among sci-
ence-policyy practitioners across nations may be 
beneficiall  to all parties. This is occurmg in groups 
suchh as the Global Science Forum of the OECD. 
Moree coordination along these tines would aid the 
governancee of controversial international science 
issues,, such as genetically modified foods. Within 
suchh coordination groups, stronger links with the 
foreign-policyy community would also improve the 
cross-fertilizationn of skills that each needs from the 
other. . 

Policymakerss may wish to consider a joint sci-
ence-foreign-policyy effort to create and use a toolkit 
off  management styles, practices, and agreements 
thatt better match the different modes of cooperation 
andd collaboration in international science. In the 
process,, scientists may pick up a few tips from the 
diplomaticc core. In turn, foreign policymakers may 
findd that, as they participate in global forums along-
sidee scientists, they become more comfortable with, 
andd find ways to use, the loosely structured, always 
changingg and dynamic, network that is international 
science. . 

Notes s 

1.. Thi s was th e cas e wit h th e signin g in 1973 of an Inter -
nationa ll  Scienc e and Technolog y Agreemen t betwee n th e 
Unite dd States and China . 

2.. Thi s is the openin g lin e of a lectur e give n by Lewi s Thoma s 
inn 1973. 
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3.. The National Science Board Indicators, for example, report 
onn countries' share of papers published in internationally 
recognizedd journals (NSB, 2000). 

4.. The term 'corporate' can cause confusion when used to 
applyy to policy in the United States, because it is frequently 
usedd to refer to business interests. We w i use the term 
formal'' in discussions below to avoid this confusion. 

5.. The Government of Canada compared budget data from 
severall drfferent countries of funds dedicated to colabora-
tion.. They report that in fiscal year 1998, Canada set aside 
US$466 miion, Germany US$220 million, Japan US$70 
mii lion, and France US$64 miion (Advisory Council, 2000). 

6.. The Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) provides the data 
resultingg in the National Science Board tables on patterns of 
nationall publications. ISI can be found at <http://www.isi. 
org>. . 

7.. RaDiUS is a database developed by RAND that contains 
informationn on US Government research and development 
spendingg at the project level. More information can be found 
att <https://radius.rand.org>. 

8.. Within the Bureau of Oceans, Environment and Science, the 
USS Department of State has only a very small office handing 
internationall science and technology cooperation, one with 
noo budget authority or jurisdiction to allocate funds to inter
nationall projects. 
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Chapte rr  III 

Seismolog yy as a Dynamic , Distribute d Area of 
Scientifi cc  Researc h 

CollaborationCollaboration has enhanced my career. It's essential, absolutely. Work is more 

creativecreative together, we ask questions in different ways. 

-M.-M. Fehler, a seismologist interviewed for the project 
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Seismologyy has several features mat suggest it is a highly internationalized field: the subject 
matterr  is global, me tools used to analyse seismic waves are dependent upon informatio n 
technologies,technologies, and governments are interested in funding cooperative research. We explore whether 
ann emerging field lik e seismology has a more internationalised structure than the older, related 
fieldfield  of geophysics. Using aggregated journal-journa l citations, we first  show that, withi n the citing 
environment,, seismology emerged from withi n geophysics as it s own field in die 1990s. The 
bibliographi cc analysis, however, does not snow mat seismology is more internationalised man 
geophysics::  in 2000, seismology had a lower  percentage of all articles co-authored on an 
internationall  basis. Nevertheless, social network analysis shows that the core group of cooperating 
countriess withi n seismology is proportionately larger  and more distributed than that withi n 
geophysics.. Whil e the latter  exhibits an established network with a hierarchy, the formation of a 
fieldfield  in terms of new partnership relations is ongoing in seismology. 

Introductio n n 

AA number  of studies have demonstrated that international linkages in science and 
technologyy are increasing (GLANZEL , 2001, among others). The linkages can be 
observedd at the global level (WAGNER &  LEYDESDORFF, forthcoming) and at the level 
off  scientific disciplines. Linkages within disciplines or  fields of science can be observed 
byy exposing the networks of scientific citations and co-authorship relations that are 
createdd as scientists cite each other's work within scientific articles or  acknowledge 
eachh other  as co-authors (MULLINS , 1988; WOUTERS, 1999). When examined over  time, 
thesee citation and co-authorship networks enable us to reveal the dynamics of emerging 
fields. fields. 

Inn mis study, we use this method to test the hypothesis that emerging fields of 
sciencee are more likely than older  established fields to be internationally networked. 
Thiss is based in part on the expectation that emerging fields are also likely to 
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havee features reflecting a "Mode 2" method of operating: they are interdisciplinary, 
team-basedd research (GIBBONS et al., 1994) Moreover, they are more likely to 
incorporatee new information and communication tools into their operations, and thus be 
moree likely to be networked. 

Inn order to test this hypothesis, we examined a field of science that has several 
featuress suggesting that it is both dynamic (evolving rapidly) and highly 
internationalisedd (many co-authorships across countries). Seismology - the study and 
analysiss of seismic waves within the Earth's mantel - provides a good case study for 
testingg this hypothesis. First, seismology is a field that has emerged largely because of 
thee capabilities offered by new technologies: seismometry is highly technical and the 
complexityy of the resulting data requires computer analysis. Second, the research 
requiress access to data collected from and shared around the globe. Third, several 
countriess have invested in unique research equipment and resources that can only be 
madee available to researchers from omer countries through collaboration.' Fourth, many 
governmentss are interested in funding research that may help anticipate, if not an 
earthquakee itself, then at least the nature of damages that may result. Fifth, the research 
doess not have direct commercial application, suggesting that most of the collaborative 
researchh will be published in open literature. 

Manyy analysts have noted that the ability of scientists in different countries to 
collaboratee has increased significantly over the past 15 years, with improving access to 
thee Internet being only one of these reasonss (GIBBONS et al., 1994, among others). The 
willingnesss of governmental and non-governmental organizations to provide technical 
assistancee to other nations, including exchange of experts, when a major earthquake 
takess place has also increased the extent to which seismologists and other earth 
scientistss meet and share research interests with each other. This is particularly 
importantt for the decade we studied, 1990 to 2000. In 1994, California experienced the 
Northridgee earthquake. One year later, in 1995, Japan experienced the Kobe earthquake. 
Bothh of these events led to exchanges of scientists and engineers, and both earthquakes 
spurredd new research into seismology, structural engineering, and earthquake sciences. 

**  For example, Japan has invested in a shake table that simulates earthquake movement and provides valuable 
dataa on the possible affects of tremors on engineered structures. Russia has dug a bore hole in a 
seismologicallyy active area to enable testing of different features of geology. The United States has invested 
inn a global seismographic netwrk that provides continual readings of seismological activities at dozens of 
locationss around the globe. 
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Methodology y 

Inn order  to explore the structure of the field of seismology and to test whether  it 
showss international dynamism, we conducted a series of cascading analyses. The first 
partt  of the analysis identified the citing relationships to uncover  the cluster  of journals 
thatt  scientists identify when citing other  published work relevant to their  article. 
Secondly,, within the decade of 1990 to 2000, we collected all addresses of the articles 
inn the relevant journal clusters for  3 different years (1990, 1994, and 2000). We then 
usedd mis in the thir d step to detail networks of linkages among scientists at the national 
level.. Finally, in the fourth step, we analysed the percentages of international co-
authorshipss within these years to view the extent to which seismology had grown as an 
internationall  discipline. Each step is described in more detail below. 

DefiningDefining the field 

Researchh shows that scientific journal-journa l citations can be exploited to expose 
patternss of interrelationships within and among fields of science. (CARPENTER & 
NARIN ,, 1975; DOREIA N &  FARARO, 1985; TUSSEN et al., 1987). LEYDESDORFF & 

COZZENSS (1993) suggest that disciplines of science can be operationalised in terms of 
journall  sets. As such, journal-journa l citations can be used to track changes in the 
disciplinaryy structure of science. The patterns provide a method for  studying the 
structuree of a field in a single year  as well as over  time. The citation relationship among 
journal ss reveals a structure of the literatur e that scientists view as relevant to their  work. 
Ann analysis of these citation relationships reveals "clusters"  that can be visually 
depicted.. This method of journal-journa l citation mapping is applied here to see if the 
structuree of citations related to the field of seismology has changed, how is it related to 
otherr  fields, and whether  the field has been influenced by international linkages. 

Usingg the method developed by LEYDESDORFF &  COZZENS (1993) and later 
applicationss by LEYDESDORFF et al., (1994), we identify the journals most closely 
associatedd with the field In describing the methodology, Leydesdorff and co-authors 
notee out that journal-journa l citation relations '"contain information about field and 
subfieldd structures at a sufficient level of aggregation for  the construction of 
indicators...""  (LEYDESDORFF et al., 1994) Journal publications are not stable over  time: 
Thee incremental change can become an indicator  in itself by revealing the change of 
structuree at the level of the field over  time. For  example, the inclusion of new journals 
withi nn a cluster  of related journals may indicate the extension or  further  differentiation 
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off  the cluster or it may indicate qualitatively new developments in the field. The 
emergencee of new clusters, or the merging of clusters, can also be indicative of 
structurall  changes in a field. 

Thee Leydesdorff-Cozzens method enables the creation of journal-journal citation 
mapss based on factor or eigenvector analysis of the citations of journals in the Science 
CitationCitation Index (SCI) and the Journal Citation Reports. The data we report here are 
drawnn from the databases of the Institute for Scientific Information SCI and JCR 
CD-Romm data. The latter data consist of listings of all journals processed and included 
onn the CD-Rom for 1994-2001. Co-author names and affiliations were obtained from 
thee Science Citation Index Extended available through the Web of Science in May 2002. 

RevealingRevealing the structure of the field 

Thee first step in identifying initial journals to work with involved using the Science 
CitationCitation Index to identify journals with titles related to the field of seismology. We 
searchedd for the words "earthquake" and "seismology" in journals available in March 
20022 on the Web of Science. A number of journals were initially considered, although 
twoo journals had names that appeared directly relevant: The Journal of Seismology and 
TheThe Bulletin of the Seismologica! Society of America. Using a factor analysis, we found 
that,, in 2000, the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America (BSSA) is the journal 
mostt closely associated with the field of seismology. BSSA served as the central 
tendencyy journal (CTJ) for the analysis. LEYDESDORFF & COZZENS (1993) have 
proposedd "central tendency journals" as yardsticks for measuring structural change in 
fieldss of science over time. Central tendency journals are defined as seed journals that 
exhibitt the highest correlation with the eigenvector that represents the cluster at the 
networkk level. Central tendency journals exhibit more stability than journals that are 
lesss central to the cluster. We examined the citing patterns of the BSSA in order to 
identifyy the action parameter associated with the field. Journals being cited by articles in 
BSSABSSA indicate the structure of the field as viewed by the authors in 2000. 

Thee cluster of journals that emerge from the citing patterns around BSSA in 2000 
reveall  the structure of the field in that year. Table 1 displays two fields of science 
closelyy related to seismology. The first box highlights those journals loading on 
Factorr 1, indicating the field of geophysics. The solid box reveals BSSA as the "central 
tendencyy journal" for 2000 as well as its citing galaxy, loading on Factor 2. 
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Tablee 1. A factor analysis of die citing patterns of journals related to seismology in 2000 

Journal l 

Earth,Earth, Plants and Space 

JournalJournal of Geophysics Research 

GeophysicsGeophysics Research Letters 

GeophysicsGeophysics Journal International 

PhysicsPhysics of Earth and Planetary Interiors 

PurePure and Applied Geophysics 

Tectonophysics Tectonophysics 

Balletinn of t i e Sdsmeiogical Society of America 

SoDD Dynamics and Earthanake Engineering 

Journall  of Seismology 

Naturall  Hazards 

Annalii  di Geoftaica 

Engineeringg Geology 

Science e 

Nature e 

Currentt Science 

Geophysics s 

Earthquakee Engineering and Structural Dynamics 

Factorr 1 

0.968 0.968 

0.921 0.921 

0.900 0.900 

0.862 0.862 

0.825 0.825 

0.821 0.821 

0.743 0.743 

0.294 4 

-0.180 0 

0.388 8 

0.604 4 

0.590 0 

0.111 1 

0.081 1 

0.034 4 

0.127 7 

-0.012 2 

-0.161 1 

Factorr 2 

0.133 3 

0.098 8 

0.090 0 

0.256 6 

0.053 3 

0.476 6 

0.158 8 

0323 0323 

0.896 6 

0*41 1 

0.714 4 

0.603 3 

OS37 7 

-0.065 5 

-0.084 4 

0.081 1 

0.068 8 

0.245 0.245 

Factorr 3 

0.039 9 

0.112 2 

0.196 6 

0.005 5 

0.081 1 

0.030 0 

0.040 0 

0.046 6 

-0.070 0 

-0.038 8 

-0.018 8 

-0.191 1 

0.013 3 

0,932 0,932 

0.931 0.931 

0.861 0.861 

-0.153 -0.153 

0.182 2 

Factorr 4 

0.005 5 

-0.042 2 

-0.052 2 

0.162 2 

0.082 2 

0.065 5 

0.094 4 

-0.076 6 

-0.239 9 

-0.093 3 

-0.028 8 

0.191 1 

0.068 8 

0.004 4 

0.008 8 

-O.020 0 

0.801 0.801 

-0.625 5 

Thiss factor analysis provides two key pieces of information for this case, shown in 

Tablee 1. One is that the field of geophysics, represented in the first cluster of variables 

loadingg on Factor 1, is tightly clustered and well defined. The second finding is that 

BSSABSSA is the central tendency journal for the field of seismology loading on Factor 2," 

BSSABSSA has positively correlated citation patterns with five other journals within the factor 

structure: : 

•• Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Sciences, 

 Journal of Seismology, 

 Natural Hazards, 

•• Annali di Geqfisica, and 

 Engineering Geology. 

**  Performing the same factor analysis on the Journal of Seismology shows that the Bulletin of the 
SeismoiogicalSeismoiogical Society of America is also revealed to be the central tendency journal. 
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Thee factor analysis for the citing relationships results in a plot of the stimulus space 
showingg a 2-dimensional drawing of the citation relationships. The next section 
displayss and discusses the figures that emerge from this analysis. 

MappingMapping the international network of the field 

Inn order to test our thesis, for each of the clusters identified in the factor analysis, 
"geophysics""  and "seismology," we calculated the percentages of international co-
authorshipp as a share of all papers published in that year for that cluster. Then, we 
mappedd the networks of both fields in 2000, and the combined field in 1990. This is 
donee using the following techniques: 

1.. For each of the cluster of journals, we collected all the related records from the 
WebWeb of Science for that year. We saved these with authors and addresses so that 
wee could identify linkages among authors by country. 

2.. Using custom computer programs written for these purposes by one of the 
authors,, we sorted the author names and addresses into files that allowed us to 
countt international co-authorships. 

3.. Taking the address file created as part of this analysis, we imported this into 
UciNett to create an affiliations file (BORGATTI et al„  2002), and then this data is 
exportedd to Pajek network analysis software to draw a social network.*  A core 
analysiss conducted on this network reveals the most intense relationships 
amongg collaborating countries in both years. 

4.. In order to normalize for the size effects among countries, we also used the 
cosinee between the vectors for individual countries as input to the visualization 
usingg Pajek network analysis software (HAMERS et al., 1989). This analysis 
providess us with a means to explore and compare the hierarchy in the networks 
(WAGNERR & LEYDESDORFF, forthcoming). 

Thenn we compare the two clusters. This is done in an effort to see whether 
seismologyy is more heavily internationalised than geophysics. 

Thee steps detailed above reveal the structure of the field in 2000. The next question 
wee asked is how the field has changed over time. Using the structure of the field in 
2000,, and maintaining the BSSA as the central tendency journal, we reconstructed the 
fieldfield historically for years 1998, 1996, and 1994, with a network comparison for 1990. 
Thee concept of extending back historically rather than beginning in the early 1990s and 

**  The program Pajek is freely available for  non-commercial use at rmp:/Wado.fn^.uni-lj.si/pub/netwwrtis/pate k 
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workingg forward is done so that we can examine the evolution of the field over time 
basedd on its construction in 2000. If one systematically accounts for delineation in the 
groupingss ahead of time (e.g., in 1990), one risks making a prediction of performance 
withh reference to an outdated unit. The point is to identify the dynamics of the field: 
Thee validity of this method is demonstrated graphically by the fact that the journal 
SeismologySeismology was only initiated in 1999. If we had fixed the journal set to those available 
inn 1990, we would have missed the entrance of the new journal. So we began with the 
structuree as it is revealed in 2000, and reconstruct the field's development from the 
perspectivee of citing relationships. 

Forr the purposes of mis case study, the set of citing journals for each year is used. 
Thee central tendency analysis is used to show local densities in the overall network for 
eachh year. Clusters can be compared over years, even though they are not necessarily 
tiedd to the same central journal. This helps illustrate the evolution of the field over time. 
Thee evolutionary illustrations show the relations within the cluster over the years by 
showingg the relevant citation environment. The change in the data set can be used as an 
indicatorr of restructuring within the field. 

Findings::  The emergence of seismology from within the field of geophysics 

Ourr analysis shows that seismology emerges out of geophysics as an independent 
fieldfield of science in terms of its citing environment over the decade of the 1990s. It did 
nott exist as an independent field in the early part of the decade. This is illustrated in 
Figuress 1-4. The figures display the citing galaxy, based on factor analysis, of the 
journalss in that year. The evolution of the field is illustrated by the emergence of a 
citingg environment for seismology, but one that does not take shape until 1996, and 
evenn men, is not stable and receded in 1998, and then re-emerges in 2000. Figure 1 
illustratess and reveals the shape of the field of seismology, compared to geophysics, in 
2000.. Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the evolution of shape of the field of geophysics 
fromfrom 1994, and the emergence of seismology as a separate field over time.' 

**  hi the uneven year  1995, the Bulletin qfSeismotogicei Society of America exhibits interfactoria l complexity 
betweenn geophysics and a factor  that otherwise consists only of Earthquake Engineering and Structural 
Dynamics.Dynamics. In the period 1996-2001 an independent second factor  can be distinguished, but not in 1998. BSSA 
functionedd as a central tendency journal in 1996,1997,2000, and 2001, but not in the years 1993,199S, 1998, 
andd 1999. In 2001, the seismology group was further  extended with the journal s Pure and Applied Geophysics 
andd the Journal of Computer Acoustics. Natural Hazards, however, was in this year  no longer  part of the 
citationn environment of BSSA at die one percent level. 
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Figuree 1. Clusters of journals relating to seismology based on citing patterns, 2000 
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Legend: : 

Indicatingg letter 
A A 
B B 
F F 
K K 
L L 
0 0 

D D 
G G 
H H 
J J 
N N 
O O 
R R 

C C 
P P 
M M 

E E 
I I 

Sdsmotofyy duster  journal names 
AmciidiAmciidi Geoftsica 
BulletinBulletin  af the Seismological Society of America 
EngineeringEngineering Geology 
JournalJournal of Seismology 
NaturalNatural Hazards 
SoilSoil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering 

Geophysicss dwter  journal names 
EarthEarth Planet and Space 
GeophysicsGeophysics Journal International 
GeophysicsGeophysics Research Letters 
JournalJournal of Geophysics Research 
PhysicsPhysics of Earth and Planetary Interiors 
PurePure and Applied Geophysics 
Tectonophysics Tectonophysics 

Generall  science duster  journal names 
CurrentCurrent Science 
Science Science 
Nature Nature 

Otterr  related bat not dnstered journals 
EarthquakeEarthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics 
Geophysics Geophysics 

Byy examining the figures, one can see that in 1994, illustrated in Figure 2, three 
clusterss are evident. These are: 

1.. The geophysics cluster, containing the Bulletin of Seismological Society of 
America,America, the Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors, Geophysical Journal 
International,International, Journal of Geophysical Research-Solid Earth, and the 
GeophysicalGeophysical Research Letters. 

2.2. A general sciences cluster containing Nature, Science, and Current Science 
India. India. 

3.. A tectonics and geology cluster containing Tectonics, Tectonophysics, and the 
GeologicalGeological Society of America Bulletin. 

4.. Also in the citing environment, but not in the citing cluster are: Geophysics, the 
JournalJournal of the Acoustical Society of America, and Earthquake Engineering & 
StructuralStructural Dynamics. 
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Figuree 2. Clusters of journals relating to seismology based on citing patterns, 1994 
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Legend: : 

Indicatingg letter 
A A 
E E 
F F 
I I 
K K 

D D 
M M 
N N 

B B 
J J 
L L 

C C 
G G 
H H 

Geophyiks-seisaurfacvv duster  journal names 
BulletinBulletin  of the Seismological Socieft of America 
GeophysicsGeophysics Journal International 
GeophysicsGeophysics Research Letters 
JournalJournal of Geophysics Research 
PhysicsPhysics of Earth and Planetary Interiors 

Tectonicss duster  Journal names 
GeologicalGeological Society of America Bulletin 
Tectonics Tectonics 
Tectonophysics Tectonophysics 

Generall  sdeace dnster  journal names 
CurrentCurrent Science 
Nature Nature 
Science Science 

Otherr  related but not dnstered journals 
EarthquakeEarthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics 
Geophysics Geophysics 
JournalJournal of the Acoustical Society of America 

Inn 1996, illustrated in Figure 3, three clusters remain evident, but their constitution 
iss different. The field of tectonics has been subsumed into geophysics, and seismology 
andd earthquake engineering emerges as a new cluster. The clusters now represent: 

1.. The geophysics cluster, which now appears without the Bulletin of the 
SeismologicalSeismological Society of America. The other journals evident in 1994 remain 
thee same, but they are joined by: Pure and Applied Geophysics, and 
Tectonophysics. Tectonophysics. 

2.2. The seismology and earthquake engineering cluster includes the Bulletin of the 
SeismologicalSeismological Society of America, Earthquake Engineering & Structural 
Dynamics,Dynamics, and, Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Earthquake Engineering. 

3.. The general sciences cluster with Nature; Science, and the Proceedings of the 
NationalNational Academy of Sciences (USA). 
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Figuree 3. Clusters of journals relating to seismology based on citing patterns, 1996 
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Legend. . 

Indicatingg lener 
A A 
B B 
0 0 

D D 
E E 
G G 
H H 
L L 
M M 
P P 

J J 
K K 
N N 

C C 
F F 
H H 

Seismolecyy duster  journal names 
BulletinBulletin  of the Seismological Society' of America 
EarthquakeEarthquake Engineering and Structural Dvnamics 
SoilSoil Dvnamics and Earthquake Engineering 

Geophysicss duster  Journal names 
GeophysicsGeophysics Journal International 
GeophysicsGeophysics Research Letters 
JoumalJoumal ofGeophvsics Research 
JournalJournal of Physics of the Earth 
PhysicsPhysics of Earth and Planetary Interiors 
PurePure and Applied Geophysics 
Tectonophysics Tectonophysics 

Genera)) science duster  journal names 
Nature Nature 
ProceedingsProceedings of the National Academy- of Sciences 
Science Science 

Otherr  related bnt not dnstered Journals 
GeologicalGeological Society of America Bulletin 
Geophysics Geophysics 
JournalJournal of Structural Geology 

Inn 1998, illustrated in Figure 4, seismology has rejoined geophysics. Tectonics also 
remainss as part of the geophysics cluster. Earthquake engineering remains a separate 
cluster.. The geophysics cluster  has been joined by the Journal of Physics of the Earth 
(itemm H). The general sciences cluster  resembles mat of 1994. 

Too return to 2000, illustrated in Figure 1, it is possible to see a significant change in 
thee structure of the field between 1994 and 2000. Geophysics (with tectonics) remains a 
tightt  cluster  with no new entrants. Seismology, however, exhibits a considerable 
change.. Earthquake sciences and seismology have merged into a single cluster  with Soil 
DynamicsDynamics appearing much closer  to seismology than before. In addition, there are three 
neww entrants to the seismology cluster: Journal of Seismology, Natural Hazards, and 
AnnafiAnnafi  di Geqflsica. 

Thiss suggests that the field took on an increased self-definition over  time, 
strengthenedd by the entrance of new journal s into the field, ones mat quickly joined the 
citingg cluster. 
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Figuree 4. Clusters of journals relating to seismology based on citing patterns, 1998 
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Legend: Legend: 

Indicatin gg lener 
B B 
M M 

A A 
C C 
D D 
E E 
G G 
H H 
J J 
K K 
N N 

I I 
L L 

F F 

Earthquak ee engiaeerinf duster  journa l names 
EarthquakeEarthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics 
SoilSoil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering 

Geophysicss daster  journal names 
BulletinBulletin  of the Seismological Society of America 
FizikaZemli FizikaZemli 
GeophysicsGeophysics Journal International 
GeophysicsGeophysics Research Letters 
JournalJournal of Geophysics Research 
JournalJournal of Physics of the Earth 
PhvsicsPhvsics of Earth and'PlanetaryInteriors 

PurePure and Applied Geophysics 
Tectonophysics Tectonophysics 

Generall  science duster  journa l names 
Nature Nature 
Science Science 

Otherr  related bnt not dnstered journal s 
Geophysics Geophysics 

Examining internationalExamining international linkages within the field 

Wee expected to find that, because seismology is a dynamic, emerging field, one that 
reliess on distributed knowledge and shared data, it is also more internationalised man 
older,, related fields. This expectation arises from our  thesis mat emerging fields are also 
likelyy to have features reflecting a Mode 2 method of operating: they are 
interdisciplinary ,, team-based research. Thus, they are more likely to require a network 
off  linkages in order  to share and create knowledge. Moreover, because seismology 
requiress access to unique, geographically-tied resources, we expected it to create the 
conditionss where researchers meet, interact, and seek to conduct collaborative research 
onn an international basis. 

Contraryy to our  expectations, the initia l review of the data does not show seismology 
ass more heavily internationalised in terms of international co-authorship relations than 
geophysicss in 2000. Table 2 displays the results of the bibliometri c analysis of the 
articless published in 2000: within the geophysics cluster, internationally co-authored 
articless were 34.1 percent of all articles, while seismology shows 26.2 percent of 
articless as internationally co-authored for  mat year. As a percentage of articles 
published,, geophysics is a more internationalised field than seismology. 
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Tablee 2. A comparison of articles published in geophysics and seismology in 2000 

Year r 

Geophysics s 
2000 0 
Seismology y 
2000 0 

Numberr  of 
articless published 

2389 9 

409 9 

Numberr  of articles 
internationall y y 

co-authored d 

814 4 

107 7 

Percentt  of articles 
internationall y y 

co-authored d 

344 1 

26.2 2 

Thee social networks of the two fields also demonstrate a more densely 
interconnectedd network for  geophysics than for  seismology in 2000. Figures 5 and 6 
illustrat ee the social networks that constitute geophysics (Figure S) and seismology 
(Figuree 6) in 2000 when co-authorships are attributed to and counted at the country 
level.. These different densities of the networks can be partly explained by the size of 
geophysicss compared to seismology, but we wil l see below that after  normalization for 
sizee effects using the cosine important differences wil l remain. The longer-established 
journal ss in the field of geophysics attract and publish many more articles per  year  than 
seismologyy journals, as can be noted from the data presented in Table 2. 

Thee social network created by co-authorships in geophysics journals has a more 
"traditional ""  set of core countries than the ones exposed in the seismology network. 
Withi nn geophysics, the core countries include those with the largest scientific 
enterprises,, including the USA, Germany, England, Russia, France, the Netherlands, 
andd Japan. Intriguingly , the network for  seismology has a core that involves a number 
off  non-traditional and developing countries. In fact, seismology's core network does not 
includee the countries named above. The core network consists of the western European 
countriess of Italy , Germany, and Switzerland, and then a tight network of eastern 
Europeann countries connecting to western Europe through Russia. Although the USA, 
France,, and England publish more articles, they are not as tightl y networked as the 
westernn and eastern European partners in the core represented in Figure 6. 
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Figuree 5. The network of international co-authorships in geophysics, 2000 
(coree vertices in white) 
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Figuree 6. The network of international co-authorships in seismology, 2000 
(coree vertices in white) 
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Tablee 3. Core group participation of geophysics and seismology, 2000 

Year r Numberr  of countries participatin g 
inn international network 

Numberr  of countries in the core 
groupp of international co-author 

networks s 
Geophysics s 

2000 0 
1990 0 

82 2 
56 6 

19 9 
9 9 

Seismology y 
2000 0 80 0 12 2 

Wee tested the structure of the field further  by conducting an analysis of the core of 
thee structure of the co-authorship network of both fields. We found that geophysics also 
hass a higher  percentage of countries participatin g at the core of die network. 

Wee then sought to expose the organisation of the networks by conducting a cosine 
analysiss to weight the data for  the differences in size. Here we found significant 
differencess between the two networks. Figures 7 and 8 reveal the hierarchy of the social 
networkss in both geophysics and seismology for  2000 (the core countries are indicated 
byy open circles). The number  of countries in the core groups are similar  in number, but 
thee seismology network contains more tightl y connected clusters with intense regional 
clusterss when compared to geophysics. Italy seems to be the core country relating 
variouss networks. The geophysics map has a centre/periphery model with the USA, UK, 
France,, and Germany inn the very centre. 

Thesee figures can bom be compared to the cosine analysis of the network of the 
combinedd field of geophysics (encompassing seismology journals published at the time) 
ass it existed in 1990, shown in Figure 9. The analysis suggests that the network of 
internationall  collaboration in terms of co-authorship relations had very littl e structure in 
1990.. Local collaborations, for  example with the Philippines, prevailed at that time. 
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Figuree 7. Analysis of the network of geophysics collaboration at cosine greater than 0.1, 2000 
(coree vertices in white) 
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Figuree 8. Analysis of the network of seismology collaboration at cosine greater than 0.1. 2000 
(coree vertices in white) 
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Figuree 9. Analysis of the network of collaborating countries at cosine greater than 0.1, 
geophysicss (encompassing seismology), 1990 (core vertices in white) 
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4.. Summary and conclusions 

Seismologyy can be considered as an emerging field of science. This is demonstrated 
byy the citing relationships showing that in the early 1990s, seismology did not exist 
withinn the citing environment as a field separate from geophysics. Contrary to our initial 
expectation,, in 2000, the field of seismology does not have as high a percentage of 
internationallyy co-authored articles as its parent field, geophysics. An alternative 
explanationn for mis may be that as a new field emerges, it may have just a few centres 
off  excellence where research is being conducted As the research is recognized, 
practitionerss from different countries seek to cooperate with the lead researchers, 
creatingg the international links over time. The "Mode 2" character may also lead to 
moree grey literature man in an established field of science. The geographical shape of 
somee of the clusters may reflect the influence of policy programs and their attempts to 
organizee this field 

Althoughh seismology did not contain as high a percentage of international articles as 
geophysics,, we did have the unexpected finding that the core group of cooperating 
countriess within seismology is a more distributed and broader network than mat within 
geophysics.. The networked group of seismology countries exposed in the cosine 
analysiss has more members than would be expected given the structure of the parent 
field.field. The connections between these countries appear to be active collaborations. This 
suggestss that emerging fields, although still growing their network of international 
connections,, may do so by establishing a distributed set of initial connections 
throughoutt their social network rather than operating along a hub and spoke model. 
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Chapte rr  IV 

Sixx  Case Studie s of Internationa l Collaboratio n in 
Scienc e e 

AccessAccess to knowledge is important as a motivator [for collaboration]. But the social 

partpart is important, too. You are looking for an interesting topic, you want to work with 

someonesomeone you respect, someone you know. The result is more creative, more than just 

aa joining together of capabilities. 

——J.D.J.D. Hamkins, a mathematician interviewed for the project 
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Sixx case studies of international collaboration in science 
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Sixx case studies of international cooperation at the subfield level are presented and compared. 
Thee cases examine international collaboration by detailing co-authorship link s among researchers 
byy field, evidenced at the level of the nation. Cases are offered based on possible drivers for 
collaboration::  sharing ideas, cooperating around equipment, cooperating around resources, and 
exchangingg data. Scientometric and network analysis of linkages are presented and discussed for 
eachh of the six cases: astrophysics, geophysics, mathematical logic, polymers, soil science, and 
virology.. Visualizations of the cosine matrices within each field are compared for  1990 and 2000. 
Thee research shows that international collaboration grew in all the fields at rates higher  than the 
internationall  average. The possibility that rapid increases in international collaboration in science 
cann bee attributed in pan to certain drivers related to access to resources or  equipment sharing could 
nott  be upheld by the data. Other  possible explanations for  the rapid growth of collaboration are 
offered,, including the possibility that weak ties evidenced by geographically remote collaboration 
cann promote new knowledge creation. 

Contextt for this research 

AA number of studies have demonstrated that international collaboration in science 
andd technology is increasing. (NARIN, 1991; LUUKKONEN et al., 1992 and 1993; 
MIQUEL,, 1994; DORE, 1996; GEORGHIOU, 1998; GLANZEL, 2001; WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Research shows that international collaboration is 
increasinglyy collaborative (GIBBONS et al., 1994), the network is growing (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming), and the global system is becoming more integrated 
(PERSSONN & MELIN , 2002). Despite this body of evidence, it remains unclear why this 
classs of research is growing so quickly. Indeed, it has been observed that a theoretically 
satisfyingg explanation of the phenomenon has yet to be offered (KAT Z & HICKS, 1997; 
WAGNER-DOBLER,, 2001). 

Thee meoretically satisfying explanation may be elusive in part because we have an 
incompletee understanding of the dynamics of collaboration at the global level and how 
itt differs from nationally or institutionally based research or localized collaboration. 
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Thiss paper  examines networks of collaboration among countries at the disciplinary level 
too add information about the structure and nature of international collaboration. This 
articl ee complements similar  analysis conducted at the global level (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Forthcoming research wil l address the theoretical 
aspectss of international collaboration between countries, while this article focuses on 
dynamicss of collaboration within fields of science. 

Focuss of this articl e 

Thiss article examines international collaboration at the subfield level by exposing a 
clusterr  of related journals and counting co-authorships within them to add to 
understandingg of dynamics of international collaboration at this level. The questions 
askedd are: What is die nature of the collaborative network within the subfield at the 
globall  level and how is it different from the collective global network? Do the networks 
exhibitt  different dynamics based upon the scientific inquir y being pursued? Which 
dynamicc is more influential on die organization of collaboration: the global dynamic or 
thee intellectual organization of the field itself? For  comparative purposes, and as a way 
too approximate die dynamics of change, data is examined for  two years, 1990 and 2000. 

GLANZELL  &  DE LANGE (2002) found that the extent of multinational collaboration 
wass strongly field specific. EGGHE (1999) found that the distributio n of partner 
countriess over  die international co-publications proved much more flexible and less 
skewedd than the geometric model. MELI N (2000) suggested mat collaborations take 
differentt  forms based on the field that die collaborators belong to. These observations 
suggestt  mat there may be field-specific motivations for  collaborative patterns that 
cannott  be seen by looking at die highest-level data. 

Thee expectation explored here is that the motivation of practitioners to collaborate 
withh geographically remote colleagues wil l vary by field of science based on the drivers 
forr  collaboration. In other  words, the intellectual organisation of the field is expected to 
exertt  more influence on the willingness of practitioners to cooperate with each other 
thann wil l die overall trend towards international collaboration. As a result, die 
expectationn is diat the extent of growth in international linkages wil l differ  across 
subfields. . 

Scientificc collaborations - where practitioners work togetiier  on a specific research 
projectt  witi i a common goal - take many forms. The willingness of practitioners to 
collaboratee is influenced by die goals of those providing me funding (e.g., government 
agencyy or  philanuiropi c foundation), die needs of researchers for  access to knowledge 
andd research tools, the availabilit y of these resources, and die opportunities of 
practitionerss to link together  (e.g., conferences, Internet connection) (WAGNER, 1997; 
BEAVER,, 2001; LAUDEL , 2001). Withi n a subfield of science, practitioners interact, or 
cooperate,, witi i odier  scientists in a variety of ways, including face-to-face meetings, 
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sharingg papers and data, attending seminars and workshops, sharing equipment; the 
mostt  intense being collaboration in research experimentation. MELI N (2000) and 
BEAVERR (2001), using an interview approach, found the practitioners collaborate in 
orderr  to access methods, equipment, special competence or  data. Co-authored papers 
representt  some subset of collaborative activities1 (MEUN, 2000). 

Itt  is widely acknowledged that scientific researchers seek to share ideas (cooperate) 
(PRICE,, 1964; BEAVER &  ROSEN, 1978; WHITLEY , 1984). The cooperative community 

withi nn open science is complemented by the interests of a subset of practitioners within 
sciencee to collaborate - to jointl y conduct research experimentation that has a common 
researchh goal. However, since collaboration has higher  transaction and opportunity 
costss than simply cooperating, we expect that the drivers motivating collaboration will 
bee related more to structural items such as equipment (such as a telescope) and or 
resourcess (such as access to soil samples). Indeed, one might expect to find that 
equipmentt  and resource sharing offer  more compelling reasons to collaborate at a 
distancee than wil l be the sharing of ideas alone. (For  example, NEWMA N (2000) found 
thatt  the average number of collaborators is markedly lower in the purely theoretical 
discipliness than in the experimental ones.) The underlying assumption is that explicit 
knowledgee embodied in data and theoretical ideas are more easily shared at a distance 
withoutt  collaborating, while new knowledge that emerges from equipment or  resource-
basedd research requires more physical interaction, and therefore are more tacit in nature. 

Choosingg fields of science for  analysis 

Sixx fields of science were chosen for  analysis, each representing a different possible 
intellectuall  organization for  collaborative research and each expected to be of interest to 
researcherss from different countries. Acknowledging that there may be overlaps, and 
thatt  categorisation requires some subjective judgment, scientific inquir y is categorised 
principall yy into one of four  areas, making up a typology of the sciences: 1) data driven, 
2)) resource driven, 3) equipment driven, and 4) idea or  theory driven. These categories 
helpp identify the factors affecting the organisation of research, and they are expected to 
affectt  interest in collaboration. These categories are useful for  discussing collaboration 
becausee they represent the factors (data, equipment, resources, and ideas) that are often 
citedd in literatur e (particularl y normative literature) by practitioners seeking or 
participatin gg in collaborative ventures (SCHOTT, 1998; BEAVER, 2001). 

11 Some discussion in the literatur e has questioned the extent to which co-authorships reflect actual 
collaboration.. According to KAT Z &  MARTI N (1997) and LAUDE L (2002), collaboration at the individual level 
iss only in part reflected by co-authorship. The literatur e further  suggests that an under-representation of 
collaborationn applies most closely to intramura l collaboration.) Extramura l collaboration at the international 
level,, however, may still understate the intramura l component of the work, but is less likely to under-represent 
internationall  link s (MELI N &  PERSSON, 2002). 
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Tablee 1 provides a notional concept of this typology, showing some fields of science 
ass they would be classified within this scheme. 

Tablee 1. Classification of sciences bv motivation for international collaboration 

Data-driven n 
collaboration n 

biomedical l 
genetics s 
demography y 
computer r 
epidemiology y 
virology y 

Resource-driven n 
collaboration n 

oceanography y 
geology y 
seismology y 
zoology y 
soill  science 
anthropology y 

Equipment-driven n 
collaboration n 

highh energy physics 
astronomy y 
energy y 
avionics s 
polymers s 
manufacturing g 

Idea,, theory-driven 
collaboration n 

mathematics s 

economics s 
sociology y 
anthropology y 
sciencee studies 
philosophy y 

Scientificc or technical researchers report that geographically-remote collaborations 
aree motivated by one or a combination of several factors: 1) sharing data that each 
partnerr may have (or be able to create), or providing complementary data analysis 
capabilities;; 2) sharing the costs of creating and maintaining large-scale equipment or 
highh cost, long-term research; 3) accessing scarce or unique resources; 4) seeking to 
enhancee creativity of research by exposing ideas to a broad audience (WAGNER et al., 
1997;; WAGNER et al, 2001). The expectation is diat international collaboration is 
motivatedd more by the need to share costs and access resources (motivations 2 and 3) 
mann it is to share the collection or analysis of data or to expose theory to critique 
(motivationss 1 and 4). 

Too explore this assertion, and to test the characterization of fields of science, six 
casess have been examined. To support a more in-depth look at resources and equipment 
ass the motivating factors for collaboration, two cases each are conducted for these 
features.. The fields analysed are: 

Virologyy (data-driven scientific inquiry) 
Geophysics,, and 3) Soil Science2 (resource-driven scientific inquiry) 
Astrophysics,, and 5) Polymers (equipment-driven scientific inquiry) 
6)) Mathematical Logic3 (theory-driven scientific inquiry). 
Thiss process creates a number of different data; mese are listed in Figure 1 as 

productss of steps 3 and 4. They are explained and presented below. 

""  I am grateful to Cooper Langford for suggesting this case study as fitting well within the requirements of the 
study. . 
'' The choice of mathematical logic as a field draws from earlier research by Wagner-Döbler (1993. 1997, and 
2001)) into collaboration within this field. I am grateful to Andrea Schamhorst for bringing this literature to 
myy attention. 
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Numbe rr  and 
percen tt  of 

internationa l l 
lyy  co -

authore d d 
article ss by 

fiel d d 

Numbe rr  of 
internationa l l 

co --
authorship s s 

Autho r r 
frequenc y y 

Affiliatio n n 
network s s 

Cosin e e 
network s s 

Figuree 1. Steps in the data and analytical process 

Dataa sources and data processing 

Inn order  to explore the structure of die fields and die extent of international 
collaborationss in each case, a series of cascading analyses are applied. The first part 
identifiess the citing relationships within die fields to uncover  die cluster  of journals that 
scientistss identify when citing other  published work relevant to their  field. Secondly, for 
diee years 1990 to 2000, all addresses of die articles in die relevant journal clusters were 
collectedd and die international set was isolated. In the thir d step, networks of linkages 
amongg scientists at die international level are created. In die fourth step, die percentage 
off  articles being internationally co-authored within these years was analysed to view die 
extentt  to which die fields had grown as international disciplines. Finally, die outcomes 
off  tiiese analyses are compared to die global level. Each step is described in more detail 
below. . 

Threee types of data are collected and analysed in tiiis study: 1) journal-journa l 
citationss to enable subfield identification; 2) publications and international co-
authorshipss within the identified journals at die subfield level; 3) the network of 
collaborationss at die international level, using co-autiiorships, widtin die subfields for  2 
years,, 1990 and 2000. The metiiodology of each data set is discussed here. 

Stepp 1. Identity 
centrall  tendency 

journall  and citing 
clusterr  for  each field. 

byy yean illustrat e 
charter r 

Stepp 2. Create a 
databasee of all 

articless front each 
journall  each year. 
withh authors and 

addresses s 

Stepp 3. Analyse 
resultingg database 
usingg 6 different 

programs s 

Stepp 4. Reveal and 
illustrat ee the 
network**  of 

relationshipss hated 
onn co-authorships 

bvv field 
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1.. Research shows that aggregated scientific journal-journal citations can be 
exploitedd to expose patterns of interrelationships within and among fields of science. 
(CARPENTERR & NARIN, 1975; DOREIAN & FARARO, 1985; TUSSEN et al., 1987). 

LEYDESDORFFF & COZZENS (1993) show that journal-journal citations can be used to 
definee the disciplinary structure of science. The environment for these cases was 
determinedd by conducting an analysis of the citing relationships among journals4 based 
onn factor or eigenvector analysis, identifying a central tendency journal, and then finding the 
journalss with citing relationships to i t The resulting list of journals constitutes a journal 
clusterr (WOUTERS, 1999; MULLINS , 1988; LUUKONEN et al., 1993). 

LEYDESDORFFF (2002) has argued that the journal set used to delineate a changing 
situationn cannot be chosen ahead of time, but must be selected with hindsight, that is, 
afterr the change has occurred. He suggests that the analysis seeking to shed light on the 
currentt shape of the discipline should choose the content of the journal set according to 
aa posteriori standards, and then the analysis should backtrack from the present to the 
past.. Thus, the outlines of the disciplines in 2000, revealed by the citation relationships, 
becomee the boundaries of the field for purposes of comparison with journals in 1990. 
Thiss method has the advantage of identifying the sub-field from the bottom-up: 
discerningg how scientists themselves identify their field by identifying the journals they 
cite,, rather than imposing a pre-conceived structure on the field. The year 2000 is the 
basee year: the journal set identified in 2000 is also used in 1990, held constant for 
comparativee purposes (Figure 1, step 1). The method has the disadvantage that the 
journall  set for 1990 is almost always smaller than the set in 2000. 

2.. For each of the cluster of journals created for the cases, all the related records5 

weree collected for the years 1990 and 2000 from the Science Citation Index-Extended 
availablee through the Web of Science.6 Co-author names and affiliations were then 
obtainedd from the resulting data files. These data were separated by a) authors and b) 
addressess to allow identification of linkages among authors by country (Figure 1, 
stepp 2). Using custom computer programs written for these purposes, the data were 
analysedd to reveal the number and extent of internationally co-authored articles by field, 
thee number and percentage of co-authorships. 

3.. Attaching addresses to the co-author links identified in the step described above, 
thee co-authorship data were further analyzed as relational data, representing 
communicationn links among authors at the level of nations (SCOTT, 2000). This is 
visualizedd first as a co-occurrence matrix in SPSS and then as a network in Ucinet to 
reveall  both an observed network (containing all links created by co-authoring 
relationships)) and a weighted network based on the cosine between variables. 

44 The data presented here are drawn from the databases of the Institute for Scientific Information SCI and JCR 
CD-ROMM data. The JCR CD-ROM data consist of listings of all journals processed and included for 
1994-2001. . 
33 This includes articles, reviews, proceedings, notes, signed editorials, leners, and book reviews. 
66 The data were collected between May 2002 and July 2003. 
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Bothh the observed data and the cosine analysis were exported to Pajek for  illustratio n 
(Figuree 1, step 4) (BORGATT I et al., 2002).7 A k-core analysis conducted on these cases 
revealss networks showing the most intense relationships among authors from different 
countries.. The cosine matrix was used as a similarit y criterion because, in related 
analysis,, it was found to be most illustrativ e of the relationships we were researching 
(WAGNERR &  LEYDESDORFF, 2004 forthcoming; AHLGRE N et al., 2003). Thus, in 
keepingg with GLANZE L (2001), we have used the cosine similarit y measure to view the 
networkedd relatedness of countries and as the basis for  network drawings presented 
here. . 

Thesee data were men compared across the six cases. (Figure 1, step 3.) 

Findings s 

Ann analysis of collaboration at the disciplinary level shows that international collabo-
rationn as evidenced by co-authorships has grown significantly over  the 10 years examined. 
Thee fields examined for  the case studies grew at a rate higher  than the world rate of 
growthh for  collaboration reported in WAGNER &  LEYDESDORFF (2004 forthcoming). 

Tablee 2. Summary of data from case studies 

A A 

Casestudy y 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematical l 
Logic c 

Polymers s 

Geophysics s 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

B B 

Number r 
of f 

journal s s 
inn the 
cluster r 

2000 0 
(base e 
year) ) 

14 4 

6 6 

13 3 

13 3 

10 0 

9 9 

CC D E 

Numberr  of articles published 
inn the journal cluster 

19900 2000 % 
increase e 

44722 6547 46 

1311 309 136 

34699 5242 51 

16544 2789 69 

9688 1382 43 

23311 2878 25 

FF G H 

Numberr  of internationall y 
co-authoredd articles in the 

journall  cluster 

19900 2000 % 
increase e 

13011 3097 138.0 

277 117 333.3 

2699 1046 288.8 

2377 921 288.6 

1077 453 323.4 

3277 676 106.7 

II  J 

Percentagee of 
articless in the 
clusterr  that are 
internationall y y 

co-authored d 

19900 2000 

299 47.3 

211 37.9 

7.88 20.0 

14.55 34.0 

111 32.8 

144 23.5 

77 The program Pajek is freely available for  noncommercial use at 
lTttp:/Ariacto.fmf.unHJ.8i4wh*iplwQrka43flje k k 
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Thiss supports the assumption that these fields are of interest to researchers from 
differentt countries. Table 2 summarizes the data created and presents the quantitative 
outcomess of collaboration within the cases. 

Tablee 2, column B shows die number of journals that are included in die cluster of 
diee citing environment for me respective discipline in die year 2000. Columns C and D 
showw die total number of journal articles mat were downloaded for mat cluster in 1990 
andd in 2000. The aggregates differ considerably among the journal clusters, wim the 
disciplinee wim the fewest articles being Mathematical Logic with a total number of 440, 
andd die field with the highest number being Astrophysics with 11,019 articles8 (Also see 
HUBERR & WAGNER-DÖBLER (2001) on mathematical logic.). 

Tablee 2, column E shows die percentage change in the number of articles appearing 
inn each cluster in die two years examined. In each case, die number of papers published 
inn total (by a singleton or joint audiorship) increased by at least 20 percent in die 10 
yearss studied. As shown in column E, die percent increase for all publications 
(nott just collaborative publications) was highest for Madiematical Logic at 136 percent, 
andd lowest was for Virology wim 25 percent increase.9 As noted above, die increase 
may,, in part, be an artefact of die methodology. (The list of related journals revealed 
throughh the citation analysis, defining die field in 2000, is also die list used in 1990.) 
Thee field is not redefined in 1990, the field definition for 2000 is used, and so no new 
journalss are included in die analysis in 1990. Because of diis procedure, die list of 
journalss used in 1990 cannot be larger dian die list used for 2000, and they are almost 
surelyy smaller man die 2000 sets.10 

Thee percentage of articles widiin each case diat are internationally co-authored is 
alsoo presented in Table 2. Columns F and G show the number of internationally co-
audioredd articles identified widiin each of die fields in 1990 and 2000. Column H shows 
thee percentage increase in 2000 over 1990. The largest percentage increase in 
internationallyy co-aumored articles is in Madiematical Logic, widi a 333 percent 
increasee over ten years, admittedly from a low base. The smallest increase is in 
Virology,, wim 107 percent increase. 

**  Seismology and geophysics are considered as one field of science for  the purpose of this chapter  and the 
discussionn of thee cases. A separate study finds that seismology emerges from withi n geophysics in the time 
periodd studied, but, since it did not exist in 1990 as a separate field, the two fields are treated as one in this 
articl ee (see WAGNE R &  LEYDESDORFF, 2003). 
99 It is interesting to note that the data at the subfield level shows significantly higher  percentages of growth in 
collaborationn than at the global level. For  example the National Science Board Science &  Engineering 
Indicator ss 2000 (Appendix Tables) show that, for  all fields of science in 1988 and 1997, the average number 
off  papers was 459,175 and 515,708 respectively, an 11 percent increase. In related research, Loet Leydesdorff 
andd I  found that the global rate of growth was 15.6 percent between 1990 and 2000 (WAGNE R & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). In forthcoming research, Persson et al. find that, between 1980 and 1998, 
internationall  co-authorships increased by 45 percent, while national co-authorships increased by 26 percent. 
100 For  example in the field of geophysics, in 2000, 13 journal s are identified in 2000. Of these, 7 were being 
publishedd in 1990. This field had the greatest number  of journal entrants over  the 10 years examined. 
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Tablee 2 Columns I and J show the percentage of all articles that are internationally 
co-authored.. The field with the highest percentage of internationally co-authored 
articless is Astrophysics, with 47.3 percent of all articles in 2000 co-authored at the 
internationall  level; this field also had the highest percentage of international co-
authorshipp in 1990. Behind Astrophysics, Mathematical Logic is the next most highly 
connectedd at the international level, with 37.9 percent of all articles published. The least 
internationallyy interconnected field in 2000 is polymers with 20 percent co-authored; it 
wass also the least interconnected field in 1990. Table 3 shows the rank order of six case 
studiess (in descending order from most to least internationalized) by the percent of co-
authorshipss at the international level: the rank order changes little from 1990 to 2000. 

Thee only change over the decade is that Soil Science appears one notch higher than 
itt did in 1990. Otherwise, as Table 3 shows, the concentration of international activity 
inn the fields, relative to each other, has remained unchanged. 

Tablee 3. Rank order  of disciplines by percent of all articles 
thatt  show international co-authorships. 1990 and 2000 

19900 2000 

Astrophysicss Astrophysics 

Mathematicall  Logic Mathematical Logic 

Geophysicss Geophysics 

Virologyy Soil Science 

Soill  Science Virology 

Polymerss Polymers 

GeographicGeographic participation in collaboration 

Thee next step in the analysis examines the relationship of co-authorships and 
publicationss by the number of countries whose authors are represented in the address 
lines.. This enables a view into the geographic reach of participation by field, and a 
comparisonn of the spread of collaboration over the decade of the 1990s. 

Tablee 4 shows a rank order of fields with the widest distribution of research 
cooperationn in both years - that is, those fields with the largest number of country 
namess in the list of addresses. The fields with the largest number of countries 
participatingg in the network are Virology, Soil Science, and Polymers. As shown in 
Tablee 4, in 2000, these three fields each have more than 80 countries in the network of 
co-authorshipss represented by the citing cluster. Virology has more than 90 different 
countryy names represented in the address lines of articles within the cluster of journals 
relatedd to the field in 2000. Like the extent of international connectivity of fields, shown 
inn Table 2, the relative relationship of the fields does not change from 1990 to 2000 -
alll  the fields grew, but they did not change relative to each other. The rank order 
remainss the same. 
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Tablee 4. The number  of countries whose addresses appear  in the cluster  of relevant journals. 
rankedd in order  of fields that have the most to the least number  of countries participatin g 

inn international cooperation, 1990 and 2000, and percentage increases by field 

Fieldd of science 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematicall  Logic 

Polymers s 

Seismologyy and Geophysics 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

Numberr  of countries participatin g g 
inn the international network 

1990 0 

57 7 
23 3 
58 8 
57 7 
60 0 
62 2 

2000 0 

76 6 
38 8 
82 2 
82 2 
85 5 
91 1 

Althoughh the ranking of countries does not change between 1990 and 2000, die 
percentagee increase shows variation among die cases. The field with die lowest number 
off  countries participatin g in die network in 1990 - Mathematical Logic - shows die 
greatestt  percent increase (39 percent) in die participation of new countries in 2000. Al l 
diee other  fields cluster  around 25 to 32 percent increases in die number  of countries 
participatin gg at me global level. 

Itt  is important to note tiiat  die percentage increase in die number  of countries 
participatin gg at the international level (Table 4) is different from die change in die 
extentt  of internationalization of co-authorships (Table 3). The distribution of die 
networkk (Table 4) - represented by die number  of countries appearing in die address 
liness of articles - shows a geographic representation of scientific capacity and interest 
off  practitioners to collaborate in that field. On die omer hand, die extent of 
internationalizationn of fields (Table 3) is an indication of die methods of knowledge 
creation,, and die interest of scientists to work witi i colleagues whose interests, 
competence,, or  complementarities aide their  research. It is possible to imagine tiiat  an 
increasee in international collaboration (Table 3) could occur  without die added 
dimensionn of a spread in die geographic distributio n of die participants (Table 4). As an 
illustration ,, consider  die possibility that, within die country set for  a field in 1990, a 
greaterr  number  of practitioners are attracted to work at die international level, but this 
happenss without adding researchers from "new"  countries. This scenario would show an 
increasee in die number  of international co-authors in Table 3 without adding any new 
countriess to die network in Table 4. It is certainly interesting that botii indicators show 
increasess across all die fields of science studied. We will be returnin g to this 
observationn in die discussion of die data. 
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AA visualization of the networks provides insights into the structure of the fields, 
showingg that each of the fields of science has experienced growth in the number of 
participantss and in the number of linkages over the ten years. The co-authorships at the 
countryy level within each field can be analysed to reveal the nature of the networks of 
researcherss across international lines (WAGNER & LEYDESDORFF, 2004 forthcoming). 
Networkss can provide useful information about the dynamics of interconnection, 
interdependence,, and connection among researchers working in different countries. 
Theyy can show which countries can be considered the strongest partners, where regional 
groupingss are important, and to what extent smaller or peripheral countries participate 
inn international research. In this case, they show that the networks have grown 
independentt of the organizing motives for different types of sciences. 

N0RTHJREL*UCI I 

REP_0F.GE0R^i i 

Figuree 2. Network of international co-authorships. Mathematical Logic. 2000 (cosine z 0.05) 
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Figuree 3. Network of international co-authorships. Mathematical Logic. 1990 (cosine ^ 0.05) 

TEGYPTT /NIGERIA 

Figuree 4. Network of international co-authorships. Polymers. 2000 (cosine & 0.05) 
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/*MMXiW/*MMXiW j 

=tOR.ES.R.CMHA A 

Figuree 5. Network of international co-authorships. Polymers, 1990 {cosine a 0.05) 

Thee networks provide a different view of the shifting nature of international 
collaborationn than that shown by the descriptive statistics alone. Figures 2 and 3, for 
example,, show the field of Mathematical Logic. Of the six cases examined, this field 
hadd the least populated network in 1990 (Figure 3). Although the network becomes 
moree populated by 2000, it is still largely a star network with the United States at the 
center.. This feature of network structure is more characteristic of networks in 1990, 
whenn the U.S. can be shown to hold a center position in a number of networks, but by 
2000,, most fields had become more diversified and dispersed (WAGNER & 
LEYDESDORFF,, 2004 forthcoming). Figures 4 and 5 help to illustrate this shift from a 
center-peripheryy model to a networked model. The field of polymers in 1990 (Figure 5) 
showss a star network with the United States in the center. By 2000 (Figure 4), the 
networkk exhibits a number of hubs and participation by more countries. 

Too further explore the geographic distribution of collaborative partners, country 
participationn is analysed using cosine analysis. The resulting data is presented in 
Tablee 5. Cosine analysis allows a normalization of the data in a way that reveals 
patternss of participation among the most active participants in the networks. This 
analysiss provides a different view on geographic distribution than the observed level. 
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Tablee 5. Cosine analysis (2 0.01) of number  of countries in the k-core of the network 
off  collaborating countries 

A A 
Fieldd of science 

Astrophysics s 

Mathematical l 
Logic c 

Polymers s 

Seismologyy and 
Geophysics s 

Soill  Science 

Virology y 

BB C 

Numberr  of countries 
participatin gg in the 

internationall  network 

19900 2000 

577 76 

233 38 

588 82 

577 82 

600 85 

622 91 

DD E 

Numberr  of Percent of 
countriess in countries in 
thee k-core*  the k-core 

group p 

1990 0 

188 32 

44 17 

88 14 

99 16 

88 13 

144 23 

*basedon n 
cosine e 

analysis s 

FF G 

Numberr  of Percent of 
countriess in countries in 
thee k-kore*  the k-core 

group p 

2000 0 

333 43 

122 32 

200 24 

199 23 

133 15 

133 14 

•basedd on 
cosine e 

analysis s 

Tablee 5 adds and compares new data wim that presented in Table 4. The list from 
Tablee 4 is compared to new data analyzing similarity patterns. If the fields were ranked 
byy the percent of participating countries that are also in a k-core group" - a highly 
activee sub-group within the network - in the year 2000, the rank order would be 
differentt from the list resulting from an aggregate number of countries. Ranked by the 
k-coree group, Astrophysics has the largest number of countries in the k-core, followed 
byy Mathematical Logic, Polymers,, Seismology/Geophysics, Soil Science, and Virology. 

Tablee 5. Cosine analysis (> 0.01) of the number of countries in the core group of 
cooperatingg countries, 2000 and 1990, ordered by rank with the most to die least 
numberr of countries participating in the network. 

Thiss analysis suggests that the core group of researchers working within die fields of 
Astrophysicss and Mathematical Logic are highly networked, actively linked group who 
frequentlyy co-author among themselves. Virology and Soil Science, on the other hand, 
mightt be considered more "open" networks where linkages are weaker and possibly 
easierr to make and where new entrants may find it easier to participate. Figures 6 and 7 
illustratee die cosine networks at >0.05 for Astrophysics and Figures 8 and 9 for Soil 
Sciencee to illustrate the two ends of the spectrum from closed to open networks. 

111 The list was derived within Pajek using the algorithm found in KAMADA, T. & S. KAWAI (1989), 
Ann algorithm for drawing general undirected graphs. Information Processing Leners, 31 (1): 7-15. 
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Figuree 6. The network of international co-authorships. Astrophysics. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA A 

Figuree 7. The network of international co-authorships. Astrophysics. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 8. The network of international co-authorships. Soil Science, 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 

II MÖRTIMQUE 

•"PEOPLES.R.CHWaV V 

Figuree 9. The network of international co-authorships. Soil Science. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 10. The network of international co-authorships. Virology. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 11. The network of international co-authorships. Virology. 1990 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 12. The network of international co-authorships. Geophysics. 2000 (cosine a 0.05) 
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Figuree 13. The network of international co-authorships. Geophysics. 1990 (cosine £ 0.05) 
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Thee cosine analysis for Virology and Geophysics reveal networks that they are 
highlyy interconnected in 2000 (Figures 10-13). Of the two fields, however, Virology 
(Figuress 10 and 11) appears to be a more open network than Geophysics (Figures 12 
andd 13); with many more countries in the core group of participants than is die case in 
Geophysics.. This suggests that Geophysics has a pattern similar to Astrophysics in that 
aa group of co-authors work together frequently, and new entrants find it harder to break 
intoo collaboration at the international level.12 

Tablee 6 suggests a scheme for viewing the cases in terms of their network and 
geographicc distribution. Al l the fields are networked and each show a degree of 
geographicc distribution. Along a spectrum that could start with the networked to highly 
networked,, and dispersed to highly dispersed, the cases would take positions relative to 
eachh other, along the lines suggested in the table. 

Tablee 6. Scheme of networked and dispersed nature of cases 

Dispersed d 

Highlyy dispersed 

Networked d 

Polymers s 

Virology y 

Highlyy networked 

Astrophysics;; Math Logic 

Soill Science: Geophysics 

Discussionn of the data 

Thiss research was undertaken to explore the nature of international collaboration at 
diee disciplinary level. The analysis sought to test whether different motivations for 
collaborationn affect the extent of and patterns of the internationalization of research 
evidencedd by co-authorships. The patterns of collaboration within four types of sciences 
weree exposed, illustrated, and compared. Contrary to the expectation, the drivers 
proposedd appear to have littl e explanatory capacity when used with these case studies. 

Thee expectation that resource-driven or equipment-driven sciences were more likely 
too show growth in international collaboration than data-driven or theory-driven science 
couldd not be shown with this data. In fact, the theory-driven science studied -
Mathematicall  Logic - showed the greatest percentage increase in the number of 
internationallyy co-authored articles with a 333 percent increase over 10 years (Table 2). 
Virology,, a data-driven science, showed the lowest level of growth in co-authorships, 
whichh is expected. Nevertheless, it would be difficult to draw conclusions about the 
relationshipp of the drivers to the rate of co-authorships based on this case alone, in part 
becausee Virology also showed the highest growth in the number of countries joining me 
internationall  collaborative network. 

155 Both of these fields are also sub-fields of physics, and the structure of the larger field may influence the 
subfields. . 
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Growthh in co-authorships can be seen in an equipment-driven science (Polymers) 
andd a resource-driven science (Soil Science), as expected, but no pattern can be derived 
fromm the rate of the increases shown, since growth occurred in all die fields studied. The 
mostt internationalized field in terms of co-authorships is Astrophysics, an equipment-
drivenn science. But, the least internationalized field in terms of co-authorships, 
Polymers,, is also an equipment-driven science. This lack of a pattern or correspondence 
betweenn the motivation and the extent of internationalization of co-authorships also 
disappointss the expectation. (Nevertheless, it may be that the equipment needed for 
astrophysicss is highly centralized and thus encourages collaboration, while the 
equipmentt needed for polymer research is not as rare or difficult to access, and 
thereforee is not a driver for collaboration). 

Onee way in which the cases support the expectation is suggested by die resource-
drivenn sciences: Soil Science and Geophysics. Bom of these fields are shown to have a 
highh percentage of internationally co-authored articles in widely geographically-
distributedd networks, and they both show significant growth in international co-
authorshipss in the 10 years studied (Table 2). Thus, it may be that within die resource-
drivenn sciences, die need to share access to soil samples or geophysical resources or 
phenomenaa (shake tables or fault lines), may help to explain some of die growth in 
internationall collaboration (WAGNER & LEYDESDORFF, 2003). However, since growth is 
shownn in all die fields, it is difficult to draw a conclusion for one driver based on this 
data. . 

Ann unexpected finding is one showing an inverse relationship between die growth of 
mee percentage of international co-aumorships and die spread of geographic networks of 
collaborationn (countries). The fields thai have die highest percentage of international co-
authorshipss are lower on die list of those that have a wide geographic distribution of 
countriess in die network. Several explanations may be: 

l.Thee need to access equipment. Since die fields with higher international co-
authorshipss are collaborating among a relatively smaller number of countries, perhaps 
essentiall equipment is needed for scientific inquiry in tiiat field. This equipment may be 
availablee only to researchers in a small number of countries. This would hold for 
Astrophysics,, which is highest on die list of international co-aumorships, but low on die 
numberr of countries participating in that list. Nevertheless, this explanation cannot hold 
acrosss all fields, because Mathematical Logic is one of die fields witii a high percentage 
off internationally co-authored papers, but fewer numbers of countries participating, 
suggestingg that a large number of papers are published between researchers from die 
samee countries. Moreover, Mathematical Logicians report that they do not have any 
specializedd equipment. 

2.. A second explanation might be called an elite argument: The fields with a high 
percentagee of international co-authorships but with lower geographic distribution may 
bee highly elite in tiiat few new entrants are welcomed into die pool of scientists 
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cooperatingg with each other at the international level. For example, researchers in 
severall  countries may work together on a long-term basis, and they publish together, but 
doo not welcome newcomers into their collaborations. In this case, both access to 
resourcess (characterizing Astrophysics) and lack of need for resources (Mathematical 
Logic)) can still be consistent with this explanation. 

3.. Another explanation that also fits the data might be called an emphasis argument: 
perhapss only a few countries have advanced university research positions for scientists 
inn specific fields. Thus, perhaps Astrophysics and Mathematical Logic are fields that 
havee not been commonly found at universities, particularly in the universities of 
developingg countries. Even though the field has a high number of internationally co-
authoredd papers, they may be co-authored by a smaller pool of researcher. This 
explanationn would suggest that there is a smaller pool of international colleagues to 
draww from for cooperation in this field. 

GrowthGrowth of networking 

Al ll  the fields show a growth in the network of co-authorships over the 10 years. The 
fieldss that show a relatively active network in 1990 are the ones whose networks grew 
att a lower rate than others (See Figures 7 and 11 showing active networks for 
Astrophysicss and Virology in 1990). Moreover, while some fields showed a higher rate 
off  growth at the international level than others, relative to each other, the fields do not 
reveall  a significant difference in the rate of growth: they remain in essentially the same 
rankk order from 1990 to 2000 (see Table 3). 

Thiss suggests mat global dynamics - the factors driving international linkages - are 
similarlyy experienced across all fields of science. The global dynamic is more 
determinantt of the organization of collaboration than is the intellectual organization of 
thee field or the drivers. Moreover, the analysis suggests that the growth in international 
co-authorshipss cannot be tied to specific policy directives. These could include 
incentivess within the European Community to increase collaborations - which has 
happenedd over the time frame studied - but network growth did not occur only within 
thatt geographic region. Neither can it be tied to "big science" projects where 
governmentss seek to share costs of large-scale research: this might be the case with 
Astrophysics,, but the same could not be said for Soil Science. 

Conclusionss and areas for future research 

Thee intellectual organisation within disciplines of science appears not to be a 
consistentt factor explaining die growth in international collaboration in science. A 
factorr that is consistent with the data - resource sharing - can explain some but not all 
diee growth in collaboration. Omer explanations need to be explored and tested. 
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Althoughh these were not part of the initial hypothesis, the data in this study is 
consistentt with two other possible explanations. One is the suggestion by some that 
practitionerss are seeking collaborative opportunities in order to increase their visibility 
withinn their field, and this explanation can be assumed to operate across all fields of 
science,, since the sciences generally have a common reward structure (SCHOTT, 1998; 
WHITLEY,, 1994). Another explanation discussed in the literature also fits the data: this 
iss that the weak ties and shifting networks are preferable to strong ties and stable 
networkss when the goal of an activity is to encourage new knowledge creation. The 
geographicc distribution evidenced by the networks in each of the sciences may be 
encouragingg innovation and new knowledge creation at a rate that is not experienced in 
closee collaboration or stable networks (GRANOVETTER, 1974; HAWTHORNTHWAITE, 
2001;; COWAN & JONARD, 2003). Strong ties and geographically proximate 
collaborationn results in rich communication, but, research shows that, eventually, close 
collaboratorss begin to think alike and share a common outlook (HAYTHORNTHWAITE, 
2001).. Stable networks are often not efficient (BALA & GOYLE, 2000). Collaborators at 
aa distance - either across geographic or intellectual boundaries - can be assumed to 
havee different points of view and different experiences. As a result, collaborators-with-
a-differencee may be more likely to challenge or perhaps complement the outlook and 
capabilitiess of others. These collaborations may be more likely to result in innovative 
researchh and intriguing outcomes. Practitioners seeking to add something new to their 
fieldfield may find that they gain more by seeking diverse ideas and distant partners than by 
collaboratingg within their own laboratory. The growth in international collaboration 
mayy be reflecting this motivation for linkages within science. This requires further 
analysis,, and forthcoming research by the author will shed light on this question. 
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Chapte rr  V 

Mappin gg the Globa l Networ k of Science : Comparin g 
Internationa ll  Co-authorship s fro m 1990 to 2000 

WhenWhen deciding on a collaboration, we look at both quality of their data and their 

reputation,reputation, of course. These are both equal, basically the same. We went first to the 

highesthighest reputation in the field because this basically guaranteed the quality of the 

data.data. We had data on gamma rays, and other groups had complementary data on 

otherother wavelengths. We could not check all their data! So we depended on their good 

reputationreputation to ensure that they had good data. We shared our information and they 

sharedshared theirs and we gained a broader understanding of our own results. Then, with 

somesome people, it is a pleasure to work with them and with others its not. As we worked 

withwith people, we developed trust, it developed over time. This is what led to successful 

collaboration. collaboration. 

—L.. Piro, an astrophysicist interviewed for the project 
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Abstrac t t 

Sciencee and technology has been shown to result from dynamic interactions occurring at 
manyy levels and across various sectors. This study maps and analyses the network 
operatingg at the global level. Using the Science Citation Index (CD-Rom version) for 1990 
andd 2000, the networks created by international co-authorships are revealed We analyze 
thee observed linkages at the global level and on regional bases. The architecture of the 
networkk is further explored using statistical methods and factor analysis to reveal intense 
relationshipss as well as the core members of a global network. Findings show that, in the 
100 years between 1990 and 2000. the global network has expanded to include more 
nations,, but the structure of this network has become more pronounced Regional networks 
showw emerging hubs. However, in some cases, the regions have been disconnected from 
thee global level. A core set of advanced industrial nations has expanded from six in 1990 
too eight in 2000. Factor analysis suggests that various large countries compete with each 
otherr for partners in the global network. 

Keywords:: international cooperation in science and technology; global science; 

networks;; co-authorships 

1.. Introduction and Theoretical Background 

Recentt studies have suggested that international science is growing at a significant 

rate.. [ 1 -5] The National Science Board data showed that co-authored articles rose by 8 

percentt between 1987 and 1997 to account for 50 percent of all articles published During 

thee same time, internationally co-authored articles doubled to account for 15 percent of all 

worldd articles. [6] 

Thiss paper analyses international science by examining the links revealed by 

internationall  co-authorships. It improves upon earlier analysis by including all the 

countriess of the world and by applying a range of tools, including social network analysis 

andd factor analysis. Bibliometric methods are used to view international linkages as a 

networkk of inter connecting communications. 
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Theree has been a rapidly growing literature discussing the increase in international 

linkagess in science. Authors have approached the question from three perspectives: 1) 

scientometricc analysis of the increase in the interconnectedness of scientists [1,7-9]; 2) 

sociall  sciences analysis of collaboration in general [10.11] and international linkages in 

particularr [12,13]; and 3) policy analysis of the implications of linkages for funding and 

outcomess [15.16]. 

Explanationss and theories about why international linkages in science are 

increasingg depend upon the perspective of the author and the scope of the data being 

examined.. Table 1 provides a schema of the factors considered and theories advanced to 

explainn the increases in collaboration. 

Factors.... Factors.... 
RelatingRelating to the diffusion of 
scientificscientific capacity 

RelatingRelating to the 
interconnectednessinterconnectedness of 
scientists scientists 

InternalInternal to Science 
Center-peripheryy dynamic of 
laggingg countries seeking to 
cooperatee with the leaders 
[118] ] 
Internall disciplinary 
differentiationn of science [19] 
Field-specificc characteristics of 
'bigg science' [28] 

ExternalExternal to Science 
Officiall support for investment 
inn research and development 
[26] ] 

Historicall relationships related 
too geographic proximity or 
coloniall ties [12] 
Increasee in international trade 
[23] ] 
Growthh of information and 
communicationss technologies 
[17] ] 

TableTable 1. Explaining the rise in international collaboration in science 

Thee theories of why international collaboration is increasing appear to consider 

factorss either internal or external to science. In addition, they address either the diffusion 

off  scientific capacity or the interconnectedness of researchers, although, at times, the two 

featuress are not well delineated. In discussing reasons for the diffusion of scientific 

capacity,, for example, Schott [17], following Ben-David [18] and Shils [19], sees the 

progressionn related to a succession of countries mat have acted as "centers" for world 

science,, with countries at the periphery (often smaller countries) trying to emulate the 

organisation,, orientation, and excellence of scientific work at the center. As they emulate 

andd adapt the practices of the core country, the capacity of the periphery countries grows. 

Wagnerr et al. [20] document and index capacity, and they suggest that the increasing 

investmentt in research and development by governments and non-governmental 

organizationss (such as the World Bank)—groups interested in using science as a tool to aid 

development—hass contributed to the diffusion of capacity. 
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AA greater volume of literature addresses the increasing interconnectedness of 

researchers.. Reasons offered for this phenomenon (ones highlighting factors internal to 

science)) include Stichweh's [14] assertion, following Price [21] that collaboration arises 

fromm the dynamics of internal differentiation of science into specialized disciplines. 

Galisonn [22] and Kim [23] have suggested that, at least for some sciences, the scale of 

investmentt is so large that no single nation wil l undertake it alone: These field-specific 

characteristicss make some collaboration unavoidable. 

Factorss external to science offered as explanations for collaboration include 

geographicall  proximity and historical determinants explored by Zitt et al. [7], and the 

ubiquitouss mention of the rise of information and communications technologies as 

influencingg the interconnectedness of everyone, not just those in the scientific community. 

(Gibbonss et al., [12] is just one example) 

Nonee of these theories is particularly robust in explaining the data we have created 

onn international linkages in science. If one were to accept the center-periphery hypothesis, 

thenn one would expect to find mat peripheral countries are most likely to link with core 

countriess (such as between Zimbabwe and the United States). This does not appear to be 

thee case when the data are examined If one were to accept the hypothesis mat it is the 

increasingg specialization of disciplines that is driving international connectivity, men one 

wouldd expect to see the most specialized disciplines as the most highly internationalized. 

Thiss also cannot be proved with existing data. [See, in particular, Wagner & Leydesdorff 

2003,23]]  Finally, if one were to accept that increasingly diffused capacity is driving the 

growthh of international science, then onee would expect to find more countries are 

participatingg by evidence of addresses of authors. This does seem to be the case, however, 

thiss theory cannot explain the high rate of growth in linkages among scientifically 

advancedd countries. 

Too better explain the growth of international science, we hypothesize that 

internationall  science is a self-organizing network operating according to an internal social 

dynamic.. The network is a communication system that operates at one degree of freedom 

higherr man the national level subsystems, possibly due to the reward system within 

science,, creating a dynamic that emerges from and then feeds back into lower order 

subsystemss at the national and regional levels. This hypothesis is explored by examining 

thee growth in scientific collaboration at the international level over a 10-year period 
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Thee expectation is to find that the growth in international cooperation documented 

byy others has resulted in a more robust network. In addition, we expect to find that 

developingg countries have become more active participants within regional networks, and 

thatt these links are occurring with more advanced countries in their region rather than to 

thee center of world science. Finally, we hypothesize that the growth in linkages by 2000 

wouldd be strongest among those countries that already evidenced a strong network in 1990. 

2.. Time Frame for the Study 

Thee 10-year interval between 1990 and 2000 is a particularly interesting time to 

examinee scientific collaborations. Five events significantly changed the environment for 

sciencee during this time: 1) the break-up of the Soviet Union into component countries and 

thee end of the bi-polar world. 2) the reunification of Germany, 3) the growth of information 

andd communications technologies (specifically, the Internet and the World Wide Web), 4) 

thee rise of the European Union and the growth in its funding for science, and 5) the 

globalizationn of industry [25]. Each of these factors has influenced either the supply of 

scientificc knowledge (the newly independent states have been encouraged to expand their 

participationn in global science, for example) or the demand for science (the local 

informationn requirements of global businesses have encouraged investment in research). 

Eachh of these factors has also affected the political process that provides funding and 

supportt for science. 

3.. Methodology 

Thee place to begin examining global science is by detailing the patterns of linkages 

amongg researchers from different nations. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches 

cann shed light on this question, but this article focuses on the results of quantitative 

analysiss of the co-occurrence of authorships among practitioners in different countries in 

thee two years examined. An effective way to quantify linkages is using co-authorships. 

[26]. . 

AA scientific document is co-authored if it has more than one author, and it is 

internationallyinternationally co-authored if at least two of these authors list addresses in different 

countries.. Data on co-authored articles can be retrieved from almost any bibliographic 

database.. However, the Science Citation Index (SCI) produced by the Institute for 

Scientificc Information (1ST) is the most reliable source for a comprehensive survey. We 

dreww data from the Science Citation Index CD-Rom [27] from 1990 and 2000. The 
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addressess are generally well standardized and can be compared over time. The addresses 

makee it possible to study co-authorships using nations as the unit of investigation [28]. We 

didd not distinguish among types of contributions (reviews, letters, proceedings, and journal 

articles)) because we are seeking social connection to reveal the structure of the network 

regardlesss (at this point) of the scientific status of the output. 

Whenn using co-authorships as the indicator of international linkages, theree are a 

numberr of validity issues to consider. Scientific collaboration may lead to a range of 

outcomes,, and a co-authored article is only one of these outputs. Katz and Martin [11] 

havee detailed a number of issues associated with using co-authorship data as an indicator 

off  collaboration. They note that collaboration does not necessarily lead to co-authored 

publications.. Conversely, ce authorship does not necessarily indicate collaboration: for 

example,, research leaders may list their names on articles without actually contributing to 

thee work. In many cases, although international collaboration is taking place, co-authors 

listt a common institution in which they are working, thus leading to an understating of 

internationall  linkages. In other cases, single authors provide more than one international 

address,, and this may lead to an overstatement of international linkages. [29] We 

acknowledgee that a level of uncertainty is therefore inherent in this data. As Melin and 

Perssonn [30] have suggested, we can hope that "significant scientific collaboration leads to 

co-authoredd papers in most cases, the main reason being the priority claims of the scientists 

involved." " 

Countingg and representing the patterns of linkages can be done in several ways. 

Wee agree with the finding of Luukkonen et al. [8] that the "choice of measures for gauging 

thee strength of the ... relationships clearly affects the findings." (p. 33) Accordingly, we 

examinedd the SCI data using different methods to compare outcomes. Although we used 

otherr methods to analyze the data, the findings presented here represent our assessment of 

thee most illustrative ways to analyze and visualize the data when one is seeking to study 

networkk dynamics. We concur with Luukkonen et al., [8] who suggest that it is important 

too use both absolute and relative measures if one wants to acquire a full picture of 

collaborativee linkages. Absolute measures allow us to see the overall size of the network, 

ass well as which countries are in the center and which are at the periphery of the network. 

[31]]  We use these measures to view the network at the global and regional levels. 

Relativee measures normalize size and therefore provide insight into the strengths of 

linkss between countries. We also applied these measures in an effort to reveal the 
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architecturee of the network. Relative measures such as the Salton Index (i.e., the cosine) 

illuminatee the architecture of the relationship of countries. The Salton Index can be 

appliedd using social network analysis, showing intensity of relationships as well as 

revealingg the core group of countries operating at the global level. Relative measures take 

thee global network into account based on the assumption that the expected numbers of 

linkagess between countries occur in proportion to a country's share in the global network. 

Factorr analysis allows us to rotate the correlations and find structural 

commonalitiess and differences among countries that are not obvious from a visual 

inspectionn of the data, and which do not become apparent using (hierarchical) relative 

measures.. Factor analysis presents clusters of countries with strong relationships as well as 

intensitiess of relationships visualized in a multi-dimensional space. 

Wee use these three sets of measures: descriptive statistics of observed values, 

relatednesss measures (illustrated through social network analysis), and factor analysis to 

assesss the absolute and relative positions of countries in the global system. This allows us 

too gain a "snapshot" of what the global science network looked like in the two years 

studied.. The ten-year interval allows us to compare the two years in order to explore 

whetherr the network has changed over time. 

Wee began by collecting into a single data set all internationally coauthored papers 

producedd in the relevant year and contained in the Science Citation Index for that year. 

Tablee 2 inventories the data sets. The task involved determining how to attribute papers to 

participatingg countries, since there are several different ways to do this. We chose "integer 

counting""  which attributes a count of " 1 " to each occurrence of authorship by a country 

createdd by the participation of researchers from that country. [32] 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Uniqu e e 
document ss in 

SCI I 

778,446 6 
590,841 1 

Addresse s s 
inn the fil e 

1,432,401 1 
908,783 3 

Author ss for 
alll  record s 

3,060,436 6 
1.866,821 1 

Internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 

121,432 2 
51,596 6 

Addresses , , 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 
398,503 3 
147,411 1 

Percent t 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 
document s s 

15.6 6 
8.7 7 

TableTable 2. Data used to create international network of co-authorships 

Duringg the counting phase, we applied a two-tiered analysis. The data was placed 

intoo an asymmetrical matrix containing raw occurrence data that recorded all countries 

acrosss one axis, and all articles on the other. A count is placed in the corresponding cell 

createdd by this matrix. The digit in the cell represents the number of unique addresses for 
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eachh country appearing in the address line of the respective article. This occurrence table 

wass used to conduct factor analysis in SPSS to identify patterns within the global network. 

Wee then converted the occurrence table for each year into a symmetrical matrix of 

countriess appearing on both axes, with the co-occurrence of addresses appearing in the 

correspondingg cell. The co-occurrence table was also used to conduct social network 

analysis. . 

Oncee we collected all the data in the co-occurrence matrix for 1990 and 2000, we 

appliedd two types of analyses [36]: observed co-occurrences and a measure based on 

normalizationn using the cosine. The resulting figures are derived from the observed 

numberr of shared papers Cxy of the countries x and y, and weighted by the total number of 

papers,, C» and Cy, as follows: S*y = Cxy/Vc*  x Cy . [33] 

Thee visualization program for social network analysis, Pajek, allowed us to explore 

andd visibly depict the intensity and dynamics of interrelationships among researchers from 

differentt countries at the multilateral level [See also Newman, 35]. A social network is a 

collectionn of agents, each of whom is acquainted with some subset of the others [36]. A 

sociall  network can be represented as a set of points ("Vertices") denoting people or 

countries,, joined in pairs by lines ("edges") denoting acquaintance, or, in this case, co-

authorship.. We aggregated the data so that countries are our units of analysis. Vertices 

(nodes)) that attract many edges (links) are called "hubs." m order to visualize social 

networkss of co-authorships across countries, we used Pajek software to illustrate the matrix 

off  co-occurrences of authorship. (For large networks such as mis, Ucinet provides the 

algorithmss that find the interrelationships and affiliations among networks.) Bringing the 

matrixx of co-occurrences/co-authorships into Ucinet for analysis, and then into Pajek for 

thee visualization of the networks, we sought to identify the clusters representing 

collaborationss at a global level and within regions. 

4.. Observed Linkages within Global Science 

Att the global level, using observations of pairs of linkages, the network of 

interactionss is very strong and highlyy interconnected. Using the Pajek software tool 

(specificallyy the algorithm to find a core within a network) we analysed this network for 

coree groups [37,38]. A large core of cooperating countries—a group that expands from 37 

too 54 countries from 1990 to 2000—is shown in Table 3. The sections following present 
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ourr results in terms of the three measures: 1) regional networks at the observed level, 2) 

relationall  measures, and 3) factor analysis. 

377 countrie s formin g cor e set of internationa l co-
authorshi pp relation s in 1990 

AUSTRALI A A 
AUSTRIA A 
BELGIUM M 
BRAZIL L 
BULGARI A A 

CANADA A 

CZECHOSLOVAKI A A 
DENMARK K 
EGYPT T 
ENGLAND D 

FINLAND D 
FRANCE E 
GERMANN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
GERMANN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
GREECE E 
HUNGARY Y 
INDIA A 
IRELAND D 
ISRAEL L 
ITALY Y 
JAPA N N 

NETHERLANDS S 
NEWW ZEALAN D 
NORTHH IRELAND 
NORWAY Y 
PEOPLESS REPULBIC OF CHINA 
POLAND D 
PORTUGAL L 

USSR R 
SCOTLAND D 

SOUTHH AFRICA 

SPAIN N 
SWEDEN N 
SWITZERLAND D 

USA A 
WALES S 
YUGOSLAVIA A 

544 countrie s formin g a cor e set of internationa l 
co-authorshi pp relation s in 2000 

ARGENTINA A 
AUSTRALI A A 
AUSTRIA A 
BELGIUM M 
BRAZIL L 
BULGARI A A 
BYELARU S S 
CANADA A 
CHILE E 
COLOMBIA A 
CROATIA A 
CZECHH REPUBLIC 
DENMARK K 
EGYPT T 
ENGLAND D 
ESTONIA A 
FINLAND D 
FRANCE E 
GERMANY Y 

GREECE E 
HUNGARY Y 
INDIA A 
IRELAND D 
ISRAEL L 
ITALY Y 
JAPA N N 
LATVIA A 
LITHUANIA A 
MEXICO O 
NETHERLAND D 
NEWW ZEALAN D 
NORTHH IRELAND 
NORWAY Y 
PEOPLESS REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
POLAND D 
PORTUGAL L 
ROMANIA A 
RUSSIA A 
SCOTLAND D 
SINGAPORE E 
SLOVAKI A A 
SLOVENIA A 
SOUTHH AFRICA 
SOUTHH KOREA 
SPAIN N 
SWEDEN N 
SWITZERLAND D 
TAIWAN N 
TURKEY Y 
UKRAINE E 
URUGUAY Y 
USA A 
WALE S S 
YUGOSLAVIA A 

TableTable 3. The lists of the core set of mutually collaborating countries within the global 

networknetwork in 1990 and 2000 [34] 
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Regionall  Networks 

Studiess of network architecture find that real networks are clustered, meaning that 

theyy possess local communities in which a higher than average number of people know one 

anotherr [36] Zitt et al. [7] found that geographic links are strong in science. As a result, 

wee decided to observe networks within geographic regions to see if decentralization and 

expansionn of the network clusters is occurring within smaller groups than those evidenced 

att the global level. Our findings support these expectations: the regional networks have 

expandedd (more players are participating) and they are more interconnected (more hubs 

andd links). In general, as network theory would suggest, the greatest growth in 2000 can 

bee seen among countries that already had a robust network in 1990. Nevertheless, even 

amongg countries that had relatively weak or non-existent networks in 1990, there has been 

development.. (The only exception is countries in the region of the Middle East and North 

Africa,, where no growth can be seen in the network, although there are more countries 

operatingg within the core of that network by 2000. Those networks are not illustrated here 

[39].) ) 

Figuress 1 and 2 show the interrelationship of the network of European Union and 

Accessionn Countries growing considerably between 1990 and 2000 (including the Soviet 

Union).. The density of the network in 2000 becomes so concentrated that it is no longer 

possiblee to see lines connecting the most active participants. (If it were part of the 

Europeann Union, Switzerland would be part of this central group, as well.) 
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FigureFigure 1. Network of European Union, Accession Countries and Russia, 2000 

FigureFigure 2. Network of European Union, future Accession Countries, and the USSR co-

authoringauthoring in 1990 

Thee network of scientists collaborating internationally within The Americas also 

saww some change at the observed level between 1990 and 2000. Latin America has a much 

greaterr network of interconnection in 2000 than it had in 1990, both in terms of intensity of 

connectionn and in terms of the number of countries joining the network. Figures 3 and 4 

illustratee the connection in The Americas in the two years examined. The number of links 
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betweenn the U.S.-Canada core and the smallest countries in the network demonstrates the 

drawingg power of the U.S. - Canada science system. 
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FigureFigure 3. Network of 33 American countries co-authoring in 2000 
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FigureFigure 4. Network of 33 American countries co-authoring in 1990 
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Similarly,, the countries of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 

thee U.S., Canada, and Mexico, which have made an effort to increase collaboration, show a 

changedd pattern between 1990 and 2000. (Not illustrated here.) The relationship among 

thee three countries is dominated by the United States in 1990. In both years, the network 

revealss the intensity of the relationship between the United States and Canada. In 2000. 

thee link between the United States and Mexico grows considerably stronger than it was in 

1990,, but there is littl e growth between Canada and Mexico over the decade. 

Thee network of African co-authorships provides a compelling look at a region that 

hass often been thought to be lagging in terms of participation in global science. Figures 5 

andd 6 illustrate an active network in sub-Saharan Africa. The network has grown in the 

decadedecade between 1990 and 2000. More countries are participating at the regional level, and 

smalll  hubs appear in 2000. In addition to Cote dTvoire (which also seems to have 

functionedd once as hub for Francophone collaborations, see Figure 10), South Africa. 

Kenya,, Nigeria, and Ethiopia have become more central. However, a number of countries 

remainn outside the network (e.g.. Chad, Somalia). 

FigureFigure 5. Network of 47 sub-Saharan African countries' co-authorships, 2000 
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FigureFigure 6. Network of 44 sub-Saharan African countries' co-authorships, 1990 

Thee Asia-Pacific region has also seen an intensification of relationships and some 

shiftt in the role of the People's Republic of China and Japan between 1990 and 2000. 

Figuree 8 exhibits a loose network in 1990. but one that had grown significantly by 2000. 

shownn in Figure 7. with the People's Republic of China taking a more integrated role as a 

hubb in Asian science. However, the link between two large members of this network-

Chinaa and India—remains weak. In a pattern similar to Latin America, a number of smaller 

countriess that were unconnected in 1990 have now joined the network, although several 

veryy small nations are still unconnected (e.g.. Tuvalu, Maldives. Micronesia). 
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FigureFigure 7. Network of 35 Asia-Pacific countries' co-authorships, 2000 
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FigureFigure 8. Network of 29 Asia-Pacific countries' co-authorships, 1990 
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Relationall  Measures 

Relationall  measures normalize the data and reveal the network architecture within 

mee multilateral relationships. As discussed in the methodology section, we found the 

cosinee or Salton Index to be the most illustrative of the overall hierarchy and structure at 

thee network level. [40] We took the co-occurrence matrix and applied the Salton Index 

equationn to it to create a fully indexed set of data for 1990 and 2000. Then, we exported 

thee data into Ucinet and into Pajek to develop visualizations of the hierarchies and 

structuress within the global network. 

Thee results of the Salton Index (SI) analysis at the level of the core relationships 

amongg collaborative countries are revealing. By setting a threshold for relationships (even 

att a low threshold of SI > 0.01) many countries fall out of the network. When the threshold 

iss set at 0.05,42.1 percent of all countries fall out of the network in 1990; in 2000, the 

percentagee is somewhat less at 35.4 percent In 2000, when measures are applied, we are 

leftt with a component of 123 countries that are collaborating; 61 are bi-connected, [41] that 

is,, they are collaborating with more than a single other nation (Table 4). 

Year r 

2000 0 

1990 0 

Numbe rr  of 
countrie ss in the 
databas e e 

198 8 

178 8 

Countrie ss relate d to at 
leastt  one othe r countr y 

128 8 
(64.6%) ) 

103 3 
(57.9%) ) 

Countrie ss networke d with 
moree than a singl e other 
countr y y 

61 1 

41 1 

TableTable 4. Numbers of countries connected to the global network 

Figuress 9 and 10 show the networks of global linkages in 2000 and 1990 at the 

levell  of a Salton Index larger than 0.05. Six core countries relate to each other in a strong 

coree set in 1990: England, Germany, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Switzerland, and the 

Unitedd States, hi 2000, these countries remain and two additional countries join this 

group:: Belgium and Spain. 

Somee major changes from 1990 can be noted By 2000, the relations of the former 

coloniall  powers with their overseas territories have faded away with the exception of the 

relationss within the British Commonwealth. The Francophone nations form the core of an 

emergingg African cluster. South Africa is not part of this cluster: it belongs to the group of 

advancedd nations. The more diffuse picture in 1990 can also be explained by a secondary 

networkk centered on the USSR, as a subset within the core set Note that, through Finland, 

thiss sub-network was also related to a Scandinavian cluster. The latter was at that time 

moree oriented towards the U.S. than toward the E.U. member states. 
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Inn 2000. the Eastern European part of the former Soviet group has completely 

mergedd with the OECD set, particularly through Germany. This set of advanced nations 

alsoo relates to a South American group, which is also more integrated than it was in 1990. 

Thee Caribbean and Central American networks, however, are separately organized in both 

years.. The network of Arab countries has become more structured, but in 2000 this group 

iss no longer related to the main grouping of more advanced countries. 
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FigureFigure 9. 128 countries collaborating in 2000 (Salton Index > 0.05). (The cluster of eight 

corecore countries is indicated with white marks.)[42] 
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FigureFigure 10. 103 countries collaborating in 1990 (Salton Index > 0.05). (The cluster of six 

corecore countries is indicated with white marks.[42]) 

Inn addition to revealing the core group of collaborating countries, the Salton Index 

allowss us to view relationships that are particularly intense. We found, for example, some 

countryy pairs (usually geographically proximate) have a very close relationship in science, 

(i.e.,, Zaire and Congo, Iraq and Libya) These geographical groupings may be otherwise 

isolated. . 

Itt is instructive to examine the relational analysis at the regional level to put into 

perspectivee the earlier observed networks, figures 1 through 8. The European Union looks 

considerablyy different when examined using the Salton Index. Figure 11 exposes the 

hierarchyy of the European Union and the Accession Countries in 2000, showing the hubs 

withinn this network at the 0.05 level. Note that Denmark and Sweden are part of the core 

whenn this is defined at the European level, whereas they were not at the global level (that 

is.. when including the U.S.). 
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FigureFigure 11. Core and related countries of the European Union and the Accession 

Countries,Countries, Sal ton Index > 0.05, 2000[43] 

Similarly,, weighted analysis exposes the hierarchy of relations within Latin 

Americaa when the United States, Canada, and Mexico are added as member of that 

network.. Unlike the observed figures that show only regional links, when the United 

Statess is added into Latin America, it appears to have drawing influence on collaborative 

opportunitiess within that region. (See Figure 12.) Whereas the relation between Brazil and 

thee U.S. was the single axis of collaboration in 1990. the pattern of collaborations has 

becomee more elaborate in 2000. 
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FigureFigure 12. Core and related countries of the Americas, Salton Index > 0.05, 2000 

Factorr Analysis 

Wee applied factor analysis to the asymmetrical matrix of co-authorship relations at 

thee level of individual documents. Factor analysis allows us to find a commonality of 

relationshipss among the variables (countries) in the data. We factor analysed the matrix 

forcingg different numbers of factors to reveal different information about the structure and 

architecturee of the relationships. In comparison to the observed data presented above, 

factorr analysis enables us to recognize structural properties of correlation and variation that 

aree not observable by inspection of the matrix. 

Figuress 13 and 14 show the global network as a two factor structure for 2000 and 

1990.. On the above side of the picture in Figure 13, the Anglo-Saxon dimension is 

spannedd between the U.S. and the various parts of the U.K. On the right side of the picture, 

onee can observe the European dimension, gradually moving down from the U.K. to 

Germanyy and Russia. The third factor in 2000 (not illustrated here) opens up another 

dimensionn within the European domain between France on one side and the Scandinavian 

countriess on the other. (Remember that the Scandinavian countries are, in 1990, more 

connectedd to the U.S. than to the E.U. in the relational analysis using the Salton Index.) 
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Inn these representations, the peripheral countries occupy positions in the middle 

sincee individuals and institutions vary in their collaborations with the larger countries. This 

globalglobal net acts as a superstructure of international collaboration and competition to which 

thee new and smaller entrants connect by creating linkages either directly to the largest 

scientificc countries or via intermediate hubs. 
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solutionsolution of the network of international co-authorship relations in 1990 

Thee disappearance of the Soviet Union has contributed to a further integration in 

thee relevant networks of international co-authorship relations. The position of the Soviet 

Unionn in the international arena in 1990 was taken over by Germany in 2000. The 

Europeann network, however, has become more complex. When using social network 

analysiss for exposing a hierarchy, we found a strong cluster in terms of relations— 

includingg also the U.S. and Switzerland—but the factorial analysis shows that the core 

networkk is structurally differentiated and differentiating. The co-authorship relations with 

authorss from Scandinavian countries, for example, have begun to play in the European 

theatree during this decade. 

Itt is interesting to note that the U.K.. the U.S., and Germany are counter-posed 

againstt one another in 2000 (Figure IS). This suggests that when researchers are seeking 

ann international partner, they chose among these three countries. In essence, these three 

largee players (plus France as the fourth, and Scandinavia more recently as the fifth) 
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competee with each other for partners in the global network. Partners that cooperate with 

colleaguess in England, for example, are less likely to cooperate with the United States. 

5.. Observations and Conclusions 

Withinn each of the three types of analysis applied, the data support our initial 

expectations:: between 1990 and 2000. the global network has expanded (more players are 

involved),, and it has become more interconnected (more links occur between players). The 

clusterr created by scientifically advanced countries has expanded, and new entrants have 

joinedd regional networks, but some nations (e.g., the Arab countries in the Middle East) are 

groupedd into otherwise disconnected networks. The analysis further suggests that the 

networkk is becoming more decentralized, with regional "hubs" emerging (e.g., South 

Africa),, with a strong core group of collaborating countries growing from 6 to 8 countries. 

Thee increased volume of internationally co-authored publications seems to have 

reinforcedreinforced emerging structures at the global level. The global level can be considered as 

providingg increasingly a system of reference other than the national systems. This system 

iss highly structured: The factor analysis reveals that some of the leading countries compete 

forr co-authorship relations with less developed countries. (For example, we show that the 

U.S.. has become an increasing partner for Latin American authors, somewhat to the 

detrimentt of the further development of regional relations.) As countries become more 

scientificallyy advanced, they become more able to compete for collaborators from smaller 

orr more peripheral countries. As smaller or "peripheral" countries gain scientific capacity, 

theyy appear to be able to join the global network. 

Politicall  influences and special programs can be seen to have some affect on 

linkagess in the observed network. For example, the existence of special development aid 

programss between Scandinavian countries and Latin American and African countries may 

bee the reason that links appear between these countries at the global level. In addition, one 

cann surmise that the policy of the European Union, one that heavily favors research 

proposalss that include two or more nations in collaboration, is influencing the growth of 

thee network in that region. (Figures 1 and 2 and 11) The political organization of the 

Soviett Union appears to have acted as a brake on collaboration: once the brake was 

removed,, and scientists could self-select partners, the new relationships resulted in 

considerablee integration of those countries in European and global networks. (Figures 9, 

100 and 11) 
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6.. Theoretical Implications of this Research 

Wee considered several theories that seek to explain the rise in international science, 

listedd in Table 1. While these theories may have explained the international science system 

att one time, they appear to be insufficient to explain the rapid rise in collaborative links in 

thee 10 years examined. We discuss each briefly below. 

Lett us begin with the theories that explain the rise based on factors internal to 

science.. The first theory we considered was the center-periphery theory. This data 

suggestss that the center-periphery model of international scientific collaboration can be 

replacedd with a model that accounts for various centers that both collaborate among them 

andd compete with one another for human resources from smaller national systems. The 

reputationally-controlledd reward structure of science [44] functions at the supra-national 

levell  and can thereby reinforce these developments. This supra-national level is internally 

differentiated,, but at the same time hierarchically structured. A core group is both 

competitivee and highly related. At the lowest levels of the hierarchy, smaller, more 

peripherall  countries are more likely to link to the global system through regional hubs than 

throughh a core country. 

Thee second theory we considered is the internal disciplinary differentiation of 

sciencee as motivating linkages at the international level. Part of this argument is that, as 

researchh becomes more specialized, scientists must look further afield to find collaborators. 

Thee research presented here examines geographical linkages rather than disciplinary links. 

However,, in related research, we did not find that specialization resulted in greater 

internationall  collaboration than within more traditional fields of science. [23] Moreover in 

forthcomingg research, we wil l show that collaboration is growing across many fields of 

science,, not just those that are highly specialized. 

Thee third theory we examined suggests that international linkages result from the 

financiall  demands of "big science." Indeed, previously, cross-border links in science were 

consideredd to be the extension of national systems finding opportunities to complement 

eachh others' capabilities. [15] These activities often took the form of "big science" or 

"megascience""  projects, those motivated because of the cost of a single project is simply 

tooo large for any onee nation to afford. [21] This motivation may continue to operate within 

internationall  science, but it cannot explain the rapid rise of collaboration, particularly when 

thatt rise is occurring across all fields of science, and not just in the megascience fields. 

Moreover,, "peripheral" countries rarely participate in megascience; yet, they are clearly 

joiningg the global network. So the cost factor alone cannot explain the rapid rise in 
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internationall  science. We suggest that the 'big science' concept can be replaced by a 

modell  that considers that international science is system that self-organizes based upon the 

interestss of scientists, in addition to the interests of national governments in enhancing 

nationall  science systems. 

Amongg factors external to science that we considered in our research (per Table 1), 

thee first one suggests that increased public support for research and development in many 

countriess (scientific capacity) has increased the pool of potential collaborators. [20] Indeed, 

growthh in capacity appears to have an influence on the ability of countries to join the 

internationall  network. The links appear to begin at the regional level, with the "peripheral" 

countries,, or the newest members, joining by linking with a more advanced country, one 

thatt is geographically proximate. Nevertheless, capacity alone cannot explain the interest 

off  scientists to participate in international collaboration. Indeed, geographically remote 

collaborationn has high transactions costs associated with time, travel, and shared resources. 

Thee motivation of peripheral countries to join the network can be assumed to be strong, but 

whyy are scientists from advanced countries increasingly willing to collaborate? We will 

shedd light on this question in forthcoming research. 

Thee second theory we examined, of those related to external factors, is that 

historicall  relationships, colonial ties, and proximity affect collaborative patterns. Indeed, 

regionall  relations have remained strong where they have been based on cultural patterns, 

suchh as the Francophone community, and in collaboration between small neighboring 

countriess like Holland and Belgium or Slovenia and Croatia. Increasing relationships are 

overwhelminglyy observable among the member states of the European Union, but these 

nationss are at the same time firmly embedded in a core structure that includes the United 

Statess and Switzerland as two non-E.U. partners in the hierarchy. Secondary networks like 

thee one carried by the Soviet Union and its allies have faded away during the 1990s. 

(Figuree 9) While a greater number of countries are connected (see Table 4), some 

independentt networks remain disconnected from the core structure in 2000. Clustering 

retainss features related to geographical proximity and historical relationships, but these are 

noo longer the strongest features affecting links. 

Overall,, the data supports our expectation that the science system is further 

developingg into a network structure operating at the global level, one that is taking on 

dynamicc characteristics. It is a non-random network, but the network architecture requires 

furtherr research. The data support our hypothesis that the network is self-organising— 

theree is no central authority directing international science, nor can national interests, the 
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scalee and scope of research, or increased capacity alone explain the extent of global links 

beingg created. 

Att least part of the emerging global network appears to be growing independently 

off  and orthogonally to national systems of science. The national systems continue to 

operate,, but they are affected by the emerging global system. The full effects of this shift 

aree not clear. Perhaps the national systems are operating at a lower level of efficiency, 

withh resources being diffused in international networks. Alternatively, national systems 

mayy be enhanced by the rich flow of knowledge occurring as a result of the emerging 

network.. This remains to be tested, with particular consideration to be given to the 

possibilityy that the institutional capacity that a country possesses affects its ability to access 

andd retain the results of knowledge created in the global network. 
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Chapte rr  VI 

Cann Scienc e and Technolog y Capacit y be Measured ? 

WeWe found interest in the work in Brazil, and the fact that we established afield 

experimentexperiment in Latin America kept the collaboration going. It was a lot of work to put the 

instrumentsinstruments there and to get the experiment running. Of course, the fact that we had 

studentsstudents there whom we felt close to—the Brazilian PhD. students—we had to care for 

them.them. We got quite some money to do the work and of course we had the obligation to 

makemake it a success. Personally it was an interesting and important experience to contact 

withwith the local people. We lived therefor some time and had to arrange everything with 

locallocal people to make it work. It did. 

W.. Wilke, a soil scientist interviewed for the project 
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Abstract t 

Thiss article discusses the components of science and technology capacity and then 

presentss an index (STCI-02) for 76 countries, and related data on up to 150 countries, 

forr the year 2002. The choice of indicators is discussed and data is presented. The 

indexx enables a comparison of the capacities of countries to conduct scientific and 

technicall  research. Statistical measures are created to group countries with similar 

setss of capacities. This article updates and improves upon an earlier index published 

byy The RAND Corporation. The STCI-02 can be considered complementary to other 

indicess such as the Technology Achievement Index and the ArCo Index which focus 

onn the outputs of technology and performance. 

Keywords:: Science and technology capacity; index: development; innovation. 

JEL:: C43,030,057 

1.. Introduction 

Thee ability of a nation to participate in the global knowledge economy [1] and in 

internationall  collaboration in science and technology depends to some extent on its 

capabilitiess in science and technology. [2] In an effort to assess and compare the 

capabilitiess of different countries in science and technology, this article presents a 

classificationn scheme to measure science and technology capacity. This article 

updatess the RAND Corporation's 2000 index with more recent data and expands the 

numberr of countries that have full data coverage from 66 to 76. [3] The resulting 

productt is called the Science & Technology Capacity Index-2002 (STCI-02). 

Sciencee and technology capacity is defined for the purpose of this exercise as the 

abilityy of a country to absorb and retain specialized knowledge and to exploit it to 

conductt research, meet needs and develop efficient products and processes. The 

abilityy to use specialized knowledge emerges from the interactions of institutions and 

people,, responds to public missions, and relies upon infrastructure. The institutions, 

regulatoryy functions and funding systems that give rise to science and technology 

systemss grow and change over time. Because these conditions can be represented by 

indicators,, we suggest that it may be possible to measure science and technology 
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capacityy from a broad perspective of overlapping indicators representing direct and 

indirectt measures. 

Whilee it is possible to list countries solely by the percentage of investment in research 

andd development (GERD), or by scientific papers or patents, which are direct 

measuress of the outcomes of S&T, many countries would not be represented in such a 

list.. This would not represent a measure of capacity, it would be a measure of 

outcomes.. Such a list would provide littl e insight into the ability of less developed 

countriess to conduct science and technology in the future, to join international 

collaborations,, or to use existing resources to build additional capacity. Yet these are 

thee countries that most want to join the international S&T community and who 

arguablyy could use S&T to solve local problems. Accordingly, an index can provide 

insightss that could not be gained by examining outputs alone. 

Thiss index is designed as input to policymaking and other decision-making processes. 

AA number of international institutions, such as the World Bank and the United 

Nations,, have policies and programs that include enhancing S&T capacity or 

otherwisee tapping capacity to encourage innovation: thus it is useful to have a 

measuree of capacity that considers the subject broadly. [4, 5] While S&T capacity has 

beenn shown to be positively correlated to economic growth, the extent to which the 

twoo are linked is not clear. [6] Many fields of science have littl e connection to 

economicc development, and many areas of economic growth do not rely on S&T. 

Moreover,, a review of economic history shows that, in many cases, technology-led 

growthh precedes the development of a national scientific system. [7,8] It may be that 

S&TT is a catalyst for development; one that emerges after a basic threshold of 

economicc development is crossed. [9] It is not clear where this threshold is (or even 

whetherr it could be measured), although in recent decades, countries such as Mexico, 

Brazil,, South Korea, and earlier, Japan, appear to have reached and crossed this 

threshold.. [10] 

S&TT capacity should not be seen as another measure of economic capacity. 

Historically,, economic infrastructure preceded or grew along with S&T, but the two 

cann be defined as separate systems. [11] Given that theory is weak about how S&T 

capacityy relates to economic growth, one approach is to conduct comparable 

assessmentss such as this one. As the UNTDO industrial development report notes, in 
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thee absence of theoretical parameters 'the best guide when addressing ... important 

questionss comes from the performance of other (comparable) economies." [12] 

Withinn the advanced countries, the infrastructure underlying S&T capacity is varied, 

broad,, and redundant. Science and technology are a means to an end and, while 

acknowledgedd as important, often are not the subjects of targeted policy. Within the 

Unitedd States, for example, one will not find a statement of national science policy 

norr is there a ministry of science. At this level, S&T emerges in two ways: 1) from 

fundingg specific government missions, such as meeting national energy needs, and 2) 

throughh funding a portfolio of S&T subjects whose share is determined through 

dialoguee from within the scientific and technical communities. The knowledge 

createdd is often useful for economic and other public goods applications. This 

observedd relationship between the infrastructure supporting knowledge creation and 

thee beneficial outcomes of its application means that S&T capacity is often considered 

aa national asset. 

Wee use "country" or "nation" as the defining unit of analysis in large part because this 

iss how data is collected and reported. The nation state provides a system of reference. 

[13]]  In addition, research and development funds are often allocated at the national 

level,, and mediated through nationally-based institutions. However, we suggest that 

knowledgee does not honor political borders, and that, even within specific countries, 

thee "knowledge border" may involve sub-regions as well as regions mat cross national 

borders.. [14] This would be the case within the North America, where some sub-

nationall  innovation systems are quite strong. It also includes the European Union 

wheree the S&T system is quite well integrated at the supra-national level. [IS] It can 

bee argued that a global knowledge system is emerging that is also changing the way 

thee national systems operate. [16] 

Sincee capacity cannot be measured directly, the index presented here uses data as 

indicatorss of capacity to assess the extent to which countries compare in infrastructure 

andd knowledge absorptive capabilities. It does not seek to measure the extent to which 

aa country is advancing frontiers of S&T knowledge, nor does it seek to measure the 

capacityy to produce scientific and technical products or innovative capacity. In 

addition,, the index only measures comparative international differences and cannot be 
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usedd to track the development of actual capacity of one nation through time. Some of 

thee features not covered in this index are measured by other groups. [17] 

Thee STCI examines the inputs to the process of developing and retaining scientific 

andd technological knowledge based upon the assumptions discussed above. A 

measuree of capacity does not mean that S&T is actually conducted, only that the 

conditionss for it are present. Thus, a country with little scientific output, such as 

Luxembourg,, would appear relatively high in the index because mat country has the 

capacityy for S&T, even if its economic system currently is not exploiting this 

potential.. By focusing on the input conditions underlying capacity, this index can be 

consideredd as complementary to other indicators such as the Technology 

Achievementt Index [18] and die ArCo Index [19] that focus on technological output-

showingg the results of S&T exploitation. 

Wee understand science as a way of knowing things about the physical world. It is a 

widelyy accepted, adoptable, and transferable set of assumptions about how to 

understandd the world in which we find ourselves. As scientific practices become 

standardized,, transferred, and imitated, the practice of science becomes a system of 

knowingg things often embedded in institutions. That system takes on a dynamic that 

transcendss and subsumes the practitioner, becoming parts of a discipline or field of 

sciencee mat has common procedures not tied to the location of the practitioner. While 

wee do not present the systems level in this paper, [20] we assume that mere is a 

systemm of science that allows comparison of like activities and capacities across 

countries. . 

Technologyy is a set of tools designed to manipulate the natural world and to extend 

humann intentions. Like science, technology can be a system of knowledge, and it also 

includess the added dimension of purposeful, interacting tools. Knowledge about 

technologyy is often tacit - it has to be experienced in order to be learned. [21] 

Knowledgee about the use of technology can also be proprietary, since the 

manipulationn of the natural world often creates marketable goods. Thus, it could be 

arguedd that the measures of scientific knowledge and of technological knowledge 

shouldd be different Nevertheless, this index combines the two because we view 

indicatorss as providing evidence of knowledge capacity and its ability to be used 

withinn a country to participate in the knowledge economy. 
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2.. Methodology: Choosing Indicators 

Thee STCI-02 uses data, defined as indicators, to measure the extent to which a 

countryy can absorb and use scientific and technological knowledge. In choosing the 

indicatorss for the STCI-02, we acknowledge that S&T capacity is a theoretical 

construct.. Its magnitude cannot be determined directly, let alone precisely. Creating 

ann index has to be approached using a number of proxy variables. Thus, the 

indicatorss chosen for the STCI-02 are based upon an assessment of the factors that 

enablee the absorption, retention, use, and creation of knowledge. As a result, some of 

thee measures overlap each other in terms of the features being assessed Similar to 

otherr published works that struggle with this problem [16] we judged that including as 

manyy reliable indicators as we could find would increase the usefulness of the final 

index. . 

Thee data have mostly been taken from published sources, such as the Human 

Developmentt Report. Had the data been collected directly, we could have adjusted 

thee definition and quality of the data to the needs of our exercise. However, since it is 

farr too expensive and time-consuming to collect me information on the eight 

indicatorss at the source in every country in the world, we have had to rely on the 

statisticall  publications of major international organisations. These are trusted sources 

off  information with a long record in the collection and harmonization of data. 

Withh these conditions in mind, eight quantitative indicators were selected. 

•• Infrastructure to support economic and research activity measured by per capita 
grosss domestic product in purchasing power parity dollars from the U.N. 
Developmentt Project Human Development Report 2002 augmented with data 
fromm the CIA World Factbook 2001. This is an indirect indicator of the ease of 
workingg within a particular national system by serving as a proxy for 
informationn about roads, electricity, transportation, communications and so on. 

•• Extent to which the nation is educating people at the tertiary level, represented 
byy the gross tertiary science enrolment ration from the U.N. Development 
Projectt Human Development Report 2002. This measure shows flows of people 
withinn the system and the extent to which the nation supports, values, and 
providess an educated workforce. 

•• The number of scientists and engineers in R&D per million. This indicator is 
drawnn from the U.N. Development Project Human Development Report 2002. 
Thiss indicator is used as a measure of the ability of a population to use current 
andd relevant knowledge for problem solving, economic enhancement, and 
research. . 
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•• The number of research institutions per million inhabitants from the World 
Bank'ss World Development Indicators. This indicator shows the extent to which 
nationally-basedd researchers have access to research centres. 

•• Funds spent on research and development by public and private sources as a 
percentagee of gross domestic product, also from the Human Development Report 
2002.. This provides a measure of direct investment into scientific and technical 
activities. . 

•• The "stock of embedded knowledge" is measured by patents and by science and 
technologyy journals articles per million inhabitants. The patent data is drawn 
fromfrom the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and the S&T journal data is drawn 
fromfrom the National Science Board's Science & Engineering Indicators. Both are 
inn indirect indicator of knowledge that has been developed within the nation and 
soo could conceivably be tapped for future use.22 

•• Connectivity with the larger S&T world measured through the comparative share 
eachh country has of internationally co-authored papers for 2000. This measure 
wass created for this paper using data from the Institute for Scientific 
Information'ss Science Citation Index CD-Rom 2000 normalized by the size of a 
country'ss population. This measures the extent to which national researchers are 
workingg at the world-class level in S&T. 

Thee indicators were then divided into three distinct domains of S&T capacity, 

illustratedd in Figure 1: 

•• Enabling factors that help create an environment conducive to the absorption, 
retention,, production and diffusion of knowledge, 

•• Resources that can be devoted to S&T activities, which concerns the indicators 
thatt relate most directly to S&T capacity, 

•• Embedded knowledge of science and technology and the extent to which 
researcherss are connected to the global scientific community. 

ENABLINGG FACTORS 
perr capita GDP 
tertiaryy science 

enrolment t 

RESOURCES S 
 member of scientist W}\ 

'.'.'•;;; •': and engineers; 
numberr of iBstttations 

R&DD expenditure 

EMBEDDEDD KNOWLEDGE 
patents s 

coauthh orsh ip index 
S&TT journal articles 

CAPACITY Y 

Figuree 1. Domains of S&T capacity 

Nott all of the factors are equally contributory. It is possible to find an example of a 

countryy that has connectivity, infrastructure, and institutions where research could be 

conducted,, but which does not have significant S&T capacity. However, it would be 

difficultt to find an example of a country that has scientists and engineers, funds for 
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R&D,, and a stock of embedded knowledge that does not have the supporting features 

off  institutions, information flows, and infrastructure. 

Thuss it could be argued that some features are sufficient to support S&T, while other 

featuress are necessary to support it. The necessary features are 1) scientists and 

engineers,, 2) institutions for research, and 3) funds for research and development. 

Thesee three variables relate directly to S&T capacity. The other variables either 

measuree the boundary conditions or the environment for S&T, or reflect the results of 

itss application to scientific and technological production. In the index data, we weight 

thee necessary factors more heavily than the sufficient factors as a way to account for 

thee different inputs. 

2.11 Constructing the Index 

Thee STCI-02 is constructed in a number of steps illustrated in Figure 2. This involved 

definingg the purpose, described above. Secondly, we selected the variables, also 

describedd above. Then the process involved combining the individual indicators into 

aa single index by converting them to a common format, checking their correlation and 

consistency,consistency, weighting them into an aggregate number and testing different weighting 

schemes.. Following this, the process focused on checking related but different 

variabless to see if the outcome matches alternative evidence. Sensitivity analysis was 

applied.. Then, data was cross-checked and analyzed. 

Ass the STCI was constructed, we kept in mind that transparency is very important to 

thee usefulness of the index. The data and analysis presented here are done in a way 

thatt allows other researchers to apply the same index to other situations and to revise 

thee index with new information, adding or omitting variables to the extent that is 

desirable.. The data tables are included here to provide full information to others who 

havee similar data needs. 
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FIGUREE 2. Steps in constructing the index 

define e 

PUT"»*8 8 

t t 
logical l 

selection n 

2.11 Coverage and comprehensiveness 

Findingg a balance between coverage (number of countries, regions or other units 

includedd in the analysis) and comprehensiveness (the variety of issues and dimension 

off  science and technology) is perhaps the most challenging part of the task of creating 
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ann S&T capacity index. Obviously, no index can cover the entire range of dimensions 

relatedd to a subject area. It is therefore advisable to sharply focus the index, that is, to 

definee its purpose and to outline what it does and does not measure. Coverage is 

intimatelyy related to comprehensiveness: the more detailed the data will have to be, 

thee fewer countries, regions, or social groups can be included. This is especially true 

off  many developing countries where fewer data are collected and statistical 

informationn is often less reliable. [23] 

AA wide international comparison of a range of variables inevitably leads to problems 

regardingg data availability. We sought to construct the index so we could include as 

manyy countries as possible, but the final list does not cover the entire world. 

Findingg the balance between coverage and comprehensiveness entails three options: 

1.. using fewer variables with a wider geographic coverage, 

2.. reducing the sample of countries for the full index, including only those for 
whichh there is sufficient information. 

3.. devising statistical methods to preserve both the entire sample of countries and 
thee entire set of variables. 

Wee have chosen the second option. Coir assessment is that we would sacrifice more 

byy eliminating variables than we would gain in breadth of coverage. This choice may 

introducee a bias in the STCI-02 towards the highly developed countries. On the other 

hand,, as data becomes thinner, we assume that the chances of missing comparative 

S&TT capacity also diminish. This is suggested in Table 1, where the data coverage is 

shown.. The data for the 76 countries in the index represents more than 80 percent of 

thee world's population. 

Internationall  statistical publications yielded a list of 215 countries, dependent and 

independent.. We excluded 31 dependencies and small island nations for which data 

weree extremely scarce. They include such countries as Tuvalu, Tonga and other 

Pacificc island nations, Andorra and San Marino. The data coverage of the remaining 

1S33 countries is shown in Table 1. 24 
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Numberr of 
indicatorss covered 

Numberr of 
countries s 

Averagee per 
capitaa GDP ($) 

Sharee in world 
population n 

Sharee in world 
GDP P 

8 8 

76 6 

8,329 9 

82.4 4 

92.7 7 

7 7 

19 9 

5,094 4 

3.3 3 

2.2 2 

6 6 

25 5 

1,763 3 

8.7 7 

2.1 1 

5 5 

22 2 

3.006 6 

3.7 7 

1.5 5 

4 4 

4 4 

13,23 3 
6 6 

0.5 5 

0.9 9 

3 3 

5 5 

1,748 8 

0.5 5 

0.1 1 

2 2 

31 1 

3,386 6 

0.9 9 

0.4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

a) ) 

a) ) 

a) ) 

** }} No data on East Timor. 

TableTable 1. Data coverage of the STCI-02 

Wee tested the STCI-02 for a potential bias by constructing Lorenz curves of the 

incomee distribution of the countries in our sample and all 211 countries and 

dependenciess in the world. The analysis showed that the distribution is almost 

identical,, although our sample has a higher average per capita GDP. There is 

consequentlyy a slight bias, but it does not affect the validity or representativeness of 

thee Index. 

2.22 Conversion to a common format 

Too be usable, indicators need to be comparable. For example, in financial indices, the 

valuess expressed are in the same currency (e.g., dollars). In order to have comparable 

values,, then it is necessary to transform the percentages, values, ratios and other units 

too a common format. (For example, the Human Development Index (HDI) of the UN 

Developmentt Program converts its data on per capita GDP, life expectancy, and 

educationn to indices with a value between 0 and 1 before aggregating them into the 

HDLL [25]) Since the variables included in the S&T Capacity Index are all expressed 

inn different values, we converted the absolute values into distances from an 

internationall  average. The distance of the national score for a particular variable from 

thee international average is expressed as a percentage of the standard deviation (the 

averagee of these distances). The formula for the conversion is shown in Equation 1. 
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y y 

EquationEquation 1. Formula for data conversion 

where: : 
Yijj  is the converted value of indicator j for country i 
Xijj  is the value of indicator j for country i 
Xjj  is the international average of indicator j across the dataset 
qjj  is the standard deviation across the dataset of indicator j . 

Thee standard deviation and the international average serve as benchmarks in the 

comparisonn of the S&T capacity of countries. Since the ranking is entirely relative— 

thee addition of a single country changes the scores of all countries—S&T capacity is 

nott measured in absolute terms. Thus, it is difficult to judge the STCI-02 value of a 

specificc country. In order to do this, it is necessary to put a score into the 

internationall  context. The international average and the margins defined by the 

standardd deviation are used to classify the countries in the ranking as is shown in 

Figuree 2. 

>1 1 

1 1 

PROFICIENT T 

0 0 

DEVELOPING G 

-1 1 

<-l l 

ADVANCED D 

^^ A A A W 
i i 

( ( 

1 1 

)) international average 

ff A A A

LAGGING G 

FigureFigure 2. Standard deviation used to rank countries 
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22 J The STCI formula 

W W Xyy - X j 
W; ; 

STjj  = 
W W 

EquationEquation 2. Determining the international average 

3.. The Science and Technology Capacity Index 

Thee STCI index presents a full analysis of data for 76 countries. (This improves upon 

thee STCI-00, which had complete data for 66 countries.) Tables 2 through 4 and 

Figuress 3-6 show the positions of different countries on the index relative to one 

another.. Table 3 provides the base rankings of the 76 countries when all indicators 

aree considered, weighted, and counted together. 
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TableTable 2. A ranking of 76 countries by weighted average STCI 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
15 5 
16 6 

A.. ADVANCED COUNTRIES 
Unitedd States 
Canada a 
Sweden n 
Finland d 
Switzerland d 
Japan n 
Germany y 
Israel l 
Australia a 
Denmark k 
Unitedd Kingdom 
Norway y 
France e 
Netherlands s 
Belgium m 
Austria a 

3.190 0 
2.752 2 
2.346 6 
2.307 7 
1.955 5 
1.801 1 
1.756 6 
1.729 9 
1.662 2 
1.528 8 
1.495 5 
1.360 0 
1.298 8 
1.215 5 
1.142 2 
1.040 0 

B.. PROFICIENT COUNTRIES 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 
20 0 
21 1 
22 2 
23 3 
24 4 
25 5 
26 6 
27 7 

Singapore e 
Korea,, Rep 
Neww Zealand 
Ireland d 
Russiann Federation 
Slovenia a 
Italy y 
Spain n 
Estonia a 
Greece e 
Czechh Republic 

0.941 1 
0.903 3 
0.763 3 
0.626 6 
0.536 6 
0.427 7 
0.370 0 
0.344 4 
0.124 4 
0.080 0 
0.040 0 

C.. DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
28 8 
29 9 
30 0 
31 1 
32 2 
33 3 
34 4 
35 5 
36 6 
37 7 

Belarus s 
Portugal l 
Slovakk Republic 
Hungary y 
Croatia a 
Lithuania a 
Poland d 
Bulgaria a 
Cuba a 
Jordan n 

TableTable 2. Rankings of 76 

-0.031 1 
-0,039 9 
-0.060 0 
-0.107 7 
-0.205 5 
-0.226 6 
-0.248 8 
-0.295 5 
-0.337 7 
-0.358 8 

countriescountries b y i i 

38 8 
39 9 
40 0 
41 1 
42 2 
43 3 
44 4 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 
48 8 
49 9 
50 0 
51 1 
52 2 
53 3 
54 4 
55 5 
56 6 
57 7 
58 8 
59 9 
60 0 
61 1 
62 2 
63 3 
64 4 
65 5 
66 6 
67 7 

Argentina a 
Latvia a 
Azerbaijan n 
Chile e 
Macedonia a 
Romania a 
Southh Africa 
Kazakhstan n 
Moldova a 
China a 
Kuwait t 
Costaa Rica 
Brazil l 
ban n 
Turkey y 
Mexico o 
Armenia a 
India a 
Mauritius s 
Malaysia a 
Bolivia a 
Tunisia a 
Peru u 
Bangladesh h 
Pakistan n 
Uganda a 
Thailand d 
Philippines s 
Egypt,, Arab Rep. 
Ecuador r 

-0.400 0 
-0.414 4 
-0.445 5 
-0.450 0 
-0.499 9 
-0.531 1 
-0.538 8 
-0.580 0 
-0.598 8 
-0.690 0 
-0.690 0 
-0.732 2 
-0.734 4 
-0.748 8 
-0.765 5 
-0.765 5 
-0.778 8 
-0.791 1 
-0.801 1 
-0.853 3 
-0.872 2 
-0.877 7 
-0.893 3 
-0.911 1 
-0.937 7 
-0.949 9 
-0.950 0 
-0.950 0 
-0.954 4 
-0.972 2 

D.. LAGGING COUNTRIES 
68 8 
69 9 
70 0 
71 1 
72 2 
73 3 
74 4 
75 5 
76 6 

Syriann Arab Republic 
Senegal l 
Nicaragua a 
Indonesia a 
Srii Lanka 
Togo o 
Centrall African Republic 
Nigeria a 
Burkinaa Faso 

-1.014 4 
-1.033 3 
-1.036 6 
-1.054 4 
-1.065 5 
-1.072 2 
-1.150 0 
-1.158 8 
-1.176 6 

weightedweighted average in the STCI 

Tablee 3 provides comparative rankings within the STCI-02 when factors are weighted 

differently.. Some rearrangement of the list of countries relative to one another can be 

seen. . 
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TableTable 3. A ranking of 76 countries in the three domains of of the STCI 

1.. ENABLING FACTORS 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

tl l 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

22 22 

23 3 

24 4 

25 5 

26 6 

Finland d 

Australia a 

Singapore e 

Unitedd Stiles 

Korea.. Rep 

Canada a 

Ireland d 

Belgium m 

Sweden n 

Austria a 

Germany y 

Norway y 

Untiedd Kingdom 

Switzerland d 

Italy y 

France e 

Spain n 

Denmark k 

Greece e 

Jordan n 

Japan n 

Netherlands s 

Neww Zealand 

Russiann Federation 

Israel l 

Portugal l 

2.. RESOURCES 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

22 2 

23 3 

24 4 

25 5 

26 6 

Canada a 

Unitedd States 

Sweden n 

Finland d 

Israel l 

Japan n 

Switzerland d 

Denmark k 

Norway y 

Australia a 

Germany y 

France e 

Netherlands s 

Austria a 

Belgium m 

Korea,, Rep 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Neww Zealand 

Slovenia a 

Singapore e 

Russiann Federation 

Ireland d 

Estonia a 

Czechh Republic 

Belarus s 

Slovakk Republic 

3. . 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

22 2 

23 3 

24 4 

25 5 

26 6 

EMBEDDEDD KNOWLEDGE 

Unitedd States 

Switzerland d 

Germany y 

Unitedd Kingdom 

Sweden n 

Israel l 

Japan n 

Canada a 

France e 

Netherlands s 

Finland d 

Denmark k 

Belgium m 

Australia a 

Norway y 

Austria a 

Neww Zealand 

Italy y 

Spain n 

Russiann Federation 

Singapore e 

Ireland d 

Korea.. Rep 

Poland d 

Senegal l 

Slovenia a 

TableTable 3. Rankings of 76 countries in the three domains of the STCI 
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S&TT journal aiucles 

:__ coauthorship index 

externall  patenting activity 

•• R&D as a % of GDP 

SSS number of institutions 

s;; minihpr of scientist and engineers 

%% gross tertiary science enrolment 

perr capita GDP in PPP$ 

FigureFigure 3. The STCI score of advanced countries showing contributions of individual 

indicators indicators 
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S&TT journal articles 
ss coautboTship uidex 

externall  patenting activity 

•• R&D as a % of GDP 

88 number of lnsuiutions 

BB number of scientist and engmeers 

%% gross tertiary science enrolment 

perr capita GDP m PPP$ 

FigureFigure 4. The STCI score of proficient countries showing contributions of individual 

indicators indicators 
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S&TS&T journal articles 

,, coauthorship index 

externall  patenting activity 

•• R&D as a % of GDP 

SS number of institutions 

ü:: number of scientist and engineers 

%% gross ternary science enrolment 

perr capita GDP in PPP$ 

FigureFigure 5. The STCI score of developing countries showing contributions of individual 

indicators indicators 
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FigureFigure 6. The STCI score of lagging countries showing contributions of individual 

indicators indicators 

Inn order to further refine the classification scheme, a statistical cluster analysis was 

conductedd [26] The result is presented in Figure 7. It shows an interesting set of four 

advancedd clusters on the right, closely grouped together. A Canada-U.S. cluster joins 

withh three other clusters that are mainly European countries, together with Japan and 

Israel.. The other countries of the world are distantly related to this cluster through 

onee large cluster of lagging and developing countries, and proficient countries. [27] 
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Burkinaa Faso (-1.176) 
Nigeriaa (-1.158) 
Centrall African Republic (-1.150) 
Togoo (-1.072) 
Srii Lanka (-1065) 
Indonesiaa (-1.054) 
Nicaraguaa (-1.036) 
Senegall (-1.033) 
Syriann Arab Republic (-1.014) 
Ecuadorr (-0.972) 
Egyptt Arab Rep. (-0.954) 
Philippiness (-0.950) 
Thailandd (-0.950) 
Ugandaa (-0.949) 
Pakistann (-0.937) 
Peruu (-0 893) 
Tunisiaa (-0.877) 
Boliviaa (-0.872) 
Malaysiaa (-0.853) 
Mauritiuss (-0 801) 
Indiaa (-0.791) 
Mexicoo (-0 765) 
Turkeyy (-0.765) 
bann (-0.748) 
Braill (-0.734) 
Costaa Rica (-0.732) 
Kuwaitt (-0.690) 
Chinaa (-0.690) 
Soathh Africa (-0 538) 

Portugall (-0.039) 
Greecee (0.080) 
Spainn (0.344) 
Italyy (0.370) 
Sloveniaa (0.427) 
Russiann Federation (0.536) 
Irelandd (0.626) 
Neww Zealand (0.763) 
Korea.. Rep (0.903) 
Singaporee (0.941) 

Bangladeshh (-0.911) 
Armeniaa (-0.778) 
Moldovaa (-0.598) 
Kazakhstann (-0.580) 
Romaniaa (-0.531) 
Macedoniaa (-0.499) 
Chilee (-0.450) 
Azerbaijann (-0.445) 
Latviaa (-0.414) 
Argentinaa (-0.400) 
Jordann (-0.358) 
Cubaa (-0.337) 
Bulgariaa (-0.295) 
Polandd (-0.248) 
Lithuaniaa (-0.226) 
Croatiaa (-0.205) 
Hungaryy (-0.107) 
Slovakk Republic (-0.060) 
Belaruss (-0.031) 
Czechh Republic (0.040) 
Estoniaa (0.124) 

Canadaa (2.752) 
Unitedd States (3 190) 

Francee (1.298) 
Unitedd Kingdom (1.495) 
Germanyy (1.756) 

Israell (1729) 
Japann (1.801) 
Switzerlandd (1.955) 
Swedenn (2.346) 

Austriaa (1.040) 
Belgium(1.142) ) 
Netherlandss (1.215) 
Norwayy (1.360) 
Denmarkk (1.528) 
Australiaa (1.662) 
Finlandd (Z307) 

FigureFigure 7. Cluster analysis of the relationships of 76 countries in the STCI-02 

4.4. Testing the data and its significance 

Wee conducted three tests to determine the internal consistency and significance of the 

data.. Each indicator has to have the same type of influence on the composite result 

Forr example, if the value of one indicator can range from -1 to +1 while the value of 

anotherr indicator ranges from 0 to +1, then the index is not internally consistent since 



thee latter indicator can never have a negative influence. Another example of 

inconsistencyy is the combination of an indicator that makes a positive contribution to 

thee composite index when its value increases with one that makes a positive 

contributionn when it declines. Finally, different component variables can be 

substitutess or complementarities. For example, if two indicators are very closely 

connectedd you may actually be double-counting an effect (R close to 1) or inversely 

measuringg it (R close to -1) in which case two indicators cancel each other out 

Threee tests help determine the internal consistency of the index. 

1.. An analysis of the distribution of values around the mean shows the 
degreee to which the aggregate is sensitive to variations in each variable. 
Thee distribution around the mean can be different for the component 
variabless and it is important to know how this will affect the composite 
index. . 

2.. The second test involved calculating the correlations between the 
componentcomponent variables in order to discover substitutes and 
complementarities. . 

3.. The third test related to consistency through time. The volatility and 
growthh rates of each component can vary considerably. If one component 
hass a structurally higher average annual growth or stronger annual 
fluctuations,, then over time and at any given moment its impact on the 
compositee index can be more substantial and change more significantly 
thann that of other indicators. Does the method of construction take this into 
account? ? 

Ass the indicators move from enabling factors towards embedded knowledge, the 

distributionn around the mean becomes more skewed. Figures 8 and 9 show that 

enrolmentt and per capita GDP are spread fairly evenly across countries, although the 

normall  distribution clearly tapers off towards the upper end of the scale. Resources 

aree distributed somewhat more unevenly, which is especially true for the number of 

institutions.. Output is particularly skewed as a large number of countries scores at or 

nearr zero. The distortion in the distribution of output indicators may be an artefact of 

thee data. The three output indicators have a clear international bias and thus measure 

participationn in global S&T creation and diffusion (part of the process of 

globalization)) rather than national capacities. 
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FigureFigure 8. Testing data significance with GDP 
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FigureFigure 9. Testing data significance with gross tertiary science enrolment 

Thee indicators have more or less the same range of values (see Table 4). The original 

valuess were all positive and after conversion they range from about —2 to +6. The 
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outlierss are mainly found in the upper ranges and especially in the number of 

institutions,, the co-authorship index, and the number of patents. 

TableTable 4. A statistical description of the indicators 

Enablingg factors 

grosss tertiary science enrolment ratio 

perr capita GDP 

Resources s 

scientificc engineers per million 

inhabitants s 

institutionss per million inhabitants 

R&DD expenditure as a percentage of 

GDP P 

Production n 

Coautborsbipp Index 

patentss per million inhabitants 

S&TT journal articles 

meann median 

9.666 9.75 

13,1933 9,409 

1,3333 1,170 

7.577 2.53 

.988 .70 

4377 167 

31.166 1.34 

218.188 92.70 

standard d 

deviation n 

6.38 8 

9,648 8 

1,258 8 

13.80 0 

.92 2 

652 2 

56.36 6 

273.19 9 

skewness s 

.721 1 

.470 0 

.871 1 

4.170 0 

1.314 4 

2.550 0 

2.215 5 

1.269 9 

minii  ilium 

.20 0 

896 6 

2 2 

.21 1 

.00 0 

2 2 

.00 0 

.55 5 

maximum m 

27.40 0 

34,142 2 

4,960 0 

91.75 5 

3.80 0 

3,220 0 

343.61 1 

954.92 2 

TableTable 4. A statistical description of the indicators 

Thee correlations between the component variables show that all indicators are 

positivelyy related No two indicators cancel each other out. This implies that the 

selectedd indicators are complementary. In addition, most of the coefficients are 

significantt at a 1 percent level. The strongest correlations were found between GDP, 

scientistss and engineers, R&D expenditure, the number of articles, and the number of 

patents.. There is consequently the possibility mat some effects are measured twice 

(forr example, patented innovations presented in articles, R&D funds spent on scientist 

andd engineers, or the growth effects of R&D expenditure). 

Thee S&T Capacity Index is internally consistent. Its composite value is not sensitive 

too the absolute value of its components, either in its relative form (equation 3) or 

expressedd in HDI scores (equation 4). All components can range between negative 

andd positive values. They all contribute to the aggregate in the same (positive) manner 

ass is reflected in correlation coefficients. The extent of the contribution of the 

indicatorss to the composite index is determined not by their absolute or converted 

valuess but by the weights assigned to each component 
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5.. Weighting and sensitivity analysis 

Whenn the indicators have been properly selected, their values have been converted to 

aa common format, and the internal consistency of the index has been checked, the 

compositee index can be calculated If the components are expressed in a common unit 

(e.g.. dollars or numbers of people), there is no need for weighting. However, the 

componentss are usually not comparable and even after they have been converted to a 

commonn denominator they cannot simply be added up or averaged The indicators 

havee to be weighted into a composite index without knowing the magnitude of their 

contributionn to the aggregate value. 

Alll  weighting schemes mat are not derived from statistical analysis are essentially 

arbitrary.. Even when all weights are set to 1, it is still a manner of weighting. There 

aree three methods of weighting incomparable indicators: 

•• no weights at all (all weights are 1), 

•• arbitrary weights chosen analytically with a sensitivity analysis to show the 
effectt of different sets of weights on the aggregate index (using different sets to 
definee a range within which the index is robust), 

•• factor analysis to statistically derive the weights. 

Sensitivityy analysis consists primarily of testing the impact of different weighting 

schemes.. Yet it comprises more than experimenting with weights. What is the effect 

off including or excluding specific components or of changes in the coverage of the 

indexx (different countries, regions, population groups, et ceterdfi Sometimes 

individuall entries (e.g. countries) are excluded on account of the extreme values that 

theirr data yield This happens most often with small countries, such as Luxembourg. 

Yet,, even though outlying values can have a significant effect on a composite index, 

theyy should not be dismissed out of hand 

Wee have tested a number of different weighting schemes. Weights were assigned to 

eachh of the three distinct domains of S&T capacity, namely enabling factors, 

resources,, and production. Within each domain the indicators were not weighted In 

everyy weighting scheme resources were given the highest weight, since mis domain 

mostt closely measures capacity. The four weighting schemes that were tested are 

presentedd in Table 5. 
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TableTable 5. Weighting schemes for 
Index Index 

enablingg factors resources 

11 1 1 
22 1 2 
33 1 3 
44 1 4 

the the S&TS&T Capacity 

embedded d 
knowledge e 

1 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 

TableTable 5. Weighting schemes for the STCI-02 

Forr each weighting scheme the composite S&T Capacity Index was constructed in 

twoo versions: one using the difference from the international average to derive relative 

rankingss (equation 2) and one using the Human Development Index's [15] method to 

obtainn absolute scores (equation 3). 

w ^^  X - X • 

ST;; = __ J=I 
YY _ Y 

VV ̂ max -^min J 

•W: : 

W W 

EquationEquation 3. Determining absolute scores 

where: : 
STii  is the S&T capacity index value for country i 
Xi jj  is the value of indicator j for country i 
Xjj  is the international average of indicator j across the dataset 
Xminn is the lower boundary assigned to indicator j 
Xmaxx is the upper boundary assigned to indicator j 
Wii  is the weight assigned to indicator j 
WW is the sum of all weights 

Inn the STCI-02 based on relative scores (equation 2) the choice of weighting scheme 

hass a direct and strong influence on the degree of international variation in S&T 

capacityy as measured by the index. The HDI method reduces all scores to a value 

betweenn 0 and 1 and consequently severely smooths out the influence of outliers. 

Figuress 10 and 11 show the result of the four weighting schemes in Table 5 on the 

internationall  distribution of index values. 
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FigureFigure 10. Influence of weighting scheme on distributions 
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FigureFigure 11. Influence of weighting scheme on distributions 

Thee domains of resources and production have a more skewed distribution across 

countriess than that of the enabling factors. By raising the weight of these two 
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domains,, international differences wil l become more pronounced with a bias towards 

thee countries that perform better and away from those that lag behind the rest. 

Thee enabling factors of S&T capacity are an indirect or contextual measure and the 

productionn indicators have a strong international bias. Therefore, it seems best to 

selectt the second weighting scheme in which the resources, the direct measures of 

S&TT capacity, receive twice the weight of the other domains. 

Whenn applying the methods used to construct the Human Development Index, an 

additionall  statistical hurdle has to be made. The HDI is highly sensitive to the upper 

andd lower margins that are put into the formula. These margins essentially delimit the 

valuess mat each indicator can attain. The lower margin was set to zero; the upper 

marginn shows the growth potential of each indicator. We have tested two sets of 

margins,, a narrow set and a wide set. [28] Table 6 shows that wider margins lower the 

STCII  scores, since the national score becomes a percentage of a larger number. The 

adjustmentt is not biased towards higher or lower levels of economic development and 

thee effect on the ranking is therefore negligible. 

TableTable 6.  6. 

Unitedd States 
Germany y 
Romania a 
Senegal l 

TheThe difference between narrow margins and wide margins 
whenwhen calculating the STCI with the HDI method 

narroww margins 

STCII  ranking 
.5766 1 
.4222 6 
.1077 45 
.0299 70 

wide e 

STCI I 
.450 0 
.348 8 
.083 3 
.025 5 

margins s 

ranking g 
1 1 
6 6 

45 5 
70 0 

impactt of 
wider r 

margins s 
-21.9 9 
-17.5 5 
-22.4 4 
-13.8 8 

TableTable 6. Wider margins lower the STCI score 

6.. Cross-checking the results 

Thee final step before the index is finished and can be used in analysis is an assessment 

off  the validity of the outcome. This involves first, checking the relationship between 

thee composite index and comparable indicators. If the index is meaningful, this test 

shouldd result in significant degrees of correlation. (For example, a composite index on 

technologicall  innovation wil l most likely have a high degree of correlation with per 

capitaa income.) 
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7.. Concluding remarks 

Thee article suggests that science and technology capacity is a set of interlocking 

features:: enabling factors, resources, and embedded knowledge, that serve to create 

thee capacity of a country to conduct S&T. An index of data related to these factors of 

sciencee and technology capacity was presented. The index updates an earlier effort by 

thee RAND Corporation, and it expands the earlier effort by including new data, and 

addingg governance as a factor. The resulting list of countries shows how one country 

mightt compare to another around the international mean. Factors that raise or lower a 

country'ss score can be derived from a view of the relationship of the indicators to the 

internationall  mean. The results provide an input to decision-making for those groups 

andd policymakers that are seeking to devise methods for enhancing S&T capacity and 

tappingg it to encourage economic growth. With this data, for example, policies and 

programss can be tied to the capacity of a country to use S&T for development. 

Forthcomingg research will reveal performance of countries in the index relative to the 

domainss of S&T capacity. This will analyse the index data to test whether countries 

aree showing diminishing returns, excess capacity, high productivity, or high 

efficiencyy in the use of S&T inputs. 
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Chapte rr  VII 

Networ kk Structure , Self-Organizatio n and the Growt h 
off  Internationa l Collaboratio n in Scienc e 

InternationalInternational collaboration can bring money and prestige, so it is viewed well in the 

community. community. 

——S.K.S.K. Singh, a seismologist interviewed for the project 





Networkk Structure, Self-Organization 

andd the Growth of International Collaboration in Science 

Carolinee S. Wagner and Loet Leydesdorff 
Amsterdamm School of Communications Research (ASCoR) 

Universityy of Amsterdam 

Abstrac t t 

Usingg data from co-authorships at the international level in all fields of science in 1990 
andd 2000, and within six case studies at the sub-field level in 2000, different explanations 
forr the growth of international collaboration in science and technology are explored. 
Takingg the data and applying to it new tools emerging from social network analysis, the 
paperr shows that international co-authorships can emerge as a self-organizing 
phenomenonn based on preferential attachment within networks of co-authors. The co-
authorshipp networks can be considered as "small worlds" involving dynamics of both 
competitionn and cooperation. Few of the explanations within the literature can be 
supportedd by the data. The growth of international collaboration is more likely to emerge 
fromm dynamics at the sub-field level operating in all fields of science albeit under 
institutionall  constraints. 

Keyword:: scientific collaboration; social network analysis; science policy; social 
systems;; preferential attachment 

1.. Introductio n 

Inn the literature on the growth of collaboration in science, the influence of the 

rewardss system on collaboration at the international level has not received a great deal of 

attention.. (Whitley 1984) Many studies have demonstrated the growth of international 

collaborationn in science (ICS) by using co-authorships. (Narin 1991; Luukkonen et al. 

19922 and 1993; Miquel & Okubo 1994; Doré et al 1996; Georghiou 1998; Glanzel 

2001).. Persson et al. (forthcoming) show that citations to articles resulting from 

internationall  collaborations have grown faster than those referring to domestic 

collaborations.. Narin et al (1991) has shown that internationally co-authored articles are 

moree highly cited than other articles. Despite this body of evidence, the question of why 

** Correspondence to: C.S. Wagner, ASCoR, Kloveniersburgwal 48 Amsterdam 1012 DX Netherlands, 
c.s.wagner@uva.nl l 
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thiss class of research is growing so quickly or why it has a relatively high impact needs 

moree discussion. A theoretically satisfying explanation of the phenomenon has yet to be 

offered.. (Katz & Hicks 1987; Wagner-Döbler 2001) 

Thiss article continues these inquiries along two lines. Drawing upon data published 

separatelyy for 1990 and 2000, different explanations offered within the literature for the 

increasee in international collaboration are discussed. We find that existing explanations 

aree incapable of fully explaining the emerging structure of ICS. In seeking other 

explanations,, we turn to recent literature from the network sciences. Physicists needing 

largee datasets for the study of network dynamics have used scientific co-authorships as a 

subject.. In the process, they have revealed fascinating dynamics about collaborative 

networks,, including the mechanism of preferential attachment as a structuring factor. 

Usingg the tools developed by Barabasi & Albert (1999) and Newman (2001) we 

investigatee whether these mechanisms also apply at the international level. Our findings 

reveall  the emerging structure of linkages within the international system at the sub-field 

level,, and perhaps move science studies closer towards a theoretically satisfying 

explanationn for the rise of international collaboration. 

2.. A brie f revie w of the literatur e examinin g the ris e of internationa l 
collaboratio n n 

Overr the past 25 years, a number of reasons have been suggested to explain the 

growthh of ICS. One group considers the environment within which science operates: the 

environmentall  factors can be divided into internal and external factors. A second group 

considerss the connections within and around science, and these can be divided into those 

relatedd to the growth of capacity to conduct science (more scientists in more countries are 

availablee to cooperate), and those examining the increasing interconnectedness of 

scientistss (within and across countries due to transdisciplinarity and the rise of the 

informationn society). Table 1 cross-references these factors, and within the resulting 

cells,, the table shows citations to relevant ideas from the literature. 
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RelatingRelating to the 
diffusiondiffusion of 
scientificscientific capacity 

RelatingRelating to the 
mtercorwectednes mtercorwectednes 
ss of scientists 

InternalInternal  to science 

Center-peripheryy theory of lagging 
countriess seeking to cooperate with 
leadingg ones (Schort 1998; Shils 1983; 
Ben-Davidd 1971) 

Interaall disciplinary differentiation of 
sciencee (Stichweh 1996); 
Field-specificc characteristics of 
megasciencee (Galison &He!vy 1992); 
Professionalisationn of scientific 
institutess (Beaver &  Rosen 1978) 

ExternalExternal to science 

Risingg investments by nations and donors 
increasingg S&T capacity (Wagner et al 
2001) ) 

Historicall relationships relates to 
geographicc proximity or colonial ties (Zitt 
etal.etal. 2000) 
Increasee in international trade (Ben-David 
1971); ; 
Growthh of information and 
communicationss technologies (Gibbons et 
al.al. 1994; Starr 

Tablee 1. Factors offered in literature to explain the growth in international collaboration 
inn science 

Eachh of these ideas merit consideration, and they may have been fully explanatory 

forr the time they were offered. Nevertheless, it is argued here that the reasons shown in 

Tablee 1 no longer explain the increase in ICS. We have presented data on the shift in 

networkk structure at the international level in another paper. (Wagner & Leydesdorff 

20044 forthcoming) Key points from this research are discussed below. In light of these 

findings,, it becomes clear that explanations offered in the literature do not sufficiently 

specifyy how rewards and incentives (Whitley 1984) serve as a driver of intellectual 

organizationn at the global level. 

Thee data created at the global level for 1990 and 2000 show significant shifts in 

thee network structures over the decade. Table 2 inventories the data and shows initial 

results.. (The numbers reflect "integer counting" which attributes a " 1" to each 

occurrencee of authorship from a country.)1 The percent of internationally co-authored 

articless nearly doubles during the 1990s to account for 15.6 of all articles published. A 

largee core of cooperating countries expands between 1990 and 2000 from 37 to 54 

countries.. Additional analysis using the cosine allowed us to view relationships that are 

particularlyy intense. We found, for example, some country pairs (usually geographically 
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proximate)) have a very close relationship in science, (i.e., Zaire and Congo, Iraq and 

Libya)) These geographical groupings may be otherwise isolated. 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Uniqu e e 
document ss in 

SCI I 

778,446 6 
590,841 1 

Addresse s s 
inn the fil e e 

1,432,401 1 
908,783 3 

Author ss for 
alll  record s 

3,060,436 6 
1,866,821 1 

Internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 

121,432 2 
51,596 6 

Addresses , , 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 

record s s 
398,503 3 
147,411 1 

Percen t t 
internationall y y 
co-authore d d 
document s s 

15.6 6 
8.7 7 

Tablee 2. Data on international network of co-authorships, 1990 and 2000 
Dataa source: ISI 

Betweenn 1990 and 2000, we found that the global network has expanded (more 

playerss are involved), and we show that it has become more interconnected (more links 

occurr between players). The cluster created by scientifically advanced countries has 

expanded,, and new entrants have joined regional networks, but some nations (e.g., the 

Arabb countries in the Middle East) are grouped into otherwise disconnected networks. 

Thee analysis further suggests that the network is becoming more decentralized, with 

regionall  "hubs" emerging (e.g., South Africa), with a strong core group of collaborating 

countriess growing from 6 to 8 countries. 

Thee increased volume of internationally co-authored publications seems to have 

reinforcedd emerging structures at the global level. The global level can be considered as 

providingg increasingly a system of reference other than the national systems. This system 

iss highly structured: A factor analysis reveals that some of the leading countries compete 

forr co-authorship relations with less devebped countries. As countries become more 

scientificallyy advanced, they become more able to compete for collaborators from smaller 

orr more peripheral countries. As smaller or "peripheral" countries gain scientific 

capacity,, they appear to be able to join the global network. 

Politicall  influences and special programs can be seen to have some affect on 

linkagess in the observed network. For example, the existence of special development aid 

programss between Scandinavian countries and Latin American and African countries 

mayy be the reason that links appear between these countries at the global level. In 

addition,, one can surmise that the policy of the European Union, one that heavily favours 

researchh proposals that include two or more nations in collaboration, is influencing the 
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growthh of the network in that region. Overall, political influences continue to operate but 

att a lower order of influence as the global system emerges. 

Thee data at the international level allow us to revisit and critique the reasons 

offeredd in the literature that have sought to explain the rise in ICS, introduced in Table 1. 

Lett us begin with theories that considered factors interna! to science. Centre-periphery 

theoryy seeks to explain the rise in international collaboration. Schott (1998), following 

Ben-Davidd (1974) and Shils (1983), sees the progression related to a succession of 

countriess that have acted as "centres" for world science. Countries at the periphery (often 

smallerr countries) emulate the organisation, orientation, and excellence of scientific work 

att the centre. As they emulate and adapt the practices of the core country, the capacities 

off  the peripheral countries grow. This dynamic may have been at work in the past, but 

thee data on international collaboration presented for the decade of the 1990s suggests that 

thee centre-periphery model of international scientific collaboration can be replaced with a 

modell  that accounts for various centres that both collaborate among and compete with 

onee another for partners from smaller national systems. A core group of scientifically 

advancedd countries2 is both competitive and highly related.. At the lowest levels of the 

hierarchy,, smaller, more peripheral countries are more likely to link to the international 

networkk through regional hubs rather than through an advanced country. 

AA second theory approaches the rise in international collaboration by suggesting 

thatt internal disciplinary differentiation of science is influencing the organization of ICS 

(bottomm left box in Table 1.) This includes Stichweh's (1996) assertion, following Price 

(1963)) that collaboration arises in scientific disciplines as they become more specialized 

Ass this happens, scientists must look further afield to find collaborators with similar 

interests.. Research presented in Wagner & Leydesdorff (2003) exarnining disciplinary 

linkagess in the field of geophysics and the more specialized subfield of seismology 

cannott support this assertion. Although the subfield of seismology is more specialized, 

geophysicss remains the more highly internationalised of the two fields. Moreover, 

Wagnerr (forthcoming) shows that, within six case studies, growth in ICS occurs across 

allall  fields of science, not just those that are highly specialized. 

AA third theory (also bottom left box in Table 1) suggests that international 

linkagess result from the financial demands of some fields of science. (Galison & Hevly 
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eds.. 1992) Indeed, previously, cross-border links in science were considered to be the 

extensionn of national systems seeking to complement each other's capabilities. (Crawford 

1992)) These activities often take the form of "big science" or "megascience" projects, 

thosee motivated because the cost of a singlee project is too large for any one nation to 

afford.. This organizing imperative continues to operate within fields such as fusion 

researchh or astrophysics. Nevertheless, cost sharing alone cannot explain the rapid rise of 

internationall  collaboration. International collaboration is growing in all fields of science, 

nott just in megascience, yet data suggests that they are joining the global network. 

Constructedd collaboration alone cannot explain the rapid rise in international science. 

Beaverr and Rosen (1978) suggest that collaboration grew historically as science 

becamee "professionalised"—taking place in dedicated institutions off  science. Using an 

historical,, nationally-based approach , they show that "collaboration becomes a 

mechanismm for both gaining and sustaining access to recognition in the professional 

community.""  (1978) They refute other authors who claim that collaboration is 

historicallyy recent, or that it is principally a response to specialisation. Collaboration is 

intrinsicallyy advantageous to scientists, they argue, particularly when it occurs between a 

"master""  and an "apprentice." It is difficult to compare this with data at the global level. 

But,, this theory can be helpful in understanding the dynamics at the sub-field level, so it 

wil ll  be discussed again below. 

Amongg factors external to science (right side of matrix in Table 1) is one 

suggestingg that increased public support for research and development in many countries 

hass enhanced scientific capacity and increased the pool of potential collaborators. 

Indeed,, one of us has suggested this in another paper. (Wagner et al. 2001) Growth in 

capacityy appears to have an influence on the ability of countries to join the international 

network.. At the observed level, developing countries appear to link more frequently 

withh neighbours at the regional level in 2000 compared to 1990. Nevertheless, capacity 

alonee cannot explain the interest of scientists to participate in international collaboration. 

Thee motivation of smaller or developing countries to join the international collaborations 

cann be assumed to be strong, but why are scientists from advanced countries increasingly 

willin gg to collaborate across international borders? Even if one were to account for the 
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influencee on collaboration of the European Union, the role of the United States and 

Switzerlandd among the core cooperating countries would still beg the question. 

Historicall  relationships, colonial ties, and geographic proximity are also offered 

ass reasons for the rise in ICS (lower right box of Table 1). Indeed, regional relations 

havee remained strong where they have been based on cultural patterns, such as within the 

Francophonee community, and in collaboration between small neighbouring states like the 

Netherlandss and Belgium, or Slovenia and Croatia. A rapid increase in ICS is 

overwhelminglyy observable among the member states of the European Union, but these 

nationss are at the same time firmly embedded in a core structure that includes the United 

Statess and Switzerland. Secondary networks like the one carried by the Soviet Union and 

itss allies have faded away during the 1990s. Clustering retains features related to 

geographicall  proximity and historical relationships, but these are no longer the strongest 

featuress affecting links among researchers. 

Somee have suggested that the availability of the Internet is causing a growth in 

internationall  collaboration (lower right box in Table 1). While the Internet and 

informationn technology generally are enabling factors, research shows that nearly all 

collaborationss begin with a face-to-face meeting. (Laudel 2001) Once collaboration is 

underway,, researchers use the Internet to exchange data and text, but the majority of 

collaborationss begin in the richer communication environment provided at conferences or 

researchh sites. This suggests the information and communications technology cannot be 

consideredd as a driver for the initiation of collaboration, only as a facilitating agent. 

Too summarize this review of the literature, the interests of nations to gain 

efficienciess through collaboration cannot explain the rapid rise in international 

collaborationn in science: collaboration is growing in all fields of science, even where 

nationall  interests may not be furthered by collaboration.3 Nor is international science 

drivenn solely by the needs of smaller or newer "peripheral" countries to gain access to 

andd imitate the centres of science: even the advanced countries are increasing their 

participationn in international collaboration. Similarly, the increase in scientific capacity 

particularlyy among developing nations may be contributing to the growth of international 

collaboration,, but capacity cannot explain the very rapid rise of collaboration that 
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includess the most scientifically advanced nations.4 Historical linkages once influenced 

collaboration,, but they were less influential in the 1990s than in the past. The rise of the 

Internett is contributing to increased communications, but it is not a causative factor for 

geographicallyy dispersed links. If these reasons cannot explain the rapid rise in 

internationall  collaboration, other reasons that have not been fully explored should be 

investigated d 

3.. Formulatin g a new approac h 

Givenn the inability of the existing explanations to explain the dynamics observed 

att the global level in the 1990s, we developed a different hypothesis. We expect that ICS 

iss a self-organizing system creating a network of relationships that can be observed at the 

communicationss level. The concept of self-organisation seemed particularly useful to 

thiss study: the review of the literature presented above suggested that no single factor can 

explainn the rise of international collaboration in science. Moreover, no centralized 

authorityy guides the organization of international science, and no single driver can 

explainn the phenomenon. Self-organisation appeared to be a useful structuring theory 

becausee it explains the emergence of order in cases where external structures cannot 

explainn the features of a system. (Krohn et al 1990; Epstein & Axtell 1996) Within self-

organizingg systems, the emergence of order cannot be attributed to either top down or by 

bottomm up rules. (Kauffman 1995; Cilliers 1998) Order appears to arise spontaneously 

fromm local interactions of actors. (Holland 1995,1998) International collaboration 

appearedd to share some of these features with self-organising systems. 

Studiess of complex self-organising systems show that order and structure can 

emergee from local interactions based upon rules "embedded" within the agents 

themselves.. (Epstein & Axtell 1996; Axelrod 1997) If international collaboration in 

sciencee is a self-organising system, if it is a communications system with network 

features,, then the focus of research needs to be on the interactions among scientists at the 

subfieldd level. Further, it appeared to be useful to explore these interactions from a 

networkk perspective. Network theory is being rapidly transformed by recent research-

comingg mainly from the physics community—where a number of studies reveal the 

structuree of self-organising networks. (Barbasi and Albert 1999; Jeong et al 2001; 
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Newmann 2001; Ebel et al. 2002; Barbasi 2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2003; Newman 

2004)) (In part because co-authorships in science provide a very large dataset of 

connections,, physicists have mapped scientific co-authorships as networks. They have no 

interestt in the underlying social dynamic, however.) Much of this research has roots in 

complexx adaptive systems studies that examine the dynamics of self-organization and the 

emergencee of order. 

Wee expected that the dynamic creating the network of interactions operates at the 

internationall  level as a factor internal to science at the subfield level, and that the growth 

inn international linkages is due to the mechanism of preferential attachment based on 

reputationss and rewards found within scientific collaboration. We expect that scientists 

linkk to others to gain visibility, reputation, complementary capabilities, and/or access to 

resources.. We expect mis mechanism to be tied more closely to the intellectual and 

sociall  organization of science than to other factors (historical ties, proximity, core-

peripheryy attachment). To explore this, we developed data on international co-

authorshipss at the sub-field level and analysed them using network analysis. 

Wee further hypothesized that the networks at the international level grow differently, 

structuredd by the drivers of collaboration tied to funding and intellectual organization. 

Thus,, sub-fields of science were chosen to represent each of a set of organizational 

driverss of collaboration at the international level. The sets of drivers we identified are 

juxtaposedd in Figure 1. The vertical represents organizing features related to funding, 

fromm highly organized "top down" activities to spontaneous or "bottom up" activities 

initiatedd by researchers themselves. The horizontal represents the location of research, 

fromfrom widely distributed to highly centralized. The juxtaposition creates four quadrants 

thatt we explore in the case studies as organizing imperatives influencing ICS. (We 

acknowledgee that, within the research and funding communities, these drivers are not 

exclusive:: top down research can still involve self-organizing teams, and bottom-up 

researchh projects still respond to funding incentives, but these categories are offered for 

heuristicc purposes.) 

•• In the highly organized-centralized "raegascience" quadrant, scientists 

collaboratee at or around a central research facility or tool (like CERN). 

Astrophysicss was chosen to represent this quadrant. 
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•• In the highly-organized-distributed "coordinated" quadrant, scientists may be 

compelledd by the circumstances of research or funding to cooperate. They 

mayy do so to gain access to data or results coming from a single source, or 

theyy may be compelled to collaborate by the requirements set out by the 

institutionn funding the research. This would be the case with research funded 

throughh the European Union, for example, or through the CGIAR system 

managedd through the World Bank. The Human Genome Project might fit 

intoo this category: Virology is the case study chosen to represent this 

quadrant. . 

Thee case studies explicitly sought to test whether self-organizing features, or 

"bottomm up" organization can be shown to be more influential of ICS organization 

thann constructed collaboration. As a result, 2 case studies each were chosen for the 

quadrantss represented by the lower half of the bubble in Figure 1: 

•• Researchers also self-organize "spontaneously" into collaborative teams from 

thee bottom-up. They may work together to share resources (or they may 

meett while accessing them) that are relatively rare (localized) such as plants 

withinn a rain forest, and this would place them in the "resource-dependent" 

quadrant;; geophysics and soil sciences are the cases used to represent this 

quadrant.5 5 
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Organizedd or "top down 

Coordinated Coordinated 
/ / 

Distributedd / 

Participatory Participatory 

Megascience Megascience 

ResourceResource dependent 

\ \ 
\ \ 

11 Cent 

Spontaneouss or "bottom up" 

Figuree 1. A schematic representation of factors relating to organization of ICS (Source: 
Wagnerr el a!., 2000.) 

•• Researchers can self-select collaborators independent of other factors like 

sharedd equipment, resources, or the interest of funding institutions, simply 

becausee the potential collaborator offers new ideas or complementary 

capabilities.. This type of bottom-up collaboration could be termed 

"•participatory;"" the case studies chosen here are mathematics and polymers. 

Too provide insights that would help us explore these expectations, we created data 

aboutt ICS, as described in the next section. 

4.. Examinin g internationa l collaboratio n at the sub-fiel d level 

Thiss paper extends a discussion begun in a separate paper, where we suggest that 

internationall collaboration in science is a complex, self-organising network operating 

accordingg to an internal social dynamic. (Wagner & Leydesdorff 2004 forthcoming) The 

networkk is a communications system that operates at one degree of freedom higher than 
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thee national level (sub)systems, creating a dynamic that emerges from and then feeds 

backk into lower order subsystems at the national and regional levels. This hypothesis can 

bee explored by examining the growth in ICS at the sub-field level. In order to examine 

self-organizationn within the system, it is important to look at the actions of the individual 

agentss within the network. This is done by examining co-authorship data. 

Collaborationss create a communication system between or among researchers 

withh a shared goal. While it is difficult to observe communication itself, it is possible to 

measuree one outcome of it in the form of shared authorship of a research paper. The 

addressess of collaborating authors suggest the existence of communications among 

researchers,, and these can be studied as networks of linkages among those who have 

workedd together to create knowledge. (Newman 2001) 

4.11 Data and method s 

Dataa was drawn from the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) for sic sub-fields 

off  science in the Science Citation Index (SCI) CD-Rom version 2000. The SCI is the 

mostt reliable source for a comprehensive survey like this one: the country names are 

standardized.66 Using a journal set identified through the Journal Citation Reports, and 

thenn drawing all related documents from the SCI 2000 using Isis's Web of Science, a set 

off  international co-authorships for each field was created.. 

Clusterss of journals related to each other sub-field within a citing environment 

weree identified using the Journal Citation Reports of the SCI (JCR), applying a method 

detailedd in Leydesdorff & Cozzens (1993). For the relevant journals, all articles 

appearingg in the Web of Science for the subject year were downloaded. The author 

namess and addresses appearing in 19,147 articles drawn from 65 journals in six sub-fields 

weree collected. Author names were taken into the database as recorded, no attempt was 

madee to adjust for spelling variants.7 We did not distinguish among types of 

contributionss (reviews, letters, proceedings, journal articles, etc.) because we are seeking 

sociall  connections to reveal the structure of the network. 

AA subset of authors who had co-authored at the international level was created and 

analysedd The occurrence of authoring events was placed into a pivot table to count the 

numberr of times that an author had co-authored papers with a colleague in the sub-field. 
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Thesee data were drawn into social networks; they were further analysed for a degree 

distributionn among the ce authoring population within the sub-field. 

Usingg the authors as a set of interconnected linkages, the co-occurrence of 

authorshipss was fed into Ucinet to examine the degree distribution of authors. For large 

networkss such as these, Ucinet provides the algorithms that find the interrelationships and 

affiliationss within and among networks. (Borgatti et al 2002) The degree distributions 

weree placed into Excel to analyse the power law relationships within the data set. 

Visualizationss of the relationships were created for each sub-field; these are presented 

below. . 

4.22 Explorin g the mechanis m of preferentia l attachmen t withi n 
network ss at the subfiel d level 

Inn other research, we have shown that international collaboration in science is a 

highlyy interconnected network. To further explore this, we sought to extend the analysis 

off  the dynamics of complex evolving networks of co-authors to the network of co-authors 

att the international level. We applied the tools from network science to examine whether 

thee network of collaborations at the subfield level shares the feature of preferential 

attachmentt with other interconnected collaborative networks. (Barabasi et al 2002; 

Newmann 2001) 

Thee emerging field of network science has developed tools to reveal the structural 

characteristicss of highly interconnected systems. (Barabasi and Albert 1999; Jeong et al 

2001;; Newman 2001; Ebel et al. 2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2003; Newman 2004) 

Thiss research has shown that large interconnected networks have features in common, 

particularlyy that they display short length-scale clustering (Watts & Strogatz 1998) and 

thatt they obey scaling laws. (Albert et al. 1999; Barabasi & Albert 1999; Jeong et al. 

2001;; Barabasi et a/.2001) Newman (2000; 2001; 2004) has shown that collaborative 

scientificc networks have a surprisingly short node-to-node distance and a large clustering 

coefficientt (2000), much larger than one would expect from a random network of similar 

size.. In addition, the scientific co-authorship networks that Newman studied have a 

degreee distribution that follows a power law (2001). 
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Jeong,, Neda and Barabasi (2001) find that evolving network models are based on 

twoo features: growth and preferential attachment. In a study of evolving networks, they 

showw that highly connected nodes increasee their connectivity faster than their less 

connectedd peers, a phenomenon called preferential attachment. As Dorogovtsev and 

Mendess (2003) say more simply, "popularity is attractive." In science studies, the 

observationn of preferential attachment has been called the "Matthew effect" recalling the 

Biblicall  observation from the Gospel of Matthew that the rich get richer. (Merton 1964) 

Jeongg et al (2001) further show that large networks expand through two mechanisms: the 

additionn of new nodes and links between existing nodes. 

Buildingg upon this earlier work, Barabasi et al. (2002) studied scientific 

collaborationn as a complex evolving network. They confirm the findings of Jeong et al. 

(2001)) that, over time, the number of nodes in a ce authorship network increase due to 

thee arrival of new authors, and that the total number of links also increases through the 

connectionss made between existing authors. They also confirmm that node selection is 

governedd by preferential attachment, a feature of scale-free networks in which nodes link 

withh a higher probability to those nodes that already have a larger number of links. 

Inn order to explore whether international collaborative networks operate through 

thee mechanism of preferential attachment across the different subfields of science, our 

dataa on co-authorships for six fields of science were examined from this perspective. 

Thee six sub-fields represent a range of organizing features, from more fragmented 

collaborationn patterns of mathematics (Dang & Zheng 2003; Grossman & Ion 1995) to 

thee more integrated patterns of physics which has been shown to have highly 

collaborativee network structures (Barabasi 2002; Newman 2001; Wagner-Döbler 2001). 

Wee applied a degree-based measure to the data on international collaboration. 

Thee degree distribution P(k), giving the probability that a randomly selected node has k 

links,, corresponds to the notion of how well connected an actor is within a network. 

(Barabasii  & Albert 1999; Scott 2000; Barabasi et al. 2002) The degree distribution P(Jfc) 

givess the probability that a randomly-chosen actor (node) has k links. A scale-free 

networkk is characterized by the following scaling behaviour in P(k): 

P(k)P(k)  ~ JT 
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wheree y is the scale exponent. The Barabasi-Albert model (1999) shows that many real 

networkss (such as the Worldwide Web) are "scale free," where the value of the exponent 

rangess from 2 to 3. 

Thee network structure and the co-authorship distribution exposed in the six cases 

suggestt that, at the international level, networks of co-authorship display a preferential 

attachmentt mechanism but, in findings similar to Jeong et al. (2001), the preference 

deviatess slightly from proportional. Figures 2 through 7 below show the degree 

distributionn for the six cases studied; data is presented in Table 3. Illustrated in these 

figuress is a very high degree of connectedness of authors in the network (the cluster of 

nodess at the bottom right of the graph.) The figures are shown in a log-log with a power 

curvee as well as a best-fit line. The fit is indicated with the R-square. 

Inn findings similar to others (Barabasi & Albert 1999; Albert & Barabasi 2000; 

Barabasii  et al 2002) the networks of collaborations shown in the figures below have fat 

tailedd degree distributions. This has been interpreted as a power-law form. (Barabasi & 

Albertt 1999) However, the degree distribution of the international collaborations cannot 

bee fitted into a singlee power-law dependence. While the exponent falls between 2.3 and 

3.6,, similar to Barabasi et a/.(2002) and Newman (2001), the power law appears to 

operatee only in the middle of the distribution. The graphs show a hooked end and a fat-

tailedd distribution. We will offer a possible explanation for these observations below. 

Fieldd of Science 
Astrophysics Astrophysics 
Geophysics Geophysics 
MathMath logic 
PolymerPolymer Science 
SoilSoil Science 
Virology Virology 

y y 

-2.79 9 
-2.81 1 
-2.25 5 
-3.12 2 
-2.99 9 
-3.61 1 

R2 2 

0.93 3 
0.91 1 
0.91 1 
0.94 4 
0.88 8 
0.95 5 

ClusterCluster Coefficients 
mean mean 

0.012528 8 
0.018750 0 
0.014727 7 
0.010356 6 
0.021444 4 
0.017871 1 

random random 
0.000928 8 
0.000825 5 
0.008109 9 
0.000451 1 
0.001098 8 
0.000622 2 

Tablee 3. Degree distribution and clusterr coefficients for six ICS case studies. 
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Figuree 2. International co-authorship degree distribution in Astrophysics (2000) 
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Figuree 3. International co-authorship degree distribution in Geophysics (2000) 
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Figuree 4. International co-authorship degree distribution in Mathematical Logic (2000) 
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Figuree 5. International co-authorship degree distribution in Polymer Science (2000) 
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Figuree 6. International co-authorship degree distribution in Soil Science (2000) 
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Figuree 7. International co-authorship degree distribution in Virology (2000) 

Thesee data suggest that the scale-free distribution of co-authorships that Barabasie? al. 

(2002)) and Newman (2001) found for fields of science in general also holds at the 

internationall level. The data further suggest that these networks have "small world" 

properties.. Small worlds are a type of highly-clustered network with short path lengths 

andd high clustering coefficients (See Table 3). (Watts 1999) With the exception of 

'mathematicall logic.' Table 3 shows that the mean coefficient is orders of magnitude 
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higherr than what would be expected in a random network. Small worlds are highly 

efficientt at localised exchanges of information, where they share common information 

andd methods among those operating in the cliques. (Newman 2001; Cowan & Jonard 

2003) ) 

Withh the exception of 'mathematical logic'—which may have been too small a 

samplee (N = 147)—all distributions exhibit a hook and a tail in addition to the power-law 

configuration.. The hook has been noted more often in the literature and various proposals 

havee been made for making the power-law distributions more complex than linear. 

However,, this does not explain the deviation. We submit that both the hook and the tail of 

thee distributions can be considered as the institutional constraints on the dynamics of 

preferentiall  attachment that prevail in the middle part of the distribution and consequently 

followw a power-law distribution. The hook can be identified with the arrival of 

newcomerss into the field. This is a condition for the institutional reproduction. The tail 

cann be considered as representing an elite group of scientists who no longer compete 

uphilll  for co-authorship relations, but who function as co-authors for the "continuants" 

givenn their already established positions. 

5.. The rol e of "continuants "  withi n the networ k 

Too explore the question of how actors select others to work with within the 

networkk of possible co-authors, we extend the work of Braun, Glanzel, and Schubert 

(2001),, following Price and Gürsey (1976) on the role of various actors within co-

authorshipp networks. Braun et at. built upon the work of Price and Gürsey to explore the 

dynamicss of links within co-authoring communities. Although they were not seeking to 

showw preferential attachment, the data created in these articles is consistent with our 

findings. . 

Pricee and Gürsey provided a scheme for what they called the "actuarial statistics 

off  the scientific community" by categorizing authors to represent their published 

contributionn over time. They determined four categories that represent the co-authoring 

patterns:: "continuants," "transients," newcomers," and 'terminators."*  Looking at data 

aboutt authorship and co-authorship over time, and most importantly for this argument, is 
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thee role of continuants — those authors whose work is published in the years before and 

afterr the year of interest. 

Braunn et al. (2001) found that, for the field of neurosciences. only continuants 

publishedd more than 10 papers in a year. Indeed, these authors find that the preference 

structuree of authors for cooperating with each other is highly skewed: continuants rarely 

appearr as single authors and the overwhelming number of papers is co-authored by 

continuants.. They report that "coauthorship relations among these three categories 

[newcomers,, transients, and terminators] are usually also mediated by continuants." (p. 

508) ) 

Thee co-authorship data and preferential attachment analysis of the six case studies 

supportss and refines Braun et al. 's argument. In network terms, their findings could be 

reinterpretedd to say that continuants play a role within the network as "nodes" to which 

otherss connect. A large number of continuants are competing for reputations and reward 

inn terms of international coauthorship relations using the mechanism of preferential 

attachment.. However, some become so well connected that network theorists would call 

themm "hubs"—nodes to which lots of people within the network connect or seek to 

connect.. They appear within the power curve at a high degree in a scale-free network (on 

thee bottom right of the figures). In other words, these continuants can be considered as 

hubss within active small world networks. The hubs no longer compete among themselves 

upwardd in terms of adding coauthorship reputation, but compete in terms of building 

networkss of intellectual followers of the next generation. 

Whatt role do these hubs play at the field level within scientific communities? 

Let'ss assume that the top of the scale of each of the subfields (typified in Figure 2) is 

occupiedd by the continuants, as Braun et al found for neurosciences. Figure 8 points to 

thee position of continuants on the scale. We can ask: What is it that these continuants are 

mediating?? Why do they act as attractors for others who are seeking to collaborate? 

Howw do they select whom to collaborate with? 
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Figuree 8. The place of continuants, hubs, and transients and newcomers on the power 

curvee of international co-authorships. 

Networkk theorists suggest that links within small world networks are non-

random—theree are specific reasons why links are made. Hubs dominate the structure of 

thee networks in which they are present, and they have a specific role to play in networks. 

Recalll  that network theory has found that within networks, actors display preferential 

attachment:: when choosing between two possible links, agents will seek to connect to the 

moree connected node.9 In other words, when someone is seeking a collaborator, they will 

seekk someone who is already highly connected. This also supports Braun et aim their 

findingsfindings that continuants mediate relationships among co-authors within a field. 

Thiss concept of preferential attachment is similar to the findings of Jacob 

Meyerowitzz (1985) who presented a concept of membership within mediated groups, 

notingg the following: 
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Forr a team to have its own sense of identify, its physical location matters less than its 

"sharedd but secret information.''' Members have access to this privileged information. 

Suchh information separates members ("us") from others ("them'") who do not have the 

samee access... .New members become part of a group through "controlled access to 

groupp information,"" the format and information processes of socialization. 

Thee more senior (or published) members of a group hold privileged social and 

technicall  information. Newcomers and transients seek access to this information and 

recognitionn within their field. They also seek the reflected glory of working with a 

highly-citedd and respected researcher. As a result, the continuants, acting as hubs within 

theirr scientific networks, can be said to be attractive as a potential collaborator. They, in 

turn,, can choose carefully among the many opportunities to work with others: As Melin 

(2000)) found, senior researchers would work with junior people to gain higher 

productivityy and credibility within their field. The costs of collaboration are borne by the 

newcomerss and transients who potentially gain greater visibility by working with a well-

knownn person. (Bala & Goyle 2000) The ties formed within fields are mediated by 

continuantss who act as gatekeepers to newer entrants into the network, creating dynamics 

att the sub-field level. 

6.. Theoretica l implication s of thi s researc h 

Thiss article argues that international co-authorships within fields of science can be 

shownn to self-organize based on rules of preferential attachment among productive 

researchers.. The networks examined for this study have self-organizing features, 

suggestingg that the spectacular growth in international collaborations may be due more to 

thee dynamics at the sub-field level created by individual scientists linking together for 

enhancedd knowledge creation than to other structural or policy-related factors. The 

choicess of individual scientists to collaborate may be said to be motivated by the reward 

structuress of science where co-authorships, citations and other forms of professional 

recognitionn lead to additional work and funding in a virtuous circle. Highly visible and 

productivee researchers within the field, able to choose among potential collaborators, 

choosee those most likely to enhance their productivity and credibility. These 
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"continuants""  then mediate the entrance into this network. This creates a competition 

withinn a field of science for collaborators. 

Thee competitiveness of this system means that researchers seek to work with 

thosee who offer the greatest chance of creating new knowledge. New knowledge creation 

oftenn results from unstable networks with weak ties, where those within the team are 

exposedd to new ideas and new methods. (Granovetter 1973) The weak ties are relatively 

easyy to make and sever at the international level, where the pool of potential 

collaborators,, already selected by the system, is large enough to offer diversity. The 

smalll  world nature of the network means that it is relatively easy for these people to 

knoww each other's reputations and seek each other out, when needed, for collaborative 

research. . 

Thiss framework for thinking about international collaboration supports the work 

off  some researchers, including Braun, Glanzel, Schubert, Barabasi, Melin, and the earlier 

workk of Beaver. It suggests that some other explanations discussed here for the rapid 

growthh of international collaboration cannot be supported, notably the centre-periphery 

theory,, the concept that the Internet or trans-disciplinarity are causing the rapid growth, 

orr that cost-sharing is a decisive factor. This theory does not disprove the idea that 

specializationn in science is driving international collaboration, but it also does not support 

it.. The same can be said for the idea that increased capacity is a causative factor for 

internationall  collaboration: this cannot be shown by the data, but it is also not 

inconsistentt with it. 

Thiss theory needs further testing by conducting comparative analysis on 

internationall  co-authorship at the field level for different fields than the ones shown here, 

andd by modelling this framework and determining if an agent-based model with the basic 

ruless of preferential attachment can create similar outcomes to what is seen in the data. 

Deeperr understanding of the role of enhanced S&T capacity on the ability of developing 

countriess to join ICS could also provide useful insights in whether dynamics differ based 

onn capacity. 
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7.. Polic y Implication s of thi s Research 
Wee expected to find that the organizational drivers shown in Figure 1 explain the 

structuree and growth of collaboration at the international level. While these 

organizationall  drivers continue to operate, this research shows that, during the 1990s, a 

networkk structure created by the mechanism of preferential attachment, and operating in 

alll  the fields of science examined, has overtaken these drivers to become the most 

influentiall  factor influencing ICS organization. This finding has significant implications 

forr research policy. 

Policymakerss take an active interest in ICS from both a political and an epistemic 

perspective.. The political perspective includes using ICS to meet a range of goals, 

including,, cost savings, security, capacity building in developing countries, and political 

goodwill.. (Crawford 1992; Skolnikoff 1994; Wagner 1997) Salomon has suggested that 

ICSS can contribute to regional political stability. (2001) Recent reports on international 

collaborationn from governmental and non-governmental organizations (cf. Interacademy 

Councill  Report; World Bank reports; United Nations reports) highlight the importance of 

ICSS to encourage growth in developing countries. Epistemic interests are expressed by 

policiess that support large-scale research activities and those that encourage researchers 

too travel to conferences and take part in international projects. Lack of constraints on 

publicc money with regard to international consultation is a passive indicator to 

researcherss to seek cooperation where it is most useful to research and knowledge 

creation. . 

Non-governmentt policy-related groups also take an interest in ICST. 

Developmentt aid institutions like Sweden's Sida, the World Bank, and NATO all fund 

ICST,, each seeking to address specific goals that can include poverty alleviation or other 

specificc problems of the poor in Sida's case, enhanced agricultural productivity in the 

casee of the World Bank, or enhanced security in NATO's case. Similarly, and on a larger 

scale,, the European Commission has centered its research programme on the goal of 

encouragingg intra-European research networks. (Verspagen 2001; Breschi & Cusmano 

2003) ) 
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Eachh of these policy mechanisms, tools, and goals continues to operate and 

influencee the formation of ICST. But. to the extent that policies for ICS mimic national 

policiess or use older models for structuring participation in ICST, this research suggests 

thatt they may not fully exploit the benefits and opportunities of research taking place at 

thee global level or worse, may find the system fails to produce the desired outcomes. 

Thee mechanism of preferential attachment is influencing ICS initiation, 

management,, and governance in ways that perhaps are not explicitly considered or well 

understoodd now. This research shows that ICS is a system of communications that 

requiress a research policy approach that would diverge considerably from an 

institutionallyy based or geographically tied model. For example, university-based 

researcherss may be working closely with international colleagues and having littl e 

interactionn with juniors in their own institutions. Similarly, a researcher in one country 

mayy find that her results are of interest to a corporate research centre in another country, 

andd work to exploit the results there. Knowledge is highly portable and researchers are 

seekingg the reward of recognition: the network may change where knowledge is created, 

andd where it is exploited. Finding policy tools to ensure that knowledge is tied back into 

institutionss or economic use may be needed. 
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Figuree 9. A schematic view of the communications systems operating at different levels 

Thee research and development communications system operates on a number of 

levels,, as suggested in Figure 9. The global level exists only as a networked system, but 

onee that feeds back into the national, regional, and local levels, influencing the 

organizationn of research at the lower levels. Once linkages are made and research is 

underway,, the knowledge created becomes a catalyst for other links. At this point, 

ensuringg that knowledge can flow freely within the research system is critical to both its 

growthh and expansion, and to the ability of any actor to ensure that knowledge is 

availablee to users at the local level. The dynamic shifts from the former focus on the 

nationn as the system of knowledge creation or innovation to a local-global nexus where 

researchh is conducted locally based on knowledge available within a global system. The 

nationall  policy structure becomes an enabler (or an inhibitor) of knowledge flows and 

linkagess among actors. 

Thee questions of initiation of research and participation in ICS assume a direct 

andd active role for policymakers. For those areas where government has direct influence, 

researchh managers and policymakers may wish to consider how to ensure that researchers 

participatingg are both networking with each other and networking with locally based 

knowledgee users. Research conducted at a remote location can still be useful at the local 

level,, but a knowledge bridge needs to be created that will link to remote science: often 

thiss takes place because people move from one place to another. (Cowan & Jonard 2003) 

Whilee there remains a direct role for research managers in facilitating large-scale 

research,, this article suggests that a growing share of ICS is organized by the researchers 

themselves,, suggesting that much ICS is only indirectly influenced by government 

policy.. Thus, it is may be important to differentiate between those types of ICS where 

governmentt has a direct role (such as megascience or coordinated research activities) and 

wheree government has only an indirect role (such as participatory research). Even within 

thesee types of science, we show that preferential attachment operates; it may be most 

efficientt to create opportunities for researchers to meet which allow them to seek the 

mostt efficient and effective knowledge connections. In cases where government has only 
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ann indirect role, yet sees advantage from an ICS strategy, incentives for scientists to 

participatee that consider the rewards structure within the sub-field may be important. 

Thiss research suggests that the ability of any actor to join the ICS network 

dependss on their attractiveness as a partner. A shift from funding research only for those 

researcherss within a prescribed national, regional or other programmatic areas to funding 

thee best internationally connected research, no matter where it will take place, may 

actuallyy enhance knowledge creation. While it may be possible to construct collaboration 

ass a policy initiative, it will only be sustainable if is supported by good science and solid 

technicall  skills on the ground. For this reason, particularly for developing countries, ICS 

policyy needs to be coordinated with domestic efforts to increase research and 

developmentt spending and build capabilities. Links should be strengthened among 

governmentt and research institutions, and individual researchers should be made 

"stakeholders""  in the process of decision-making about ICS investments. Complementary 

policiess to tie down the knowledge created at the global level and apply it to local needs 

mayy need to become more explicit as ICS continues to grow. 
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Endnotes s 

11 Fractional counting attributes the numbers proportionally, so that the number of authors on any 
givenn paper reduces the share of each participating country. A second way of counting is to 
identifyy the number of links represented among the countries involved, with each bilateral 
relationshipp counting as " 1 ." This normalization in terms of number of links is more common in 
networkk analysis. A third way off  counting is integer or whole/distinct count that attributes a 
countt of " 1 " to each occurrence of authorship by a country created by the participation of 
researcherss from that country. 
22 The concept of scientific capacity, and a parsing of countries of the world by categories such as 
scientificallyy advanced, proficient, developing, and lagging, are offered in Wagner et al. 2001a. 
33 Collaboration could be seen as reducing the possibility that knowledge spillovers wil l be 
exploitedd within the nation making the investment. For example, many governments list polymers 
andd other new materials as key technologies with the expectation that these sciences wil l be 
closelyy tied to economic growth. Thus, governments have an implicit expectation that investment 
inn this research will provide a national economic advantage and would not like to see any 
competitivee advantages to leak away through international collaboration. 
44 Among the scientifically advanced countries, growth can be seen in collaboration among all the 
advancedd countries, including but not limited to the countries of the European Union, where 
collaborationn has been incentivized through public policy programmes. 
55 For the two "spontaneous" quadrants, we conducted 2 case studies. This is because we were interested in 
seeingg if self-organizing features had significant influence on ICS growth. 
66 The United Kingdom is considered here in its component parts because the Science Citation 
IndexIndex is organized in this way. Addresses are provided as England, Scotland, Wales, and 
Northernn Ireland, and each is accordingly handled as a separate unit for the purposes of this 
analysis. . 
77 Newman (2000) found that the error introduced by authors having the same initials and 
surnamess is on the order of a few percent Some over-counting can also occur because a single 
authorr lists more man one address. We estimated the effect of this phenomenon on the data 
shownn here: hi 2000 the data created showed 121,432 internationally co-authored documents. Of 
these,, 6,408 (appr. 5%) had more addresses than authors: 20,449 authors and 29,987 addresses. 
88 Transients were defined by Price and Gürsey (1976) as authors publishing in a given year but 
notnot before or after. Newcomers are authors publishing in and after the given year but not before, 
andd terminators were authors publishing before and in the given year but not after. 
99 In network terms, mis could be defined by saying that a vertex (or hub) acquires new edges 
(linkss with other nodes) with a rate proportional to its degree. (Holmes 2003) 
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Chapte rr  VIII 

Conclusio n n 

WeWe chose to work with him because we knew his name...It have been a very 

productiveproductive research relationship. We have published a lot of papers together and this 

benefitsbenefits each of us in our professional development. But, the real motivating factor 

thatthat kept us going was the policy of Denmark to send students abroad, and the 

supportsupport from the government of Japan to encourage joint research It's been a good 

wayway of sharing resources and brainpower in a way that makes people more 

productionproduction and do a better job.... There are things to be learned when you work with 

peoplepeople from different parts of the world. 

—D.E.. Rolston, a soil scientist interviewed for the project 





VIII.. Summary , Conclusions , and Polic y 
Implication s s 

Thiss chapter has three parts: Section 1 provides a formal summary; Section 2 

offerss concluding remarks and reflections about the project, describes llimitations of the 

research,, and compares the original expectations to findings. Areas of future research 

aree discussed. Section 3 discusses policy implications of the research presented in the 

thesis. . 

1.. Summar y 

Internationall  collaboration in science has been growing as a share of all 

collaboration.. From a low base in the mid-20*  century, when collaboration was largely 

institutional,, local, or within national borders (Price 1963; Crawford 1992; Beaver 2000), 

internationall  collaboration now makes up a considerable share of scientific research. As 

shownn in this thesis, internationally co-authored articles accounted for 15.6 percent of all 

publishedd articles in 2000, up from less than 8.7 percent in the 1990. Persson et al, 

(forthcoming)) show that between 1980 and 1998, the number of internationally co-

authoredd articles grew as a rate faster than nationally co-authored articles. Narin (1991) 

andd Glanzel (2001b) have examined the phenomenon where internationally co-authored 

articless are more highly cited than otherr articles. 

Thee rapid shift in the organization of scientific research to include a significant 

amountt of international collaboration is a good reason to undertake a study. The question 

iss made more interesting by several other factors. These include changes in the global 

environmentt in which science is conducted, such as the break-up of the Soviet Union in 

19911 and the end of the bi-polar world, the rise of the Internet, the reunification of 

Germany,, the increasing influence on science of the European Union, and the 

globalizationn of industry. In addition, the rise in international collaboration is intriguing 

because,, as the term "international" implies, in the 20*  century, science was closely tied 

too nations and national prestige. (Zuckerman & Merton 1971; Crawford 1992; Crawford 
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etet al 1993) The increase in international collaboration would seem to challenge the 

sovereigntyy of national science and the ability of governments to influence its conduct. 

Addedd to these questions are several other factors within the scientific community 

thatt add to the puzzle of why international collaboration is increasing. Language and 

culturall  differences among scientists complicate efforts to collaborate. (Latour 1978) The 

transactionss costs involved in working at a distance can be assumed to be high. (Starr 

1995)) Scientists workingacross institutions work under different incentive structures and 

rewardss systems. (Merton 1968; Whitley 1984) Different national missions and 

accountabilityy structures are tied to research funds. Given the importance ascribed to 

recognitionn in science, collaboration might be considered as a less appealin$hoice for 

thee most eminent or most ambitious scientists. (Merton 1968; Price & Rosen 1978; 

Whitleyy 1984; Laudel 2001) 

AA review of the literature revealed theories, both internal and external to science, 

thatt have been proposed to explain the increase in international collaboration. These are 

summarizedd in Table 1. Each of these theories was explored in this thesis. Center-

peripheryy theory, and the precedence of historical relationships and geographic proximity 

ass influencing international collaborations are explored by examining the growth and 

changee of the network of interconnections between countries from 1990 and 2000. 

Internall  differentiation of science is explored in a case study examining the emergence 

outt of geophysics of the more specialized field of seismology to see if the network of 

collaborationn is more highly internationalized. The question of whether 'big science' is 

affectingg the growth of international collaboration is viewed within six case studies of 

sciencee that examine both the 'big science' field of astrophysics compared to other fields 

thatt do not require large-scale equipment. The increase in capacity to conduct science is 

alsoo explored as a contributing factor is examined by building an index of S&T for 76 

countries.. The influence of communications technologies on collaboration was discussed 

withh scientists actively participating in international collaborations. 
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Factors... Factors... 

RelatingRelating to the 
diffusiondiffusion of 
scientific scientific 
capacity capacity 

RelatingRelating to the 
intenconnectedn intenconnectedn 
essess of scientists 

InternalInternal to science 

Center-peripheryy theory of 
laggingg countries seeking to 
cooperatee with leading ones 
(Schottt 1998; Shils 1983; 
Ben-Davidd 1971) 

Internall disciplinary 
differentiationn of science 
(Stichwehh 1996); 
Field-specificc characteristics 
off 'big science' (Galison & 
Hevtyy 1992) 

ExternalExternal to science 

Risingg investments by 
nationss and donors 
increasingg S&T 
capacityy among 
developingg countries 
(Wagnerr ef a/. 2001) 

Historicall relationships 
relatedd to geographic 
proximityy or colonial 
tiess (Zitt et al. 2000) 

Growthh of information 
andd communications 
technologiess (Gibbons 
era/.. 1994) 

Tablee 1. Explanations offered for the rise of international collaboration in science 

Ass this thesis shows, none of these explanations can fully explain the rapid rise in 

internationall  collaboration. (Katz & Hicks 1987; Wagner-Döbler 2001) As a result, no 

reliablee account of the implications of these changes has been detailed in a way that can 

aidd the governance of international collaboration by national governments or non-

governmentall  agencies. This thesis has attempted to bridge this gap in the literature by 

reviewingg and recasting the questions facing the policy community, by creating and 

analysingg data about international collaboration, and by proposing and testing new 

possibilitiess regarding organization, rewards, and capacities at the international level, and 

finally,, by offering a theory of the dynamics of knowledge creation within international 

collaborationn in science. 

1.11 Communication s (at the internationa l level ) as a serf-organisin g 
syste m m 

Inn an effort to investigate the dynamics of knowledge creation, this study 

hypothesizedd that international collaboration is a self-organizing network. This concept 
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followss Luhmann (1986), Krohn et al (1990) and Leydesdorff (2001a) who have 

suggestedd that science has self-organising features, and Price (1965), Hess (1974, 1980), 

andd Cowan & Jonard (2001) who have suggested that creation and diffusion of 

knowledgee in science may have a network structure. Crawford (1992) suggested that 

perhapss international collaborations in science can be characterised as networks. The 

conceptt of self-organisation seemed particularly useful to this study: a review of the 

literaturee suggested that no single factor can explain the rise of international collaboration 

inn science. Moreover, no centralized authority guides the organization of international 

science,, and no single driver can explain the phenomenon. Self-organisation appeared to 

bee a useful structuring theory because it explains the emergence of order in cases where 

externall  structures cannot explain the features of a system. (Krohn et al. 1990; Epstein & 

Axtelll  1996) Within self-organizing systems, the emergence of order cannot be 

attributedd to either top down or by bottom up rules. (Kauffman 1995; Cilliers 1998) 

Orderr appears to arise spontaneously from local interactions of actors. (Holland 1995, 

1998)) International collaboration appeared to share some of these features with self-

organisingg systems. 

Studiess of complex self-organising systems show that order and structure can 

emergee from local interactions based upon rules "embedded''' within the agents 

themselves.. (Epstein & Axtell 1996; Axelrod 1997) If international collaboration in 

sciencee is a self-organising system, if it is a communications system with network 

features,, then the focus of research needs to be on the interactions among scientists. 

Further,, it appeared to be useful to explore these interactions from a network perspective. 

Networkk theory is being rapidly transformed by recent research—coming mainly from the 

physicss community—where a number of studies reveal the structure of self-organising 

networks.. (Barbasi and Albert 1999; Jeong et al 2001; Newman 2001; Ebel et al 2002; 

Barbasii  2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2003; Newman 2004) (In part because co-

authorshipss in science provide a very large dataset of connections, physicists have 

mappedd scientific co-authorships as networks. They have no interest in the underlying 

sociall  dynamic, however.) Much of this research has roots in complex adaptive systems 

studiess that examine the dynamics of self-organization and the emergence of order. 
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(Arthurr 1992, 1994; Waldrop 1992; Kauffiiian 1995; Holland 1995,1998; Cilliers 1998; 

Urryy 2003) 

Systemss and networks that contain knowledge are not immediately available for 

observationn or measurement. (Biggerio 2001; LeydesdorfF2001a) They can only be 

identifiedd by the "traces" they leave behind (Leydesdorff & Scharnhorst 2003), and then, 

onlyy the codified (not tacit or informal) communications can be quantified. In the case of 

internationall  collaboration, co-authored articles and citing relationships are the indicators 

availablee for examination. Thus, the focus in much of the research wass on co-authorships 

att the international level. 

1.22 Data and method s 

Thee data and methods were chosen for their ability to 1) reveal networks of 

collaboration,, 2) indiete the ability of nations to participate in collaboration, and 3) 

providee insight into the dynamics of network structure. Four types of data were created 

andd analysed for the project. Table 2 presents the different data sets and lists the sources 

off  the data. The principle data for the project were drawn from the Science Citation 

IndexIndex (SCI) produced by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI); it is the most 

reliablee source for a comprehensive survey. The addresses provided in the SCI articles 

makee it possible to study co-authorships using nations as the unit of investigation. In the 

processs of counting co-authorships, integer counting was chosen to attribute articles to 

countries—aa count of one was given each time a country name appears in a co-authored 

article.. When collecting articles for analysis, no distinction was made among types of 

contributionss (reviews, letters, proceedings, and journal articles) because the goal was to 

vieww social connections regardless of the status of the output. 

Dataa Set 

Internationall  co-
authorshipss for all 
countriess of the world, 
19900 and 2000: 

Sourcee of Data 

ScienceScience Citation Index 
(SCI)) produced by the 
Institutee for Scientific 
Informationn (ISI) CD-Rom 
version n 

Comment t 

Thee choice of two years at 
aa 10-year interval was 
madee to provide points of 
comparisonn over time. 
Thee project began in 2001, 
andd the year 2000 was the 
mostt recent year in which 
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Clusterss of co-citing 
journals,, 1994,1996,1998 
andd 2000 

Internationall  co-authored 
articless for six case studies 
off  collaboration 

Indicatorss of capacity for 
1500 countries of the world 

JournalJournal Citation Report 
producedd by the Institute 
forr Scientific Information 

WebWeb of Science produced 
byy the Institute for 
Scientificc Information 
(ISI) ) 

UNN Human Development 
Reportt 2002; World Bank 
Indicatorss 2000; US Patent 
&&  Trademark Office; NSB 
Sciencee & Engineering 
Indicators;; CIA Factbook; 
Sciencee Citation Index 
(SCI) ) 

dataa was fully available. 

Tabless of relevant journals 
andd numbers of articles are 
availablee in an appendix 

Articless were drawn from 
thee Web of Science 
betweenn May 2002 and 
Julyy 2003 

Dataa represented different 
yearss as available; data set 
iss available in an appendix 

Tablee 2. Data sets created and sources used for this study 

Dataa analysis occurred as a cascading set or "nested" steps that examined the 

networkk of relationships among countries at the global level, networks of countries within 

discipliness or subfields of science, weighted or cosine relationships among countries for 

thee world and within subfields, co-authorship networks at the subfield level, and 

individuall  links among scientists in patterns of attachment Networks and degree 

distributionn of authors were produced using Ucinet social network analysis software. 

(Borgattii  et al. 2002) Networks were visualized usi ng Pajek software. Table 3 details 

thee goals of the analysis or information sought and the tools used to conduct the analysis. 

Goall  of the analysis 

Topologyy and visualization of co-authorship networks 
att the global level, within geographical regional and 
withinn subfields of science 

Analyzee bilateral and multilateral similarities in 
networkss global and subfield networks 

Factorr analyze relationships of countries in the global 

Toolss used 

Ucinett social network 
analysiss (Borgatti et al 
2002)) and Pajek 
visualizationn tool 
[vlado.fmf.uni~ ~ 
ijj  .si/pub/networks/pajek/] 

Cosinee analysis in 
Microsoftt Excel and SPSS 

SPSS;; visualization in 
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network k 

Developp journal-journal citation clusters at subfield 
level;; identify central tendency journal 

Analyzee frequency of publication of most active 
authors s 

Sortt journal articles into sets of authors, countries 
institutions s 

Determinee degree centrality of authors within subfield 

Determinee clustering coefficients in subfield author 
networks s 

Conductt power law analysis of degree centrality of 
authors s 

Microsoftt Excel 

Customm software written 
byy L. Leydesdorff 

Microsoftt Excel pivot table 

Customm software written 
byy L. Leydesdorff 

Ucinett (see above) 

Ucinett and Pajek (see 
above) ) 

Ucinett and Excel (see 
above) ) 

Tablee 3. Goals of the analysis and tools used 

1.33 Findings 

Usingg data from co-authorships in all fields of science in 1990 and 2000 this 

projectt was able to show that collaboration can be represented in a network structure at 

thee international level. During the 1990s, the global network expanded to include more 

nations,, particularly smaller, developing countries. During that time, at the observed 

level,, the network has become more interconnected (more links occur between players). 

AA core set of advanced industrial nations expanded from six in 1990 to eight in 2000. 

Thee global system is highly structured: The factor analysis reveaèd that some of 

thee leading countries compete for co-authorship relations with less developed countries. 

(Forr example, the U.S. became an increasing partner for Latin American authors, 

somewhatt to the detriment of the further development of regional relations.) As countries 

becomee more scientifically advanced, they become more able to compete for 

collaboratorss from smaller or more peripheral countries. As smaller or "peripheral" 

countriess gain scientific capacity, they appear to be able to join the global network 

throughh regional hubs. 

Thee six case studies of international collaboration at the subfield level also reveal 

aa network structure among authors. Between 1990 and 2000, international collaboration 

greww in all six fields at rates higher than the international average; networks show new 
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entrants.. The case studies explored whether factors related to the conduct of science 

couldd be motivating international collaborations. Data needs, access to resources, access 

too centralized facilities, or the need for creative links were considered as drivers. 

Nevertheless,, the possibility that certain drivers internal to the organization of scientific 

inquiryy are influencing the network structure at the international level could not be 

shown.. No patterns related to intellectual organization emerged from the data. 

AA case study was conducted to view the emergence of a specialized field from a 

largerr and older field. The question asked was whether a specialized and newer field of 

sciencee was more highly international than an older field. The analysis showed that 

althoughh seismology can be considered a more highly specialized field, it was not more 

highlyy internationalized than geophysics. Seismology was characterized by network 

clusterss that were tied to geographic regions; suggesting that perhaps local connections 

betweenn peripheral countries and regional hubs is a way that networks grow at the 

internationall  level. 

AA review of the science and technology capacities of countries of the world 

showedd that as many as 67 countries in the world can be considered to have some 

featuress of measurable science and technology capacity. This number is higher than the 

listt of 40 countries counted in the early 1990s as being within the world scientific 

communityy by the National Science Board. (NSB 2000) An increase in capacity may be 

influencingg the growth of international collaboration by widening the stock of partners in 

moree countries available to collaborate. 

Usingg the co-authorship dataset created at the subfield level, a further exploration 

wass undertaken at the level of co-authors. This was to test whether the mechanism of 

preferentiall  attachment was operating within the international network of collaborators. 

Severall  papers have shown that large interconnected networks have features in common, 

particularlyy that they display short length-scale clustering (Watts & Strogatz 1998) and 

thatt they obey scaling laws. (Albert et al 1999; Barabasi & Albert 1999; Jeong et al. 

2001;; Barabasi et al. 2001) Newman (2000; 2001; 2004) has shown that collaborative 

scientificc networks have a surprisingly short node-to-node distance and a large clustering 

coefficientt (2000), much larger than one would expect from a random network of similar 
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size.. In addition, the scientific co-authorship networks have a degree distribution that 

followss a power law (Newman 2001). These findings are particularly interesting for this 

studyy because they suggest that decisions of individuals to collaborate could be the 

driverss of self-organization within the collaboration networks. 

Evenn more important for this study is a finding by Jeong, Neda and Barabasi 

(2001)) that evolving network models grow through the mechanism of preferential 

attachment.. In a study of evolving networks, they show that highly connected nodes 

increasee their connectivity faster than their less connected peers: the phenomenon called 

preferentiall  attachment Merton (1968) referred to a similar phenomenon which he called 

thee "Matthew effect" where those already highly connected and rich in resources were 

ablee to disproportionately attract additional collaborators and resources. If international 

collaborationss also have features of preferential attachment, this could demonstrate that 

thee choices of the individual actor, seeking to connect with a more highly connected 

person,, could be an explanation for the dynamic resulting in a network structure at the 

internationall  level. 

Tablee 4 shows the results of the degree distribution and analysis of the power law 

relationshipss among the authors at the subfield level. In findings similar to others 

(Barabasii  & Albert 1999; Albert & Barabasi 2000; Barabasi et al 2002) the network of 

collaborationss have fat tailed degree distributions. This has been interpreted as a power-

laww form. (Barabasi & Albert 1999) However, the degree distribution of the international 

collaborationss cannot be fitted into a single power-law dependence. While the exponent 

fallss between 2.3 and 3.6, similar to Barabasi et al (2002) and Newman (2001), the power 

laww appears to operate only in the middle range of the distribution. 

Fieldd of Science 
Astrophysics Astrophysics 
Geophysics Geophysics 
MathMath logic 
PolymerPolymer Science 
SoilSoil Science 
Virology Virology 

Y Y 

-2.79 9 
-2.81 1 
-2.25 5 
-3.12 2 
-2.99 9 
-3.61 1 

RR2 2 

0.93 3 
0.91 1 
0.91 1 
0.94 4 
0.88 8 
0.95 5 

ClusterCluster Coefficients 
mean mean 

0.012528 8 
0.018750 0 
0.014727 7 
0.010356 6 
0.021444 4 
0.017871 1 

random random 
0.000928 8 
0.000825 5 
0.008109 9 
0.000451 1 
0.001098 8 
0.000622 2 

Tablee 4. Degree distribution and cluster coefficients for six case studies. 
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Thesee data suggest that the scale-free distribution of co-authorships that Barabasi 

etet ah (2002) and Newman (2001) found for fields of science in general also holds at the 

internationall  level. The data further suggest that these networks have "small world" 

properties.. (Watts 1999) Table 3 shows that (with the exception of 'mathematical 

logic'),, the mean coefficient is orders of magnitude higher than would be expected in a 

randomm network. Thus, the connections among authors within the network are not 

random:: the majority of authors in the network are making choices to collaborate based 

onn a mechanism of preferential attachment. As suggested by the data in Table 4, the 

mechanismm of preferential attachment appears to work within a cluster of well-connected 

colleagues,, but those who are most highly connected no longer compete with one another 

forr collaborators. 

Thiss project has demonstrated that international collaboration in science iss a self-

organisingg network emerging as a result of the local interactions of actors based on the 

mechanismm of preferential attachment. The findings support those who have explored the 

influencee of rewards and recognition within science, although none have tied these 

directlyy to the emergence of international collaboration. (Price 1964; Merton 1968; 

Beaverr & Rosen 1978; Zuckerman & Merton 1971; Whitley 1984; Laudel 2001; Melin 

2001)) It supports the work of Braun, Glanzel and Shubert (2001) following Price & 

Gürseyy (1976) who found that continuants within science have an important mediating 

rolee within their field. It also supports the work of Cowan & Jonard (2001) in their 

explorationn of knowledge diffusion through collaborative networks. 

Thee findings cannot support earlier theories, presented above, that have been 

offeredd for the rise of international collaboration. These include the interests of nations 

too gain efficiencies for 'big science' through collaboration. (Galison & Hevly 1992) Nor 

cann it support as a driver the centre-periphery theory of Ben-David (1971) and Schott 

(1998).. Historical linkages once influenced collaboration (Zitt etal. 2000) but this thesis 

suggestt that these relationships are not the cause of the rapid rise in collaboration seen in 

thee 1990s. Similarly, the increase in scientific capacity, particularly among developing 
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nations,, may be contributing to the growth of international collaboration, (Wagner et ah, 

2001)) but growth in capacity cannot explain the very rapid increase of collaboration 

evidencedd in the 1990s. The rise of the Internet is contributing to increased 

communications.. (Gibbons et al. 1994; Starr 1995) In interviews it was clear that 

scientistss begin collaborations by meeting face-to-face (Laudel 2001) rather than 

identifyingg each other over the Internet, suggesting that communications technologies are 

facilitatingg but not causing international collaborative links. 

Thee results of the study have implications for policy. Advanced nations have 

highlyy structured science systems designed to mediate knowledge production at the 

nationall  level and ensure its local application. Public funding is allocated with the 

expectationn of public goods that will benefit taxpayers. Large federal bureaucracies have 

beenn built up to manage this system. Where once, national governments could expect to 

managee knowledge creation for public good, the growth of a knowledge-creating network 

att the international level challenges this system. Knowledge creation and exploitation 

mayy be taking place in geographically dispersed locations that make it difficult for a 

nationall  system to fully appropriate the knowledge for local use. Conversely, developing 

countriess that have not built a large national system may find that creating a "national 

innovationn system'' designed on the model of advanced countries is unnecessary. The 

networkk of international collaborations offers opportunities for developing countries to 

joinn science in a way that was not available in the 20*  century: this may involve making 

locall  researchers "attractive" to potential collaborators and, in contrast the advanced 

countries,, in making flexible and strategic investments in institutions. 

2.. Concludin g remarks , wit h a discussio n of limitation s of the 
researc h h 

Thiss section offers concluding remarks about the project. This project set out to 

exploree the dynamics of international collaboration in science. It began with the 

question,, "is international collaboration creating a new dynamic for knowledge creation 

inn science?" The question arose from the observation that knowledge creation in science 

iss increasingly the result of collaboration among scientists. Within the category of 

collaborativee research, and growing faster overall, are international co-authorships in 
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science.. It is clear from the data reviewed in this project that international collaboration 

iss growing as a percentage share of all collaboration, and that it is in some way more 

attractivee than national co-authorships. 

Thee shift in the conduct of science towards increasing collaboration at the 

internationall  level presents challenges around issues of allocation of research funds and 

governancee of science at the international level. Science policy tools used at the national 

levell  do not work as well or in the same way at the international level. Efforts to use 

foreignn policy as a method of structuring responses or governance mechanisms have also 

beenn disappointing, as was discussed in Chapter Ü. It may be that international 

collaborationn in science requires new governance methods, as has been discussed in 

severall  chapters. I wil l return to this question in the next section. 

Sciencee has always been "cooperative''' in the sense that, with the development of 

modernn scientific methods and the scientific journal system, practitioners have 

communicatedd their findings to each other, both formally and informally. The circulation 

off  knowledge within the scientific community—where practitioners share on-going 

researchh and completed results—is part of the scientific tradition. The concept of an 

openn exchange of information as essential to science is a widely accepted premise. 

Sciencee has often been viewed as a national asset and an extension of national policies. 

Nevertheless,, neither cooperative practices within the scientific community nor 

nationall  policy can explain why scientists are increasingly willing to conduct 

collaborativee projects across geographic distances. Two very different dynamics are 

involvedd in sharing information freely and creating knowledge collaboratively. 

Collaborationn inherently has more transaction costs and obstacles to success than simply 

sharingg information. International collaboration is an even more complicated set of 

interactionss than geographically close collaboration, or of simply working alone. Given 

thee immense importance ascribed to recognition in science, collaboration might be 

consideredd as a less appealing choice for the most eminent or most ambitious scientists. 

Thee fact that international collaboration is growing even amidst factors that would appear 

too militate against its development suggests that the growth of collaboration cannot easily 
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bee explained by phenomena such as the growth of the Internet or the need to share costs. 

Somee other explanations must be sought, and that is what this project set out to do. 

2.11 Expectation s of the Research Projec t 

Att the initiation of this research project, I laid out specific expectations to explain 

thee rise of international collaboration in science and explore its dynamics. They are 

detailedd in Chapter I. These expectations can be grouped into three concepts: 1) the 

factorss related to the intellectual organization of science at the international level; 2) the 

factorss affecting the motivations of individual researchers to participate at the 

internationall  level; and 3) the state of national capabilities and interests in sponsoring or 

supportingg international collaboration. The expectations within each of these groups are 

discussedd below. 

1.. Factors related to the intellectual organization of science at the international 

level. . 

Thiss was an important part of the overall research project. Factors related to the 

intellectuall  organization of science were explored from the point of view of access to 

resources,, centralized organization of research, the need to share data, and other factors. 

Inn addition, specialization was considered as a possible influencing factor. Each of these 

iss discussed here. 

Onee possibility explored in the project is that different motivating factors or 

driverss of collaboration may be influencing its structure and organization. Drivers such 

ass the centralized nature of the resource being researched, or the highly organized nature 

off  the research activity were explored as possibilities for an influence on international 

collaboration.. These ideas were explored in Chapters HI and IV. By looking at 

seismologyy as a case study of a highly specialized sub-field, described in Chapter HI, I 

wass unable to show that the level of specialization was a driving factor for 

internationalizationn of the field of seismology. In Chapter IV, across six sub-fields of 

science,, I explored the possibility that intellectual drivers such as the reliance on 

equipment,, the need to access resources or data could be driving forces for organization 
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att the international level. Although access to resources appeared to influence some of the 

organizationn at the global level, no systematic explanation could be drawn from the way 

thee sciences organized and the intellectual drivers proposed in Chapter IV. 

Att the start of the project, my expectations included the possibilitythat projects in 

fieldss that can be characterized as "bottom up" and geographically dispersed are growing 

moree quickly than centralized or 'top down" projects, as discussed in Chapter VII . The 

expectationn grew out of my earlier RAND research showing that an increasing number of 

researchh projects being funded by the U.S. government are investigator-driven linkages 

ratherr than 'big science' projects. Although 'big science' projects are still being funded, 

thee growth in funding for international projects appears to be in distributed, scientist-

initiatedd research. Moreover, a review of existing literature shows that the fields in which 

internationall  collaborations are growing are fields where the subject of research is not 

dependentt upon large-scale equipment, but where collaborative links are motivated by 

otherr factors. In addition, this expectation grew out of my previous research into 

measuress of S&T capacity that found that as many as 60 countries can be considered at 

leastt "scientificallydeveloping." This suggested that research talent is distributed widely 

aroundd the world, perhaps facilitating the trend towards distributed research. 

Amongg the expectations drawn from literature (as opposed to those drawn from 

myy own research observations) that I held at the beginning of the research is one stating 

thatt practitioners may be operating at the international level due to specialization or to 

multidisciplinaryy or transdisciplinary. Michael Gibbons and colleagues (1994) suggested 

thatt the collectivised, team-based approach to R&D is a new method of knowledge 

production,, called Mode 2, resulting from the expansion in the supply of knowledge 

producerss and the demand for specialised knowledge. I expeced that some features of 

thee Mode 2 theory of knowledge creation would be upheld by a closer examination of 

internationall  collaboration. 

Althoughh Mode 2 is a very commonly held vieww of drivers of research 

organization,, my research cannot completely support this expectation of Mode 2 

operatingg at the international level. Certainly, the people with whom I spoke are working 
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onn teams; otherwise they would not be identified as co-authors at the global level. 

Amongg the researchers whom I interviewed, however, none reported that they were 

workingg with people from other disciplines. All of the people whom I interviewed said 

thatt their collaborators were from the same discipline of science. They reported that the 

peoplee with whom they worked had complementary capabilities, but none saw their 

collaboratorss as corning from another field of science. While the group of people with 

whomm I spoke cannot constitute a statistically significant sample, the lack of finding of 

multidisciplinarityy means that this expectation cannot be supported by my research. In 

fact,, my research suggests another dynamic operating at the international level, and this 

wil ll  be discussed further below. 

II  further expected at the beginning of the project to find that growing areas of 

internationall  collaboration are self-organizing ("bottom-up") and scientist-initiated, not 

initiatedd by governments or large international organizations. The projects that attracted 

governmentt funding in the 1950s through the 1980s, in the majority, were large-scale, 

equipment-basedd research. These projects served national political goals and were 

hierarchicall  ('top-down") in their organization. Since the 1980s, it appeared through 

observationn that international collaboration is more often initiated by the individual 

scientist—nott necessarily tied to a megascience projects—and that, in some cases, 

governmentss have been persuaded by the scientific community to fund distributed 

researchh projects. 

Thee research conducted for this project again only partly supports this 

expectation.. It appears that international collaboration is growing due to self-organizing 

factors,, as discussed in Chapters V and VII on network structure and self-organization. 

However,, the growth is not in opposition to top down research funding. Moreover, as 

shownn in Chapter IV, all types of funded projects continue to grow at the international 

level,, top-down as well as bottom-up research. 

2.. Factors related to the interests of individual scientists to participate in 

internationall  science 
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Questionss of how scientists operate within the system, with a focus on factors 

suchh as information technology and funding sources, were explored in a series of 

interviews.. During the interview process, I interviewed 25 researchers who are among 

thee most active publishers of papers as a co-author at the international level. In 

interviews,, it became clear that information technology is not a determining factor in 

initiatingg research, since nearly all the projects discussed with scientists began face-to-

face.. Information technology became instrumental in sharing information once a project 

wass started, but it did not aid in initiation of research. 

Similarly,, funding sources were not reported by the researchers as an important 

motivatingg factor for collaboration. In all the projects that I discussed with researchers, 

nonee of them reported thatt they were operating in response to an external offer of 

funding.. While some of the projects operated with the goal of sharing resources, and this 

ledd to a pooling of funds, it did not emerge from interviews that the search for common 

fundingg was a driving factor. In fact, as one researcher told me, having an international 

collaboratorr increased his ability to seek funds. Since they were not competing with each 

other,, each collaborator could share findings and results with the other, augment their 

researchh proposals, and demonstrate greater capacity to continue high quality research. 

AA further expectation driving the research is one that viewed dynamic research 

projectss are more often initiated through face-to-face communication than through the 

Internet.. Research by Starr (1995) in interpersonal dynamics, and the results of RAND 

surveyss of how scientists initiated collaboration (Wagner et al. 2001) suggest that face-

to-facee communication is more important to identifying potential collaborators than other 

formss of communication tools. Indeed, this appeared to be upheld by the interview 

process,, where none of the projects being discussed with researchers started as a result of 

contactss over the Internet. The implications of this finding for the final results of the 

projectt were not necessarily clear from the interviews, however, and this will be 

discussedd further, below. 

II  also expected to find that, once a project is initiated, a number of 

communicationss tools are used to exchange information. Distributed communications 
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requiree that researchers actively communicate in real time. As a result, I expected that 

thee enabling features of the Internet, facsimile machines, telephony, and HTML would be 

factorss contributing to the dynamism of distributed communication. This type of real-

time,, remote communication requires new ways of conducting research—methods that 

aree changing the way science projects are managed. However, this expectation is only 

partiallyy confirmed by my research. Although it is emerged that, among the researchers I 

interviewed,, many used the Internet to exchange information, they did not use electronic 

toolss to the extent that I expected None of the researchers interviewed used web pages 

too build databases, for example. Neither did they use real-time Internet connection to 

conferencee in real time. The Internet mainly was used as a quicker form of postal mail to 

exchangee documents and data in sequence. In that sense, I did not find that the Internet 

orr information technology is transforming the dynamics of communication among 

researcherss themselves. 

3.. The state of national capabilities and political interest in participating in 

internationall  collaboration 

Sciencee and technology capacity is tied in some way to the ability of a country's 

nationallyy based researchers to participate in international collaboration. As shown in 

Chapterr V, over the ten years between 1990 and 2000, researchers from more countries 

joinedd the global network of science, increasing by 46 percent from a core of 37 to 54 

activelyy participating countries. Smaller and more peripheral countries have joined the 

globall  network. It is possible that as countries have built research and development 

capabilitiess through investment in institutions, education, and mission-oriented projects, 

theyy have laid the groundwork for their researchers to link to world-class science. As 

shownn in Chapter VI, science and technology capacity is fairly broadly represented 

amongg 47 countries showing some positive relationship with the international mean. 

Althoughh this measure did not compare data over ten years as was done in Chapter V, the 

inquiryy suggests that capacity is positively correlated to international collaboration. The 

findingss shown in Chapter VH suggest that capacity alone cannot explain the growth of 

internationall  collaboration, but neither can it be ruled out as a contributing factor. 
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Whilee it is clear that countries have a political interest in international 

collaboration,, a mix of motivating factors has complicated their participation, as 

discussedd in Chapter 2. While I expected to find that international collaboration is 

growingg independently of national interests to support it, the project revealed dynamics 

thatt are more nuanced and more difficult to assess from a political perspective than I 

expected.. While political interests still operate, the project findings suggest that they 

mayy be orthogonal to the actual structure and dynamics emerging at the global level. 

Certainly,, policy is still influencing the incentive structures for science, as can be shown 

byy the rapid increase in funding within the European Research Area. But the project can 

onlyy partly support the expectation that policy is a driving factor. The case studies 

indicatee that international collaboration is growing in all fields of science, with little 

recoursee to the underlying structure of the type of research being pursued. In the case 

studies,, the data suggested that international collaboration is increasing in astrophysics -

whichh has "big science" components, as well as in Soil Science which has tended to be a 

"smalll  science." 

Inn the research on the science and technology capacities presented in Chapter VI, 

conductedd with Edwin Horlings and Arindam Dutta of RAND, shows that for different 

countriess there is evidence capacity among a number of countries to conduct scientific 

researchh at world-class levels. Updating earlier RAND work, the S&T Capacity Index, 

showss that many countries have science and technology capacity as measured by eight 

indicators.. This S&T capacity can explain, at least in part, the fact that there are people 

locatedd in different countries who offer the possibility for collaboration that was not 

availablee 20 years ago. Nevertheless, this expectation of distribution of capacity, and 

distributionn of the location of researchers, as drivers for the growth of international 

collaborationn in science were not upheld by the research. 

Withinn the research project, I sought in several cases to understand the role of 

developingg countries in knowledge creation at the international level. Although I did not 

sett this as a separate inquiry, I stated the expectation of finding fewer than 10 percent of 

thee projects having participants from developing countries. Developing countries 

generallyy do not have a great deal of public funds available for research and 
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development.. As noted above, international collaborations often require that each 

researcherr fund their own participation. As a result, I expected to find that very few 

internationall  collaborations include researchers from developing countries. This is not to 

sayy that researchers in these countries are not "world-class," rather that they will find it 

difficultt to participate in distributed research because of some of the features I have 

discussedd above. 

Thee research project was not structured in a way to directly address this 

expectation,, thus it is difficult to directly say how to address this expectation now that I 

amm at the end of the project. The case studies presented in Chapter IV showed that, over 

time,, the number of countries participating in the international network grew in the 10 

yearss between 1990 and 2000. The visualizations suggest that many of the new countries 

wouldd be considered developing or proficient in terms of the capacity index presented in 

Chapterr VL This was not considered in terms of percentages of participation, however, 

andd perhaps the mistake I made was in laying out an expectation in terms of percentage 

off  participation rather than an increase in participation over time. Nevertheless, in the 

periodd from 1990 to 2000, when examining the research networks at the global level, it is 

clearr that developing countries increased their participation in international science at a 

veryy high rate. In each of the networks shown in Chapters IV and V it is clear that the 

rolee of smaller and "peripheral" countries had increased in every region of the world. 

Iff  political factors (such as interests of governments) fail to explain the rise of 

internationall  collaboration in science, and internal and external factors previously 

describedd in the literature are not fully explanatory of the phenomenon of international 

collaborationn shown to emerge within the 1990s, as described in Chapter V, then other 

factorss had to be considered. One way to examine the question is to see international 

collaborationn as a complex, self-organizing system. Taking this approach to the research 

questionn opened up the possibility of using new tools to explore the dynamics of 

collaborativee structure. Complex systems research is characterized by a focus on the 

agent,, interaction within dynamic systems, and evolution of the systems over time. It is 

att the level of the agent that the dynamics of complex systems are understood. 
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Thee complex system of international collaboration in science can be characterized 

ass a communications system, as has been discussed in Chapters V and VH. While the 

communicationss system has interactions with other sub-systems political, epistemic), it 

operatess according to its own internal rules. By focusing on co-authorships, the 

communicationss system of collaboration at the global level can be studied independently 

off  the political motivations or the structure of epistemic communities hypothesized at the 

startt of the project as having determining features related to the international system. 

Measuringg communications systems is challenging because they cannot be 

directlyy observed. Instead, communications leave traces that can be studied. At the 

globall  science level, communications can be traced by measuring co-authorships of 

articles.. Because I expected that the actions of actors within the communications system 

mayy be determining the dynamics of knowledge creation within the communications 

systemm at the global level, it appeared that studying co-authorship relationships would 

providee insight. The relationship among authors was considered as a way to view the 

dynamicss of inter-relationships among authors themselves. I developed the expectation 

that,, within the sub-field level, it may be possible to view the dynamics of 

interconnectionn among co-authors at the international level. 

Usingg a communications systems approach and taking the view of co-authorships 

att the sub-field level proved to be a fruitful approach to addressing the initial research 

question.. Beginning from the point of view of the network of co-authors as a 

communicationss system, and applying tools from network science, described in Chapter 

VII ,, drawing on co-authorship data, allowed the demonstration of the dynamic of 

preferentiall  attachment operating within all the case studied conducted for the project. 

Ass described in detail in Chapter VII , preferential attachment is the phenomenon found 

thatt within networks, where when choosing between two possible links, agents seek to 

connectt to the more connected node.1 In other words, when someone is seeking a 

collaborator,, they will seek someone within their field who is already highly connected 

Usingg a measure of preferential attachment across data developed within the six case 

studies,, I found that preferential attachment explains the connectedness within the 

communicationss networks across all the cases. In contrast to other reasons provided in 
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thee literature and considered within the original project proposal, preferential attachment 

ass a dynamic within the sub-fields of science can explain the rise of international 

collaborationn in science. 

Thee interviews conducted to support the research for the project provided useful 

backgroundd to understanding the communications dynamic within the sub-fields. The 

interviewss were conducted with the most highly connected scientists in their sub-field, 

chosenn based upon a frequency analysis of co-publication in the year 2000. A common 

themee emerging from the interview related to the communications dynamic is that 

internationall  collaboration encourages creativity. The scientists interviewed for the 

projectt also report that collaborations are attractive because of the complementary 

capabilitiess of the potential collaborator. Complementarities are mentioned by most of 

thee researchers contacted. In contrast, none of the researchers mentioned 

interdisciplinarityy as an attraction of collaboration at the international level. Thus, Mode 

22 cannot be shown by this research to operate at the international level. It may be that, 

indeed,, as suggested byy the question driving the initial research, international 

collaborationn is creating a new dynamic for knowledge creation. 

2.22 Limitation s of thi s researc h 

Thee research project had several limitations and disappointments, some of which 

weree built into the research plan and some came about because of problems in data 

collection. . 

Onn the side of the limitations built into the process is the lack of focus on the 

influencee of institutional and policy factors as they may be affecting the willingness of 

researcherss to collaborate at the international level. This project focused on the activities 

off  individual scientists within subfields of science. This was done in order to gain an 

appreciationn for the dynamics of the individual operating within the complex 

communicationss system at the international level. However, it does not provide a view of 

thee role of institutions in this system and the affect they may be having on the growth of 

internationall  collaboration. It is difficult to bring this dimension into the research since 
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dataa was not collected about this aspect of research.. Whitely (1984) and others have 

suggestedd that institutions are important mediators of rewards at the national level While 

theree is no global 'ministry of science' of global research institute, researchers still 

operatee mainly in institutions, and it is not clear how they are affecting the growth of the 

internationall  system. As a result, it may be that they are having an influence on 

organizationn at the international level, but this was not tested here. This is an area for 

furtherr research. 

Thee second consideration of limitations imposed by the research plan is one that 

countss the co-authorship links without accounting for the counterfactual of research 

collaborationss that did not occur or that failed. By counting and mapping published 

work,, the bibliometric approach has no way of assessing the extent to which international 

linkageslinkages failed to result in publishable results. International collaborations can be 

assumedd to have transaction costs that exceed those of local collaborations or intra-

laboratoryy collaborations. It may be that international collaborations fail at a rate higher 

thann other types of collaboration, but this is difficult to assess from bibliometric analysis 

orr surveys. This is also an area where further research could help shed light on the extent 

too which international collaboration is "costly" to researchers - the extent to which they 

succeedd in producing recognizable results as opposed to incomplete projects. 

Inn addition, using addresses as the primary way to count international 

collaborationn has limitations. The way in which a scientist lists his or her address is not 

subjectt to guidelines. A scientist who is visiting a country for a year or more may list 

theirr temporary address rather than the address of their home institution. It is impossible 

too know when this has taken place. Sometimes a researcher will list two addresses in 

differentt countries because of a joint appointment. This can lead to come over-counting 

off  research collaborations. In addition, at times, people have the same name, and it is 

difficultt to sort out who is who. These problems created some counting questions in 

Chapterss III , TV, and V. An effort was made to calculate the range of error and this is 

representedd in footnotes in the texts. The issue of which address a researcher places in an 

articlee can have significant implications, even beyond science. For example, the question 

off  whether there is a scientific "brain drain" that is hurting developing countries is much 
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discussed.. To what extent do researchers from developing countries collaborate from 

theirr home institutions, and to what extent do they work in and contribute to the scientific 

outputt of advanced countries? This is an area that needs more research. 

Thee biggest disappointment in the project camefrom the lack of response to the 

intervieww requests. Despite sending out more than 300 email requests for interviews, and 

mailingg out 30 letters, there was a very low response rate to the request for an interview. 

Evenn the letters only elicited one response and a completed interview. The 25 interviews 

thatt were conducted each represented an in-depth set of discussion, lasting between 20 

minutess to more than an hour, based on the interest of the subject to discuss and expound 

uponn his or her views and experiences. These were very helpful interviews, and I gained 

aa great deal of insight from them, but the results cannot be relied upon heavily to indicate 

individuall  dynamics since the number is small relative to the huge number of people who 

takee part in these types of international collaborative projects. 

Thee interviews were planned to fill  in the gaps created by using quantitative data 

ass a primary source of information. The original plan was to conduct 100 interviews to 

putt the data in context, as well as to find out the meaning of the collaboration of the 

scientist.. However, surveys contain their own kinds of bias, described in extensive 

literaturee on the problems with surveys. Moreover, scientists are unlikely to report a 

collaborativee venture as less than successful, and they cannot be expected to say that they 

benefitedd by the collaboration while their partner did not. This assumption held up, as all 

thee scientists contacted reported that the collaboration was highly successful. However, 

thiss could be anticipated by the fact that the collaboration was identified on the basis of a 

publishedd paper, indicating some level of completion of the work. 

3.. Polic y Implication s of thi s Research 

Ass discussed in the Preface, the research question for this project was motivated 

inn part by an observation mat policymakers were struggling to place international 

collaborationn into a national or development policy perspective. Science studies and 

experiencess with science policy show that insights into the dynamics of the science 

systemm can make a difference in the creation of policy and its eventual success. Indeed, 
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conceptss such as Mode 2 and the Triple Helix have had a significant influence on science 

policy.. This project creates insights into the dynamics of international collaboration in 

sciencee that may be helpful to the policy process. Insights derived from research can 

takee time to filter into the policymaking process. Nevertheless, the following ideas can 

helpp to place these findings into a policy context. 

1.. Creating a local-global interface: Restructure the nationally-focused policy 

systemm within the scientifically-advanced countries. At the national level within the 

scientificallyy advanced countries, political support is needed to create and maintain 

researchh institutions and to fund scientific research and development. Science funding is 

alignedd with political boundaries at the level of the nation where support can be garnered 

andd where budgets are large enough to allow for such investments. Funds are allocated 

outt of public budgets in part based on the expectation of non-scientific benefits for 

taxpayerss such as prestige (Nobel prizes) and economic spillovers such as technological 

innovation. . 

AA virtuous circle between political and scientificc communities has been reinforced 

overr the past 50 years in scientifically advanced countries as science has catalyzed 

innovationn systems. Large federal bureaucracies within the advanced countries have 

developedd to manage the relationship between the political and scientific communities. 

AA secondary set of publicly-funded programs has grown up to disseminate the results of 

sciencee for economic application, often at the regional and local levels. 

Thee rapid rise of international collaboration networks has significant implications 

forr this system. First it challenges the capacity of nationall  bureaucracies to manage the 

fundingg of science in a way that ensures that benefits accrue to taxpayers. (If science 

takess place on a geographically distributed basis, ensuring spillovers will become 

increasinglyy difficult) Second, it challenges the planning and allocation system within 

thesee bureaucracies, ones that have built up intricate evaluation and accountability 

measuress to assure the political system that value is being created. Third, it challenges 

thee identity of the practitioner within the political-scientific system to find a balance 
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betweenn the unwritten social contract (public funds to create appropriable goods) and the 

changingg nature of knowledge creation demonstrated in this project. 

Nationall  systems that are structured to appropriate the results of science, with 

somee structural changes, may be adapted to benefit from the increased output of 

knowledgee at the global level. This may require a restructuring of missions and 

rethinkingg the use of knowledge. To the extent that spillovers occur locally (due to the 

scalee and scope of research or the tacit knowledge involved), a region may be poorly 

servedd by research that takes place at a distance. Thus, government missions may be 

shiftedd to include global scanning for relevant knowledge and the creation of an explicit 

systemm of knowledge dissemination - a function only implicit within the policy structures 

now.. The challenge to policymakers and managers of science will be finding ways to 

linkk between local needs and the knowledge created within the global network. 

Evenn scientifically advanced countries cannot hope to maintain research 

capacitiess in the many fields of science proliferating in the knowledge system. The 

challengee is how to position knowledge creation and exploitation to enable a local-global 

interface.. In some fields of science, knowledge is experiential and the tacit nature of 

learningg requires a particular scale or scope of research on-the-ground. In other cases, 

wheree knowledge is explicit or does not require a significant capital expenditure in terms 

off  laboratories or training, it may only be necessary to maintain connectivity with the 

globall  network in order to stay at the leading edge. Finding these balance points will 

requiree further research and policy experimentation. 

Inn order to stay at the leading edge, the research presented here suggests that it is 

thee attractiveness of researchers as a partner that will enable them to join the global 

network.. This means maintaining databases, funding excellent research, helping 

researcherss to attend conferences, and bringing foreign students and researchers to work 

temporarilyy in national laboratories. These kinds of links create the ties that lead to 

creativee collaborations. 
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2.. Link Regionally: Structuring Developing Country Policies and Institutions. 

Nationss that have not developed a national science system or that currently have a 

weakk national science system face a different challenge: does participation in global 

sciencee require first building a national system? Or, can there be multi-tiered system 

withinn which regions or nations pick and choose when and where to develop capacities in 

orderr to take advantage of the global system in some places, and to selectively build local 

capacitiess when spillovers are particularly desirable? It would appear that, for 

developingg countries, the emerging dynamic is one operating at the local-regjonal-global 

interchangee rather than at the national level, perhaps making national entities a 

burdensomee obstacle rather than a facilitator of participation in global science. These 

questionss need further research but it is suggestive of possible approaches that can be 

consideredd by governments and development agencies looking to encourage science 

capacity. . 

Thee findings of this project suggest that global science is taking on the 

characteristicss of a knowledge system with its own internal dynamics. Where previously, 

cross-borderr links in science were considered to be the extension of national systems 

findingg opportunities to complement each others' capabilities, the emerging global 

networkk appears to be operating independently of and orthogonally to national systems of 

science.. The national systems continue to operate, but perhaps at a lower level of 

efficiency,, with resources being diffused in international networks. In that case, both the 

politicall  and the scientific management of science will need to better adapt to the network 

off  global science as they consider allocation of resources and appropriation of results. 

11 In network terms, this could be defined by saying that a vertex (or hub) acquires new edges 
(linkss with other nodes) with a rate proportional to its degree. (Holmes 2003) 
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Internationalee samenwerking in de wetenschap: 

Eenn nieuwe dynamiek in het kennisontwikkeling 

Proefschriftt van Caroline S. Wagner, Universiteit van Amsterdam 

Samenvatting g 

Dee laatste decennia heeft er een snelle verschuiving plaatsgevonden in de organisatie van 

wetenschappelijkk onderzoek. De internationale samenwerking is significant toegenomen. Er 

zijnn verschillende theorieën die proberen deze toename in internationale samenwerking te 

verklaren.. Toch verklaren bijvoorbeeld de center-periphery theorie, de interne differentiatie 

vann wetenschap, de vraag of wetenschap invloed heeft op de groei van internationale 

samenwerkingg en de toenemende capaciteit om wetenschap te bedrijven onderzocht deze 

snellee toename met. Er is dan ook geen betrouwbare uitleg die de overheid en 

maatschappelijkee organisaties helpt internationale samenwerking aan te sturen. 

Ditt proefschrift evalueert en bekijkt de vraagstukken waar de beleidswereld voor staat Het 

bekijktt deze internationale samenwerking, door relevante data te ontwikkelen en te 

analyseren,, nieuwe mogelijkheden met betrekking tot organisatie, beloning en capaciteiten op 

internationaall  niveau voor te stellen en te toetsen en ten slotte ook een nieuwe theorie voor te 

stellenn voor de dynamiek van kennisontwikkeling in internationale wetenschappelijke 

samenwerking. . 

Dee hypothese in deze studie is dat internationale samenwerking een zelforganiserend netwerk 

is.. Dit betekent dat er sprake is van een communicatiesysteem met netwerk-karakteristieken. 

Err is geen gecentraliseerde autoriteit die internationale wetenschap organiseert en geen enkele 

individuelee kracht kan het fenomeen rond spontane ordening op het niveau van netwerken 

drijven.. Veel van dit onderzoek vindt zijn oorsprong in de complexe adaptieve 

systeemstudies,, die de dynamiek van zelforganisatie en ordening bestudeert (Arthur 1992, 

1994;; Waldrop 1992: Kauffman 1995: Holland 1995,1998; Cilliers 1998; Urry 2003). Maar 

systemenn en netwerken die kennis bevatten zijn niet beschikbaar voor monitoring of meting 

(Biggerioo 2001; Leydesdorff 2001a). Zij laten slechts sporen achter (Leydesdorff & 

Scharnhorstt 2003) en gecodificeerde (geen expliciete, of informele) communicatie kan 

wordenn gekwantificeerd. De artikelen met medeauteur en geciteerde relaties zijn beschikbare 
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indicatorss voor het onderzoek. Dit houdt in dat medeauteurs op internationaal niveau centraal 

kunnenn worden gesteld in deze studie. Door het gebruik van medeauteurs op alle 

wetenschapsgebiedenwetenschapsgebieden in 1990 en 2000 laat deze studie zien dat samenwerking kan worden 

uitgedruktt in een netwerkstructuur op internationaal niveau. Ook laat het zien dat dit mondiale 

systeemm sterk gestructureerd is rond de concurrentie om relaties tussen toonaangevende 

landenn met medeauteurs uit minder ontwikkelde landen. 

Dee studie richt zich op zes casestudies waarin internationale samenwerking op subniveau 

centraall  staat, met een netwerk tussen de verschillende auteurs. In alle case studies was er 

tussenn 1990 en 2000 een snellere groei van de internationale samenwerking dan het 

internationalee gemiddelde. De behoefte aan data, toegang tot bronnen en centrale faciliteiten, 

off  de behoefte naar creatieve verbanden bleken de drijvende krachten te zijn. Internationale 

samenwerkingg motiveerde wetenschappelijk onderzoek. Maar dit bewees niet dat interne 

organisatiee van wetenschappelijke onderzoek een drijvende kracht is van de internationale 

netwerkstructuur.. Een mondiale evaluatie van wetenschappelijke en technologische 

capaciteitenn liet zien dat 67 landen karakteristieken vertonen van organisatie van capaciteit in 

wetenschapp en technologie, waar in de vroege negentiger jaren dit er 40 waren. Een toename 

inn deze capaciteit kan de groei van internationale samenwerking beïnvloeden door een 

verbredingg van het aantal partners in meer potentiële samenwerkende landen. 

Diversee artikelen laten zien dat grote verweven netwerken gemeenschappelijke kenmerken 

hebben,, zoals bijvoorbeeld beperkte schaal clustering (Watts & Strogatz 1998). Ook volgen 

zijj  schalingswetten (Albert et al 1999; Barabési & Albert 1999; Jeong et al. 2001; Barabasi et 

al.. 2001). Newman (2000; 2001; 2004) liet zien dat samenwerkende wetenschappelijke 

netwerkenn verassende korte kern-kern afstanden hebben en veel grotere 

clusteringcoëfficiëntenn (2000) dan die van willekeurige netwerken van gelijke grote. Hierbij 

komtt dat wetenschappelijk medeauteurschap netwerken genereert met een "exponentiële" 

distributiegraadd (Newman 2001). Dit suggereert dat besluitvorming van individuen om samen 

tee werken de drijvende kracht is achter de zelforganisatie van samenwerkende netwerken. 

Err is een verkenning uitgevoerd om te toetsen of het principe van "preferential attachment" 

werdd toegepast in internationale samenwerkingsnetwerken. Hierbij werd gebruik maakt van 

dee medeauteurs dataset op subniveau. Jeong, Neda and Barabési (2001) laten zien dat 

evoluerendee netwerk modellen door dit principe groeien en dat sterk verbonden kernen hun 

verbindingg sneller versterken dan minder sterk verbonden kernen. Merton (1968) citeerde het 

"Mattheww effect", volgens welk principe reeds sterk verbonden, van overvloedig aanwezige 
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bronnenn voorziene auteurs disproportionele aantrekkingskracht vertonen ten aanzien van extra 

samenwerkerss en bronnen. 

Barabasii  et al. (2002) and Newman (2001) concluderen voor schalingsvrije distributie van 

medeauteurschapp en dat deze netwerken 'kleine wereld' kenmerken hebben (Watts 1999). De 

resultatenn onderschrijven deze conclusies voor algemene wetenschapsgebieden op 

internationaall  niveau. De Tabel 3 laat zien dat (met uitzondering van 'wiskundige logica') de 

gemiddeldee coëfficiënt orden groter is dan dat te venvachten is voor een willekeurig netwerk. 

Concluderendd kan gezegd worden dat de verbanden tussen auteurs binnen het netwerk niet 

willekeurigg zijn: De overmaat van auteurs in het netwerk baseren hun keuzen voor 

samenwerkingg op basis van het principe van voorkeursverbanden. Het principe van 

voorkeursverbandenn lijk t aanwezig te zijn in clusters van auteurs met goede netwerken, maar 

diee de beste netwerken hebben, concurreren niet langer met anderen voor samenwerking. 

Dezee studie heeft laten zien dat internationale samenwerking in wetenschap kan worden 

beschrevenn als zelf-organiserende netwerken, die naar boven komen al resultaat van locale 

interactiess van actoren gebaseerd op het principe van voorkeursverbanden. De bevindingen 

ondersteunenn diegene die de invloed van beloning en waardering binnen de wetenschap 

hebbenn onderzocht, hoewel geen van deze hebben getracht deze direct te verbinden aan het 

bovenkomenn van internationale samenwerking (Price 1964; Merton 1968; Beaver & Rosen 

1978;; Zuckerman & Merton 1971; Whitley 1984; Laudel 2001; Melin 2001). Het ondersteunt 

hett werk van Braun, Glanzel and Shubert (2001) die concludeerde dat gebruikers van 

publicatiess in de wetenschap een belangrijke bemiddelende rol hebben in hun gebied. Het 

ondersteuntt ook het werk van Braun, Glanzel & Shubert (2001) in hun verkenning van de 

diffusiee van kennis door samenwerkingsnetwerken. De bevindingen ondersteunen niet 

vroegeree gepresenteerde theorieën met betrekking tot de opkomst van internationale 

samenwerkingg Deze gingen uit van de bevinding dat internationale samenwerking de 

belangenn van landen dienen ten behoeve van efficiëntie van 'wetenschap' (Galison & Hevly 

1992).. Ook ondersteunt het niet de 'centre-periphery1 theorie van Ben-David (1971) en Schort 

(1998).. Eens beïnvloedden historische verbanden samenwerking (Zitt et al. 2000), maar dit 

proefschriftt suggereert dat deze verbanden geen verklaring geven voor de snelle versterking 

vann samenwerking in de negentiger jaren. Ook kan de toename van wetenschappelijke 

capaciteitt (met name in ontwikkelde landen) bijdragen aan de groei van internationale 

samenwerkingg Maar dit verklaart niet de zeer snelle toename in samenwerking die gezien 

wordtt in de negentiger jaren. De opkomst van het Internet draagt bij aan verbeterde 
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communicatiee (Gibbons et al. 1994; Starr 1995). Duidelijk is dat wetenschappers eerder 

samenwerkingg aangaan door persoonlijke contacten (Laudel 2001), dan door het vinden van 

elkaarr door middel van het Internet Dit suggereert dat communicatiemiddelen faciliterend 

zijn,, maar niet initiërend voor internationale samenwerkingsverbanden. 

Dee studie leidt tot beleidsaanbevelingen. Om toepassing te garanderen hebben ontwikkelde 

landenn sterk ontwikkelde wetenschapssystemen ontworpen om te bemiddelen bij de 

kennisproductiee op nationaal niveau. Publieke financiering is ontwikkeld om die publieke 

goederenn te produceren die een voordeel hebben voor de belastingbetaler. Uitgebreide 

nationalee instituties zijn ontwikkeld om dit te managen. Waarr eens van de nationale 

overhedenoverheden werd verwacht dat zij de publieke kennisproductie manageden, daagt de groei van 

hett kennisproducerende netwerk op internationaal niveau dit systeem uit Kennisproductie en 

toepassingg zouden plaats kunnen vinden in geografische gefragmenteerde locaties, wat ertoe 

leidtt dat nationale systemen moeilijk de kennis voor het lokale gebruik kunnen verzilveren. 

UitUit  de studie blijkt het tegendeel. Het kan blijken dat voor de ontwikkelde landen de 

ontwikkelingg van een dergelijk nationaal systeem onnodig is. Het internationale 

samenwerkingsnetwerkk biedt de mogelijkheid voor ontwikkelde landen om wetenschap te 

verbindenn op een manier die niet beschikbaar was in de 20e eeuw: lokale onderzoekers 

kunnenn aantrekkelijk worden gemaakt voor potentiële samenwerkers en, in tegenstelling tot 

geavanceerdee landen, door het flexibel maken van strategische investeringen in instituties. 

Septemberr 2004 
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CoreCore and related countries of the European Union and the Accession Countries, Salton Index 
>> 0.05, 20002 

11 These visualizations are based on using the Fruchterman Reingold (1991) algorithm in Pajek 
(Batageljj  and Mrvar, 2000). 
22 The representations in Figures 15. 16 and 17 are based on the algorithm of Kamada & Kawai (1989) 
forr the visualization. While in the previous analysis the objective was to distinguish among networks, 
wee now focus on the inner structure of specific networks. 
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DATADATA  TABLES  FROM CASE STUDIES 
Astrophysics s 

Clusterr of Journals (alphabetical order) 

Annuall  Review of Astronomy and 
Astrophysics s 
Astronomyy and Astrophysics 
Astronomyy and Astrophysics Supplement 
Series s 
Astronomicall  Journal 
Astronomyy Letters 
Astronomyy Reports 
Astrophysicall  Journal 
Astrophysicall  Journal Supplement Series 
Astrophysicall  Letters and Communications 
Astrophysicss and Space Science* 
Monthlyy Notices of the Royal Astronomical 
Society y 
Publicationss of the Astronomical Society of 
Japan n 
Publicationss of the Astronomical Society of 
thee Pacific 
Solarr Physics 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 2000 

18 8 

1371 1 
264 4 

519 9 
97 7 
84 4 

2259 9 
170 0 
261 1 
482 482 
848 8 

126 6 

166 6 

251 1 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 1990 

17 7 

947 7 
174 4 

357 7 
0 0 
0 0 

1511 1 
126 6 
14 4 

464 4 
536 6 

69 9 

190 0 

162 2 
**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Articles 
Published d 

6547 7 
4472 2 

Numberr of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
3097 7 
1301 1 

Percentt of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
47.3 3 

29 9 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Countries 
Participatingg in International 

Network k 
76 6 
57 7 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of International 

Co-authorr Networks 
33 3 
18 8 



Mathematicall  Logic 

Clusterr of Journals (alphabetical 
order) ) 
Annalss of Pure Applied Logic 
Archivess for Mathematical Logic 
Bulletinn of Symbolic Logic 
Journall  of Symbolic Logic* 
Historyy and Philosophy of Logic 
Mathematicall  Logic Quarterly 

Numberr of Articles, 
2000 0 

56 6 
25 5 
26 6 

111 1 
42 2 
49 9 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 1990 

53 3 
0 0 
0 0 

80 0 
0 0 
0 0 

**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of 
Articles s 

Published d 

309 9 
131 1 

Numberr of 
Articles s 

Internationally y 
Co-authored d 

117 7 
27 7 

Percentt of 
Articles s 

Internationally y 
Co-authored d 

37.9 9 
20.6 6 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Countries 
Participatingg in 

Internationall  Network 

38 8 
23 3 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of 

Internationall  Co-author 
Networks s 

12(31.6%) ) 
4(17.4%) ) 



Polymers s 

Clusterr of Journals (alphabetical order) 

Advancedd Polymer Science 
Europeann Polymer Journal 
Journall  of Macromolecular Science - Pure and 
Appliedd Chemistry 2000 
Journall  of Polymer Science Part A - Polymer 
Chemistryy 2000 
Journall  of Polymer Science Part B - Polymer 
Physics s 
Macromolecularr Chemistry and Physics 2000 
Macromolecularr Rapid Communications 2000 
Macromolecularr Symposia 2000* 
Macromoleculess 2000 
Polymerr Bulletin 
Polymerr Journal 
Polymer r 
Progresss in Polymer Science 

Numberr of 
Articles, , 

2000 0 
12 2 

332 2 
127 7 

540 0 

305 5 

299 9 
190 0 
455 5 

1467 7 
151 1 
233 3 

1087 7 
44 4 

Numberr of 
Articles, , 

1990 0 
0 0 

228 8 
0 0 

306 6 

184 4 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

974 4 
194 4 
150 0 
373 3 

19 9 
**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of 
Articles s 

Published d 

5242 2 
3469 9 

Numberr of 
Articles s 

Internationally y 
Co-authored d 

1046 6 
269 9 

Percentt of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 

19.95 5 
7.75 5 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Countries 
Participatingg in International 

Network k 

82 2 
58 8 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of 

Internationall  Co-author 
Networks s 

20 0 
8 8 



Seismology y 

Clusterr Of Journals (Alphabetical Order) 

ÜÜÜÜÉÜÜË Ë 
Earthh Planet And Space 
Journall  Of Geophysical Research-Solid 
Earth h 
Geophysicall  Research Letters 
Geophysicall  Journal International 
Physicss Of The Earth And Planetary 
Interiors s 
Puree And Applied Geophysics 
Tectonophysics s 
Seismology y 
Bulletinn Of The Seismological Society Of 
America* * 
Journall  Of Seismology 
Naturall  Hazards 
Soill  Dynamics and Earthquake 
Engineering g 
Annalii  Di Geofisica 
Engineeringg Geology 

Numberr of Articles, 
2000 0 

136 6 
468 8 

1039 9 
288 8 
117 7 

94 4 
247 7 

126 6 

42 2 
53 3 
48 8 

60 0 
80 0 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 1990 

0 0 
0 0 

582 2 
249 9 
163 3 

102 2 
412 2 

97 7 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
49 9 

**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

Peophy-k--
2000 0 
1990 0 
SÉsiaoiogj j 
2000 0 

Numberr of 
Articless Published 

2389 9 
1654 4 

409 9 

Numberr of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 

814 4 
237 7 

107 7 

Percentt of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 

34.1 1 
14.5 5 

26.2 2 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

2000 0 

Numberr of Countries 
Participatingg in International 

Network-Geophysics s 
82 2 
57 7 

Seismology y 
80 0 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of International 

Co-authorr Networks 
19 9 
9 9 

12 2 



Soill  Science 

Clusterr of Journals (alphabetical order) 

Advancedd in Agronomy 
Australiann Journal of Soil Research 
Canadiann Journal of Soil Science 
Communicationss in Soil Science Plan 
Europeann Journal of Soil Science 
Forestt Ecology Management 
Geoderma a 
Soill  Science* 
Soill  Science Society of America Journal 
Soill  and Tillage Research 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 2000 

22 2 
77 7 
79 9 

239 9 
87 7 

290 0 
103 3 
97 7 

300 0 
88 8 

Numberr of Articles, 
1990 0 

7 7 
61 1 
56 6 

135 5 
0 0 

182 2 
36 6 
99 9 

271 1 
121 1 

**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Articles 
Published d 

1382 2 
968 8 

Numberr of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
453 3 
107 7 

Percentt of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
32.8 8 
11.1 1 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Countries 
Participatingg in 

Internationall  Network 
85 5 
60 0 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of International 

Co-authorr Networks 
133 (15% in core) 

88 (13% in core) 



Virology y 

Clusterr of Journals (alphabetical order) 

Advancess in Virus Research 
Journall  of Virology 
Journall  of Medical Virology 
Archivess of Virology 2000 
Journall  of Virological Methods 
Viruss Genes 
Journall  of General Virology* 
Virologyy 2000 
Viruss Research 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 2000 

57 7 
1211 1 
222 2 
196 6 
148 8 
62 2 

349 9 
558 8 
89 9 

Numberr of 
Articles,, 1990 

9 9 
844 4 
159 9 
183 3 
147 7 

0 0 
407 7 
534 4 
69 9 

**  = central tendency journal 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Articles 
Published d 

2878 8 
2311 1 

Numberr of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
676 6 
327 7 

Percentt of Articles 
Internationallyy Co-

authored d 
23.5 5 

14 4 

Year r 

2000 0 
1990 0 

Numberr of Countries Participating 
inn International Network 

91 1 
62 2 

Numberr of Countries in the 
Coree Group of International 
Co-authorr Networks (% in 

core) ) 
133 (14.3%) 
144 (22.6%) 
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